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[Text]

TO UNESCO

THE AGE

DEFENDS

in English

by Owen Harries,

U.S.

30 Dec

Australian

STATE DEPARTMENT
review of America’s relations with UNESCO — the
United Nations Educational,

Scientific and Cultural Organisation — has firmly recommended that the United States
withdraw
from
that
tion.
f the United States withdraws,
there will be important implica-

tions for UNESCO, good ones, in
my opinion — and for American
relations with the rest of the United Nations system.
If it does not withdraw after
such @ recommendation, the view
widely prevalent in UNESCO —
that the United States is a paper
tiger —

MOVE
83 p 9

Ambassador

to UNESCO

1982-1983]

Its pronouncements
on the com-

plex and delicate issues of peace
and disarmament
— subjects on
which it is incompetent
— are biased and hostile
to the Western
case; it is consistently hostile to
Israel
and provides political and
financial
support to the Palestine
Liberation Organisation.
It is not merely the Third World

majority and the Soviet-bioc
member countries that engage
in these
attacks. The UNESCO secretariat
— up to and most definitely
includ-

ing the Director-General,
Amadou
Mahtar M'Bow of Senegal — is
thoroughly politicised and anti-

American.
On toe other hand, the

will be greatly strength-

ened and the United States’ credibility there will be extremely low.
UNESCO is in a bad state —
much worse than the rest of the
United Nations or any other speclalised agency associated with it.
UNESCO is a thoroughly politicised institution dedicated to attacking fundamental Western
values, interests and institutions.
I) attacks and seeks to circumscribe the free Western Press; it

conveys

something

of the

at-

mosphere of the organisation, that

when President Francois Mitterrand of France expelled 49 Soviet
spies earlier this year, a quarter of
them were connected with

UNESCO.)
UNESCO

is also

appallingly

managed and administered. A re-

cent poll ofmembers
of the secratariat showed that only 3 per cent

characterises Western culture as
an “imperialist” threat to the identity of other peoples; it attacks the

free-market economy and multinational corporations, it seeks to
downgrade

individual

human

rights in favor of nebulous and proliferating “rights of peoples,” thus
States to im-

the budget, the efficient allocation
of resources and adherence to

pose their orthodoxies on their
subjects.

proper procedures
in meetings are
conspicuous
by their absence.

helping tyrannical

Unlike

other

United

Nations

near zero growth, as requested
by

the major contributors.
(It initially
asked for a 9.6 per cent increase
for 1984-85 and has finally got a 3.5
to 5 per cent increase.)

million @ year, or 25 per cent of

UNESCO's
budget — to such an

ting the UNESCO house in order. It

THLE
{Tet
tint

teeteiezs
fs
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AUSTRALIA

JAPANESE

REPLACE

Canberra

THE AUSTRALIAN

[Article

by Ian Perkin]

[Text]

UK AS BIGGEST

LOCAL

in English

INVESTORS

30 Dec

83 p 10

JAPANESE
investors are
about.to overtake the British
as the biggest annual investors
in the local economy, further
adding to Japan's position as
Australia’s
most vital economic partner.
The Australian Bureau of
Statistics figures, available in
Canberra, showed Japanese investment up 71 per cent to $2.66
billion in 1982-85, out of a total
tal inflow of $9.19 billion.
inflow for the financlal year was duwn $540 million
on the previous year's record
level of $10.03 billion, but still
h by histor!cal standards.

huge influx of funds
from Japan during the year
almost toppled
the British
from their historic place as the
biggest annual investors.
Britain last year invested a
record §2.78 biljion in the country, compared with §2.69 billion
the previous year.
Japan's investapent was up
from $1.55 billion to $2.66 billion.
The US was the third biggest
investor
with
$962 million
(down 39 per cent from $1.57
billion) ASEAN $829 million
idown 46 per cent from $1.73
billion) and the EEC (exctuding the UK) with $900 million.
The big increase in Japanese
investment in the country ts
part a result of its increased
interest in local resource tndustries and manufacturing,
and partly the attractiveness
of high local interest
rates.

lish trading banks.
Asian investment
is also expected to be
by insta-

ment and institutional loans
by foreigners up $170 million to
a record level of $7.43 billion.

Floating
It seems

likely the Japanese

presence in the market will
continue, particularly if interest rates, although falling,

and interest on government
securities.
Private
interest

payments overseas were up
$690 millon and interest payments

on government

securi-

tees up $155 million.
The

major

factor

contribut-

ing to the overall fallin foreygn
investment was « big fall in
direct
investment
in local
industry.
There was an actual dminv-

estspent (or withdrawal of invesiment) from industry of
$525 million compared with an
inflow of investment of $271
million
the previous year.

According to the bureau,
this disinvestment reflected
some significant losses made
by some direct investment enterprises
during the year.

Unrelated
There was also a sizeabic
drop (down $548 million to $1.39
billion) in the inflow of other
direct investment.
Portiolio investment and institational loans inflow increased
by 2 per cent Ww a

record $7.43 billion in 1982-83.
Foreign investment in Ausitralian
corporate
remained high with

CSO:

4200/404

equilics
a net in-

flow of $805 million, the second
highest on record.
Net
inflow
of berrowings
from
unrelated = cnterprieecs
tuse marginally to $6. billion.

As with direct investment
borrowings, drawdowns were
significantly higher (by about
3S per cent), bul repayments
virtualiy doubied.

monetary
enterprises § ontinued to rise strongly (up 37
per cent) during 1962-63, while
borrowings by other enterprises fell by 7 per cent on the
record annua! 196)-82 figure.

Net investment

in govern-

ment securities rose @ per
cent to $891 million in 1962-83.
Foreign currency borrowings
by the government, «i $582 million, were the highest since
1978-79.
There
foreign

from

was aho significant
interest
particularly

Japan,

in

government

securities.

The
such

net flow

of funds

inte

securities

totalled

$309

million for 1982-83, a rise of 63
per cent on the previous record
of $190 million
in 1931-82.

AUSTRALIA

BRIEFS
UNEMPLOYMENT EXPECTED TO RISE--CANBERRA--Australia's unemployment is forecast
to rise steadily in the next 18 months while other parts of the economy recover slowly.
Unemployment is likely to increase from 715,000 people in February to 781,000 in May, 1985, going from 10.1 per cent of the labor force to
10.8 per cent, according to the Melbourne-based Institute of Applied Economic
and Social Research.
The institute gives forecasts for the economy this financial year and next in its latest issue of the Australian Economic Review,
released yesterday.
It says the outlook is for sustained but slow recovery
in output, continued wage moderation, some slowing of inflation but unacceptably high unemployment in 1983-84 and 1984-85.
On inflation, the institute
said the 6.5 percent rise in the CPI predicted for 1984-85 would be the lowest rise since 1972-73.
The quarterly rate of inflation is predicted to fall
from the 12.3 percent peak in September this year to about 5.5 percent in the
last three quarters of 1984 before rising again to 7.9 percent by the June

quarter of 1985.
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[Text]

[Brisbane

THE COURIER MAIL in English

30 Dec 83 p 1]

INDONESIA

OVERVIEW:
Jakarta
[Article

INDONESIA'S
THE

INDONESIAN

ECONOMY-- NEXT
QUARTERLY

FIVE

in English

YEARS
Vol XI, No 4, Dec

by Ali Wardhana]

[Text]
1 was originally asked to speak to this conference about the economic
policy stance you could expect to see the Indonesian government follow over
the next few years. On reflection, the specifics of such a topic are difficult, as
they will depend greatly on the type of world environment we find ourselves

in. Moreover, I believe that the degree of success our policies have enjoyed
thus far stems from 3 underlying factors -- continuity over time in our basic
development philosophy, the consistency among the policies being followed at

any point in time, and flexibility in dealing with major external shocks. Therefore, although mindful of Buckminister Fuller’s warning that we all tend to
walk backwards into the future, nevertheless in addressing the topic of ‘‘where
we're going,’’ | am going to tell you something about ‘‘where we've been."’ In
doing so, | am going to be somewhat selective -- this will not only spare you
from listening to a detailed history of the 16 years of our economic policies, it
will also allow me not to make mention of everything that went wrong as well
as everything that went right.
If during the course of my intervention I try to emphasize the essential con-

tinuity in our basic objectives and directions, it is not because there is any inherent virtue in stubborn adherence to a major line of action, whatever it may
be. | emphasize it because we believe the goals we have chosen to strive for are
the right ones for Indonesia and that therefore we will not abandon them in
panic simply because external circumstances have changed in ways which make

their achievement more difficult. We are at the same time prepared to alter the
specifics and the details of policies and programs when changed circumstances
Background paper for a Conference on Indonesia, Medford, Massachusetts, 6-8 October 1983,
sponsored by The Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy of Tufts University, Medford, MA;
CSIS, Jakarta; The Asia Society, New York. Prof. Ali Wardhana is Coordinating Minister for the
Economy, Finance, Industry and Development Supervision.

83 pp 10-25

and what we have learned from experience suggest the desirability of such
alteration.
1 would like to focus now on six major policy areas.
1. Development of an industrial base built on our comparative advantage in
natural resources and abundant labour;
2. Equal priority to development of the rural sector with emphasis on food
production and rural employment and income;

3. Attention to the role of relative prices in allocating resources within the
economy and gradual elimination of most subsidies;
4. Financial stability and general price stability.
5. Maintenance of an open economy and a free foreign exchange system;
6. External debt management.
Before I begin, a brief overview of our policy goals may be useful.
Throughout our three Five-Year Development Plans, or Repelitas since 1969,
the government has had the same three development objectives, although the
order of priority has changed as the problems and circumstances of the coun-

try have evolved. In Repelita I and II the objectives, in order of priority, were
national stability, economic growth, and equitable distribution. In Repelita III
the order of the objectives became equitable distribution, economic growth,
and national stability.

DEVELOPMENT OF AN INDUSTRIAL BASE BUILT ON OUR COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGES IN NATURAL RESOURCES AND ABUNDANT LABOUR
Indonesia is a country richly endowed with natural resources -- agricultural, forestry, marine, hydrocarbon and other minerals. In addition we have
a large labour force, and although much of it is unskilled, nevertheless it offers
the basis for development of large-scale, cost-competitive manufacturing. Our
resource endowment has presented us with a particular challenge and has required a careful mix and balancing of policies. The development of our natural
resource base beyond the primary-exporting stage in many instances requires

large-scale capital-intensive investment, yet the size and growth rate of the
population necessitates investment that can absorb large numbers of new
labour force participants each year. Striking the right balance in investment
and industrial policy has, in the end, depended on the availability of capital.
But it is this latter point that has been particularly hard to predict. The large
discrete movements in the international price of oil during the history of our
government have resulted in the availability of capital to Indonesia oscillating
unpredictably from scarcity to abundance and back to scarcity -- not once but
twice over the past 16 years. Moreover, the scale required for resource invest-

ment to be efficient usually necessitates a long lead-time between the time
when the project is begun and when it becomes productive, thus redoubling the
difficulties inherent in economic planning. If I hesitate to try to be specific in

telling you where our policies are going in the coming years, it is with the
history of these planning difficulties in mind.
Our First Five-Year Development Plan (1969/70-1973/74) aimed at and
achieved a considerable stabilization and rehabilitation of the economy, and in
so doing, laid the foundation for further development. The main areas of

growth were in those sectors accorded priority and official encouragement, including rice, textiles, oil and timber.
With the second plan (1974/75-1978/79), although our financial and administrative resources at the beginning of the period were still limited, the

Government sought to accelerate the momentum of growth but also to ensure,
through employment and allocation policies, a broad sharing of the benefits
of growth across society. With a view to expanding employment, the promotion of labour-intensive industries, including small-scale industries, received
special attention. Industrial policies were aimed specifically at promotion of
industries that process raw materials. A notable example was the manufacture
of plywood which was further supported by a tightening of controls on forest
management and expanding forestation and rehabilitation programs. De-

velopment efforts in the mining sector aimed at expanding oil production and
exploiting natural gas resources; investment in the original Arun and Badak
LNG facilities was completed during this period. There was also substantial investment in petro-chemical fertilizer plants and in cement plants. Efforts were

begun to process domestically other mineral products such as bauxite. The
rehabilitation and expansion of infrastructure was continued during the plan
period; in particular the expansion of communication

facilities in isolated

regions.
With the second major increase in oil export prices in 1979 and 1980, the
prospect of the reemergence of a serious capital constraint again became more
remote. The increase in our international reserves, which the oil price rise
allowed, and the perception that the high level of oil earnings would continue

indefinitely, suggested that a bolder industrial strategy was possible. Therefore
we embarked on what, in retrospect, was a somewhat ambitious public investment program, although it was a sensible strategy given the prognosis at the

time for the world economy. The program included major investment in
petroleum refining and petrochemicals, and in production of LNG, coal and
aluminum. It also included substantial additions to the economy’s infrastructure, notably in transport and electric power, as well as agricultural development projects, and in social infrastructure. Backed with this infrastructural investment, as well as the November 1978 devaluation, development of more
labour-intensive lighter manufacturing industry was largely left to the private
sector.

The impact of three years of global recession on Indonesia’s non-oil ex-

ports and finally on our oil exporis has been well documented in the background paper prepared for this conference by David Dapice.' As a result of the
reduced export earnings, by early 1983 the capital and foreign exchange constraints we faced were such that it was necessary to rethink our immediate investment priorities.
'See below, pp. 39- $3

The Government therefore undertook a comprehensive reassessment of
the public investment program in April of this year. Under the revised program, high priority continues to be attached to projects that create employ-

ment, support agricultural development, especially for food production and
promote human resource development through the expansion of social services. The expansion of the infrastructural base, especially in support of the
above objectives and for export development, is also accorded continued high
priority. Within this overall framework, however, it was necessary to reduce
capital goods imports by postponing a number of major industrial and other
projects that have a high foreign exchange content. The impact of this re-

phasing on import expenditure over the next few years will be substantial. At
the same time, it is planned that rupiah savings will be switched to activities

with a high impact on domestic employment.
Over time, our industrial policy has taken on an increasingly complex set of
social and economic objectives, including regional dispersion, promotion of
industries which support or complement the agricultural sector, utilization of
domestic raw materials, ‘‘orderly’’ industrialization, the prevention of excess
capacity, and the stimulation of indigenous entrepreneurship. This has,
perhaps inevitably, resulted in an equally complex set of public sector actions
and regulations. It has been apparent for some time, that in order for the
private sector to play its assigned role in Indonesia's future development, a
substantial simplification of government regulations is required. Therefore,
this past summer the government launched a major attempt at streamlining

bureaucrative procedures and minimizing redtape. To be honest, this is not an
easy task. But we are committed to making substantial progress, as we view
progress in this area to be essential in creating the kind of environment neces-

sary to support the expanded role we sec for the private sector in the coming
years.
EQUAL PRIORITY TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE RURAL SECTOR, WITH
EMPHASIS ON FOOD PRODUCTION AND ON RURAL EMPLOYMENT AND
INCOME
With the sharp increase in the petroleum sector's terms of trade and the
strong real growth in other industry and in the construction, transportation
and other services, the share of agriculture in GDP (measured at current
market prices) has declined from about $0 per cent of total output in 1966 to
25 per cent in 1982.
Nevertheless, the rural sector has continued to be accorded high priority in

our development strategy, reflecting two overwhelming economic realities:
the need to feed a population of 150 million that is still expanding at over 2 per
cent per year; and the fact that, as of 1979, an estimated 60 per cent of the

labour force was engaged in agriculture while some 75 per cent of the population was directly dependent on the agricultural sector. These realities have
meant that neither growth, nor equity, nor stability would be possible in the
long-run if the development effort turned its back on the rural sector. The experiences of other countries, with resource endowments similar to our own,

have borne this out.

Over the period from 1971 to 1982, Indonesian agricultural output grew at
an average annual rate of 3.7 per cent. Excluding forestry and fisheries, where
output in recent years has been constrained by the government's policies to

prevent excessive exploitation and to encourage domestic processing, agricultural output grew at an average rate of 4.3 per cent. This growth has been
largely made possible by the tremendous success of our rice intensification
program. The program has been based on dissemination of high-yielding
varieties of rice, a comprehensive package of fertilizer and insecticide inputs,
and access to credit and extension services. Were it not for the poor rains
during the last growing season, our goal of self sufficiency in rice output
would have been approximately met. I think that the role of relative price
policy in this success deserves particular attention and I would like to return to
this point iater.

Continued strong growth of the agricultural sector, even at 4 per cent
which is somewhat above the rate foreseen in Repelita IV, clearly is not going
to solve the rural sector's employment problems. The unemployment and
underemployment in the rural sector are such that it will require labourintensive industrial growth to make substantial inroads. Nevertheless, sufficiently strong growth in agricultural output and incomes, so as to allow a
reduction in rural poverty and not encourage migration to urban areas, has
been, and will continue to be, a crucial factor in the success of Indonesia's
development.
I should add that investment and current production in this sector has the
added advantage that it is labour rather than import intensive, a characteristic
important in a period when foreign exchange resources are likely to be less
abundant than in some recent years.

ATTENTION TO THE ROLE OF RELATIVE PRICES IN ALLOCATING RESOURCES WITHIN THE ECONOMY AND THE GRADUAL ELIMINATION OF
MOST SUBSIDIES
The avoidance of major price distortions, and the waste of resources that
usually accompanies them, has been an important, and underappreciated

element facilitating growth in Indonesia over the past decade. The government is involved in establishing the usual range of public utility fares and it
does intervene in the pricing of some commodities, notably domestic petroleum products and, the domestic food grain prices. (The latter is done by
Bulog, a government agency responsible for food price stabilization.) The
government also has at times issued price guidelines for certain strategic products such as cement and steel. However, especially in recent years, this in-

tervention has generally been aimed at short-run stabilization and has not for
the most part resulted in prices deviating substantially or for long-time periods
from world market prices.
Food subsidies have emerged at times over the years, as the government
has covered periodic deficits in Bulog’s operations resulting from rising food
grain import prices and a lag in adjusting the domestic retail prices. But the
general policy has been gradually to increase domestic prices to reflect the
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world market cost. Thus by °°
18 the food subsidy was reduced to 7ero
and although there were again.
__., food subsidies from 1978/79 to 1981/82,
these subsidies were eliminated in 1982/83, and are expected to remain negligible this year.
Containing petroleum subsidies has been a more difficult and protracted
process. Throughout the 1970s, it had generally been the government's policy
to keep petroleum prices at affordable levels, particularly for kerosene, which
is used extensively by households, and diesel fuel and heavy fuel oil because
of their importance as industrial inputs.
Reflecting this pricing policy and the strong growth in the ecoromy,
domestic consumption of petroleum grew at an average annual rate of 14 per
cent during 1974-1978. With the second major rise in oil export prices in 1979,
a substantial subsidy on domestic petroleum products emerged. In spite of a
40 per cent rise in domestic petroleum prices in March 1979, the combination
of the rise in oil export prices and the 1978 devaluation resulted in an increase
of petroleum subsidies in the budget from 3 per cent of routine expenditures in
1977/78 to 13 per cent in 1979/80. The growth of domestic consumption
slowed somewhat to 11 per cent during 1979-1981, but domestic consumption
in 1981, at 186 million barrels, still accounted for 27 per cent of total domestic

crude oil production.
With the sharp rise in budgetary revenues which accompanied the second
oil boom, this magnitude of subsidy was, at least in the short-run, affordable,
even if it was not desirable in terms of resource allocation. It was not, how-

ever, a sustainable medium-term situation even from a budgetary point of
view, as became clear with the further doubling in the absolute amount of the
subsidy in 1980/81 to a level equivalent to 18 per cent of routine expenditure.

Moreover this occurred in spite of a further $0 per cent rise in domestic petroleum prices in May of 1980. The original 1981/82 budget saw a further rise in
the subsidy to 20 per cent of routine expenditure.
In order both to reduce the budgetary subsidy and to curtail growth of consumption

so as to increase the exportable oi! surplus, the government

an-

nounced further upward adjustments in petroleum prices in January of 1982
(by 60 per cent) and again in January of 1983 (by an additional S50 per cent).

The most recent increases already appear to have had a substantial effect on
slowing growth in domestic petroleum consumption even with due allowance
for the slower overall growth in the economy. Petroleum consumption rose by
only 6 per cent in 1982 and declined by 2 per cent during the first half of 1983.
With the augmenting impact of the March 30 devaluation, the petroleum subsidy is estimated still to amount 14 per cent of routine expenditure this year.
However, the government has made public its intention to gradually reduce
the subsidy over the next few years.
1 promised earlier that | would come back to the question of the subsidies
on fertilizer and insecticides and the role we believe they have played in the
growth of food crop production. While it is generally true that subsidies cause
distortions in resource allocation and social efficiency losses, there are special
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instances where judicious use of subsidics through administered relative prices
may actually result in a reduction of distortions in the ecomomy and thus vield
net economic benefits to society as a whole. | believe this has been the case

with the whole package of inputs that underlies our rice intensification effort,
and it is most readily measurable in the fertilizer subsidy.

Governments

expenditure on fertilizer subsidies has increased substan-

tially over the past few years to the equivalent of 6 per cent of routine expen-

ditures in 1982/83, as the domestic price has been increased substantially less
than the rise in import prices. At the same time, rice prices generally have
been increased in line with world market prices, with the result that the
domestic relative rice/fertilizer price ratio mere than tripled between 1968 and

1982. Even with the 29 per cent increase in the price of fertilizer effective in
January of this year, the relative rice/fertilizer price 1s still 2.8 times higher than
in 1968.
Recent work by Peter Timmer to analyze the factors responsible for the
§ per cent annual increase in Indonesian rice production from 1968 to 1982
suggest that this improved relative price incentive was responsible for roughly
2 percentage points of the increase in output, while factors such as the trend
increase in fertilizer use, new high-yiclding seed varicties, improved irrigation,
and improved farmer knowledge contributed the other 3 percentage points.

Moreover, his findings suggest that even at today’s increased levels of fertilizer input, the social benefit/cost ratio to the fertilizer subsidy is 2.8 to 1.
That is, for every rupiah spent on fertilizer subsidies, the return in terms of the
value of increased rice output is Rp 2.8. The reasons why farmers do not in
their own self interest use these levels of fertilizer even without a subsidy are
believed to be duc to the inherent problems involved in introducing a new
technology combined with a natural tendency toward risk aversion.

FINANCIAL STABILITY AND GENERAL

PRICE STABILITY

Restoration of financial stability was a primary goal of the New

Order

when it took over in 1966 and maintenance of that stability has been a continuing priority. Stability is a necessary base; without it, the country’s guals of

growth and equity would not have been achievable.
Moreover, I believe the government has repeatedly demonstrated its ability
to control inflation in difficult circumstances, beginning with the reduction in
inflation from 640 per cent in 1966 to 10 per cent in 196° and 3 per cent in
1971.” The disruptive influence of two oil booms can be seen in the rise of inflation to 30 per cent in 1973 and 40 per cent in 1974. However, the rate was
brought back to 20 per cent in 1975 and 1976 and to an average of 10 per cent
in 1977 and 1978. Then with the 1978 devaluation followed by the second oil

boom, inflation jumped to around 20 per cent in 1979 and 1980, but was again
brought back to 12 per cent in 1981 and 10 per cent in 1982. Inflation will be
higher in 1983 because of the devaluation but even so, probably will not exceed
15 per cent.

*Based on Jakarta CPI

The success in controlling inflation has been the result of generally conservative fiscal and monetary policy (although these have been aided during certain periods by a relatively fixed exchange rate and the openness of our foreign
exchange system).
Our dDudgetary policy has been ‘‘dynamically balanced,’’ meaning balanced over the medium-term. While policy doesn't allow the budget to be a

major anticyclical instrument, in practice there is some flexibility. Expenditure
policy has been ased flexibly so as to dampen the large swings in the country’s and the government's external carnings. Thus while the administrative
budget must be balanced each year, actual cash expenditures have, during
periods of rapidly rising oil revenues, been somewhat less than budgeted,
allowing the government to run an overall surplus on a cash basis. This was
particularly true in 1976/77 and 1977/78, and again in 1979/80 and 1980/81.
In addition to its role in stabilization policy, budgetary expenditure has
also played an important role in policies for growth and equity. Examples include the Inpres program, which channels funds to local governments, and the
entire development portion of the budgct, where expenditures range from subsidies on fertilizer to major public sector investment projects.
For much of the past decade, Indonesia has been able to utilize fiscal re-

sources generated by our oil sector to finance much of the growth in public sector spending

for development.

But given the inevitable uncertainties in the

world oil market, it has been clear that we cannot continue to rely nearly so
heavily upon growth in oil sector revenues. Non-oil taxes will have to provide a
growing share of public sector revenues required for finance of public sector
activities planned for Repelita IV. In recent years, non-oil taxes have
amounted to little more than 6 per cent of GDP, or just about 8 per cent of

GDP outside of the oil sector. Our non-oil tax effort has been well below that
for other, middle-income developing countries in general, including all other

middle-income oil exporters except Nigeria. Indeed, the share of government
revenues in GDP

in thirty-four low-income oil-importing economics in 1980

was almost 17 per cent, or about twice as high as for Indonesia, while in nineteen developed countries central government revenues averaged about 35 per

cent of GDP. While there is no reason why Indonesia should attempt to match
the tax effort of any other developing or developed country, it is clear that
non-inflationary finance of Repelita 1V may well require the level of non-oil

taxes to rise to at least 12 per cent of non-oil GDP, or perhaps 10 per cent of
total GDP, before the end of the plan. With non-oil taxes at 12 per cent of
GDP by 1989-1990, Indonesia's tax effort would be close to that of Thailand,
Pakistan and India in 1979 but still well below low-income developing countries in general.

Therefore two years ago we began a comprehensive tax reform study, and
recommendations for a major reform of the tax system will be presented to
Parliament this autumn. The reform not only aims at changing the structure of
non-oil taxes and increasing revenue. Equally important are its goals of
simplicity and certainty and equity in taxation. To achieve these goals, tax
collection procedures will be greatly simplified, including realistic provisions ©
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for fling returns, for levyi.g fines and penalties, and for taxpayer redress of
grievances.
The primary goal of monetary policy throughout the post 1966 period has
been to ensure financial stability. Monetary restraint played a major role in the
dramatic reduction in inflation in the late 1960s and again after the two oil
booms in the 1970s.
From carly 1974 to June | of this year, the major tool of monetary policy

was administered credit ceilings. Although from 1969 to 1972, more indirect
monetary control mechanisms had been used (in particular, reserve requirements), the difficulties in managing the large increases in domestic liquidity
that resulted from the balance of payments surpluses in the mid-1970s led us
back to a system of direct credit ceilings. In addition, that system included ad-

ministered interest rates for the state banks, and access to subsidized liquidity
(or rediscount) credits at Bank Indonesia for a broad range of priority sectors.
The implicit subsidies in this system, as well as interest rate subsidies on the
longer maturities of deposits at state banks, served to redistribute throughout
the economy some of the benefits from the oil revenues. However, given the
increased constraint on external resources which the country now faces, and

the need to mobilize domestic savings and assure its efficient use, a substantial
change in the tools of monetary policy was announced on June ! of this year.
Credit ceilings were abolished, as were most restrictions on state bank interest
rates. Access to liquidity credits was also substantially reduced, although a
number of high priority loan categories still remain eligible for subsidized
credit because of social equity considerations. Monetary management will
henceforth rely on the traditional instruments of reserve ratios and rediscount

policy.
The immediate market response to these changes has been positive, particularly as regards increases in rupiah time and savings deposits in response to

the higher interest rates now available at state banks. After June 1, the typical
six months deposit rate quickly rose to around

17 per cent, with similar in-

creases on other maturities. In response, rupiah time and savings deposits at
the state banks increased by an incredible 40 per cent in the following 8 week
period. Some of this was clearly a shift away from private banks, but not all of
it, as time and savings deposits in the banking system as a whole increased by
18 per cent during the two months.
The aggregate impact of the fiscal and monetary policies in managing the
oil revenues can be seen in the country’s savings/investment balance. Gross
national savings rose from an average of 14 per cent of GNP in 1971-1973 to
25 per cent from 1979 to 1980, reflecting the large savings from oil incomes.
This permitted investment as a share of GNP to rise from 18 per cent at the
beginning of the 1970s to 22 per cent in 1979 and 1980 without straining the
country’s balance of payments of external debt situation.
With the worsening terms of trade in the last two years, savings is estimated
to have declined to 22 per cent of GNP in 1981 and 17 per cent in 1982, including lower savings ratios in both public and private sectors. Meanwhile investment as a share of GNP continued to rise to over 23 per cent each year,
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thus putting pressure on the balance of payments. The government

has at-

tempted to minimize the decline in public sector savings over the past two years
through a freeze on civil servants’ salaries, curtailing expenditure on materials,
and reducing subsidies. However, major improvement in the public sector
savings ratio will depend on successful implementation of the tax reform now
being prepared. At the same time, the June | monetary reform measures are

aimed at mobilizing private savings as well as assuring its more efficient
utilization.

MAINTENANCE OF AN OPEN ECONOMY AND A FREE FOREIGN EXCHANGE SYSTEM
The principles of an open economy and a free foreign exchange system
have been basic tenets of the government's development philosophy. The two
are, of course, inextricably linked, as high protective barriers on imports are
often used to compensate for an over-valued exchange rate supported by exchange controls. With the recent devaluation of the rupiah, a high degree of
protection should be unnecessary. The average trade-weighted level of import
tariffs in Indonesia (measured on a CIF basis) is 15 per cent. This is not particularly high by developing country standards. Moreover, taking account of
tax holidays, the average realized rate is closer to $ per cent. However, it must
be added that there are a number of products that are subject to quantitative
restriction or limited to specially licensed importers. The current domestic
recession has inevitably increased pressures for such restrictions; this is not a
phenomenon unique to Indonesia. That the increased protectionist pressures

are a relatively more recent phenomenon in Indonesia reflects the fact that the
world-wide recession was rather late in reaching us. In spite of those pressures,
it is not our policy for the country to waste its scarce resources in developing
industries that are not competitive on world markets. A major aim of the

June | freeing of state bank interest rates was to assure that domestic savings
are allocated to those investment projects that are the most productive for the
country. Excessive protection would create artificial profitability for the protected industries and thus would undermine that objective. In the same vein,
our policy of limiting our external borrowing, whether public or private sec‘ or,
to levels which are sustainable in the medium-term, would be compromised
if domestic industry is shielded from foreign competition and thus is encouraged to undertake activity and borrow amounts abroad which tie
economy as a whole will not earn sufficient foreign exchange to repay. Therefore continuity and consistency in policy mandate that protectionism be contained. As regards exchange rate management -- here my notes from my staff
say ‘Whatever you do, don’t say we're going to continue doing what we've
done in the past. They might get worried."
Actually, it has never been the government's intention to ignore the competitive position resulting from the exchange rate. In fact, | believe that the
1978 devaluation was a potentially farsighted approach to this problem.
The 34 per cent devaluation in November of 1978 was undertaken not because of immediate balance of payments pressures. In fact, in the two years
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prior to the devaluation, both the current account and overall balance of
payments had been in substantial surplus. However, these surpluses hid structural weaknesses that caused us some concern. Over the previous three years,
the non-oil trade deficit had widened sharply, private investment had stag-

nated, and the non-oil sector had not absorbed as much employment as was required by Indonesia's population growth. Hence the devaluation aimed at providing a competitive base for long-term development of the non-oil sector and
at assuring the viability of the balance of payments in the longer-run. More-

over, | believe that the prudent financial policies adopted in the post 1978devaluation period would, in the absence of the second oil boom, have been
sufficient to have maintained the competitive gains from that devaluation.

Monthly data on consumer prices show that toward the middle of 1979, inflation had begun to subside to a sustainable level, and it was only with the sharp
rise in oil revenue in the latter part of the year that inflation once again
substantially exceeded our targcts.
There are a number of parallels between the 1978 devaluation and the onc
on March 30 of this year. (Fortunatcly and unfortunately, a further round of

oi! price increases probably isn’t one of them.) The major paralicls are the
continued, and, in fact, enhanced need to improve the competitiveness of
non-oil exports and of import-competing industries, and to create employment
opportunities. However, unlike 1978, this year we were faced with a severe

balance of payments constraint which made exchange rate action that much
more pressing.
Another very important parallel is the use of financial policies to support
the devaluation and to assure that the gains are not croded by ensuing inflation. In this regard, we are particularly encouraged that the rate of inlation
since the devaluation has been so modcrate.
Since March of this year there has, however, been a shift in what | would
call our ‘‘operational strategy.”’ Until 1978, our policy was to peg the rupiah

to the US dollar. Following the 1978 devaluation, the exchange rate was in
principle to be set according to a basket of currencies. However, at the time,

our view was that the large role of the US dollar as our main trading currency
argued
Time,
proven
of our

for a proportionately large weight
and the sharp appreciation of the
that policy to have been unwise,
competitive position vis-a-vis our

for the dollar in the currency basket.
dollar over the next four years have
as it did not take sufficient account
other major trading partners, par-

ticularly Japan and the major European countries. Nor did it take account of
our position vis-a-vis other countries which compete with us in export markets,
for example Thailand, Malaysia and the Philippines.
Therefore since March of this year our policy has been to set the daily ex-

change rate taking into account movements of a somewhat broader set of currencies. Over the medium-term, our policy is to assure that our competitive
position is not again eroded, either with respect to the major industrial countries OF Our export competitors.
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EXTERNAL DEBT MANAGEMENT
Observers in Indonesia like to say that we have stayed out of the current
international debt crisis because we had our crises early, first in the 1960s and
then with Pertamina in 1975. Certainly both were sobering experiences.
Ending this discussion on the government's development

philosophy with

comments on external debt policy in a sense brings us full circle, as it was
against the background of a major balance of payments and debt crisis that
the government took office. It also offers some perspective on the other policies I have outlined, as many of the policies had their beginning in a determination not to repeat the experience of the 1960s.

The 1966 debt crisis had its origins in a number of factors:
1. Large fiscal deficits in the period 1961-1965 which contributed to both the
domestic inflation and the balance of payments deficits;
2. Maintenance of a multiple exchange rate with a more appreciated rate for
government imports which both masked the full extent of the fiscal deficit
and at the same time contributed to the overall misallocation of resources;
3. Insufficient investment in the agricultural estate sector;
4. Inadequate supplies of rice, particularly when the government attempted
to restrict imports in 1965 to avoid a balance of payments crisis, with the

scarcity of rice being an important factor in the hyperinflation of 1965/66;
5. A rapid accumulation of foreign debt facilitated by the absence of effective
control over the contracting of debt, and resulting, as well, in serious deficiencies in the statistical data on foreign indebtedness.
The stabilization program put in place to deal with these problems included:
1. Restraint in growth of domestic demand, especially in the public sector including an early climination of bank financing of the budget deficit;

2. An improved exchange rate structure contributing to a better allocation of
available resources;
3. Provision of adequate food grain supplies;
4. A restructuring of external debt;

5. Ongoing debt management policies, including mechanisms for controlling
the contracting of all new government debt and for monitoring the prospective debt service burden, and an intention to rely primarily on official aid
and to avoid undue reliance on commercial credits, particularly short-term.
The foundation for our debt management strategy over the years has continued to be these same principles, which essentially stress the importance of
maintaining sound macroeconomic policies, while keeping a watchful eye on
future debt service obligations. There has, however, been one noteworthy addition to the list. Prior to 1972, public enterprises were allowed to borrow
abroad without government approval. Under a regulation issued in 1972,
foreign borrowing by state enterprises may be undertaken only with the prior
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permission of the government, and even so, such borrowing does not include
a government guarantee. Unfcrtunately the Pertamina debt crisis occurred

in

spite of this regulation but it was an important lesson in the necessity of comprehensive debt monitoring procedures, and resulted *n increased attention to
this issue.

In spite of the Pertamina difficulties, generally prudent debt policies since
1966 have allowed us to maintain a healthy debt profile and a debt service ratio
that is low by international comparison. For a number of years, our unofficial
policy
has been to limit debt service payments to no more than 20 per cent of
net export receipts. This is a conservative measure in the sense that the
denominator includes oil exports net of oi sector imports and service
payments. Measuring on a gross basis mstead would, in 1983 for instance,
reduce the ratio by about 9 percentage points. Nevertheless, the weakness in
our export markets over the last three years has resulted in a higher ratio on
a nct hasis than we feel comfortable with, as the net ratio in 1983/84 is ex-

pected to rise to around 24 per cent compared to 17 per cent in 1981/82 and
22 per cent in 1982/83. Furthermore, we arc very much aware that these data
do not include private sector dem and an effort is currently underway to
broaden the coverage of our statistics.

1 would like to emphasize, however, that the government's policy approach
toward private sector foreign debt is essentially the same as towards the public
sector. We feel that it is important to monitor both the outstanding amount of

debt and the time path of the prospective debt service payments.
But basic policics to control private indebtedness must rely on having the
right macro-economic parameters -- non-distorting relative prices, appropriate
tax incentives, the right interest rates, the right exchange rate, and maintenance of an open economy.
I have atempicd to outline the basic objectives and directions of our efforts

in six major policy areas. As | have mentioned at the outset, a review of these,
including the most recent, reveals first of all what | believe to be a high degree
of continuity and consistency. Since the first of our five year plans there
has been no change in our central objectives and the major directions of our
effort. Naturally there have been changes in specifics, properly, | believe,

adapied to the particular circumstances of each period, but these have not
represented or expressed significant departures from the basic continuing
thrust of our efforts. When changes are occurring, we are taking actions on
the policy and program front which represent on the one hand necessary adaptations to changes in the external economic environment which inevitably have
their impact on our situation and on the resources at our command. Some of

the changes in the particulars of our policies and programs, further more,
reflect only that we fortunately are capable of learning from experience and
iry to act accordingly. Hcace as we formulate our Fourth Five Year Plan we
will incorporate what we have learned and we will adapt to changed circumstances. The basic objectives and the basic directions will, however, remain
unchanged.
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I would like to conclude my remarks with a small footnote. In this connection I would like to correct what may be another misconception on the part of

some observers. We have already, in the President’s August 16 speech, stated
that we anticipated an average annual GDP growth of § per cent in the Fourth
Plan period. There has been reference to this as a target and even some
criticism of this as either an over-modest or over-ambitious target. It is not a
target at all. It is our present estimate of what, in the world as we see it and in
Indonesia as we see it, is a realistic probability or possibility. We hope to and
we will endeavour to exceed it.
I have attempted to outline our thinking in Indonesia and to suggest what
the contours of our Fourth Plan may be primarily on the basis of our experience of the development of the Indonesian economy in the past 16 years.
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[Article by Hadi Soesastro]
[Text]
INTRODUCTION
April 1984 will be the beginning of the Fourth Five Year Development
Plan, leading Indonesia into its 16th year of planned economic development.
The Fourth Plan, like its predecessors, is likely to be ‘‘indicative’’ in nature, in
which programs are outlined -- not merely but primarily -- to indicate the
directions of development and targets are set to indicate the magnitude of ef-

forts involved.
Within this realm of planned economic development, the central government has assigned to itself a leading developmental role, which is elaborated
in greater detail in its annual budgets. All other economic and social activities
suggested in the plan, but not undertaken directly by the central government,
are open for private participation, either by way of organizing cooperatives,
facilitating national private companies, or inviting foreign enterprises. It has
been the practice to include state enterprises into the group of such entities.

The sets of policies to encourage participation by those entities, to guide
the allocation of resources under their control, etc. are not explicitly formulated in the plan. Implicitly, they are to be derived from the plan’s stated

Objectives by the agencies involved, such as the Coordinating Board for
Capital Investment (BKPM) as manifested in its annually revised List of
Priorities (DSP). Thus, indicative plans are to reflect -- and are consistent
Background paper tur a Conference on Indonesia, Medford, Massachusetts, 6-8 Octover 1983,
sponsored by the Fletcher Schoo! of Law and Diplomacy of Tufts University, Medford, MA;
CSIS, Jakarta; The Asia Society, New York. Dr. Hadi Soesastro is Head of the Department of
Economic Affairs.
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with -- the mixed nature of the economy:

the market mechanism

being in-

fluenced by the leading developmental role of the government. In essence, the
plans are designed to have enough flexibility to cope with contingencies, but

sufficiently structured so as to impose some discipline, largely to be applied to
government agencies themselves, in the implementation
flexibility has its virtues, it also carries a certain cost.

of the plan. While

Since the introduction of the First Plan in 1969, Indonesia has managed to

grow at an annual average rate of 7 to 8 per cent throughout the 1970s. With
this sustained growth, by 1980 Indonesia had graduated from being a lowincome developing country into the group of middle-income developing countries, according to World Bank standards. Compared with the previous plans,
the Fourth Plan is being designed with a ‘‘modest’’ target rate of economic

growth of 5 per cent to be achieved on average over the plan period. Whether
this target rate is a sufficient one, in view of the internal conditions and
external environment prevailing today, is not just a matter of judgement, but touches deeply on the fundamentals of development planning:
for what, by and for whom, under what constraints, and how to be freed
gradually from internal bottlenecks and constraints, eventually even from external ones.

**Do growth targets matter?’’ The answer is both yes and no. Consider the
1.5 to 2 million work force entering the labour market annually. If the present
production structure of the economy, as characterized by the overall capitallabour and capital-output ratios, prevails, a $ per cent annual rate of growth
could hardly meet the challenge. For the 5 per cent target rate of growth to be
consistent with the required magnitude of employment creation, drastic

measures seem to be required to induce a shift in the sources of growth on the
factor input supply side.
Consider now the sources of growth on the financial supply side. Continued heavy reliance on oil revenues as the source of export earnings and
government revenues means that movements in oil prices -- which are beyond
the country’s control -- will largely dictate whether the 5 per cent target could
be reached or exceeded. In the short run, the economy lacks flexibility to cope
with a significant decline in the price of oil. This is the case in 1983. Over the
longer-term, however, this situation need not continue in view of the potential
resources, human or otherwise, which are available in relative abundance.

Rigorous development of the non-oil export sector will reduce reliance on
oil exports. True, but it still is not clear how this would affect the economy's
expansion path. Both in the short-term and over the longer-term, external
markets may remain by far the weaker demand source of growth as compared
with the potential strength of domestic markets. In principle, a dual strategy of
maximizing labour absorption and restructuring the Output composition of

production with the aim of strengthening domestic demand is better suited to
planning, which involves the setting of targets.
This brief discussion merely highlights some fragments of the total set of
problems which has emerged in a more pronounced fashion as growth rates

suddenly plummeted from the historical average over the last 10 to 15 years.

Questions have been raised as to the wisdom
rateof growth. While this wisdom appears to
attitude, in view of the situations in 1982 and
companying policies would tend to ignore
higher growth potentials.

of adopting the ‘‘modest”’ target
reflect the government’s realistic
1983, there is concern that the acor forego the opportunities for

Related to this concern, but perhaps touching on a more fundamental issue,
is the allegation that a 5 per cent growth rate implies a ‘‘business-as-usual”’
assumption. This means, among other things, that for convenience sake the
government would continue to dominate the country’s economic scene, and
Structure the economy accordingly. This private-sector-biased view would further argue, that if it is the government that catches the cold, why should the
entire economy be contaminated and suffer from it? This statement makes
some sense, but in the present Indonesian context it equally has some flaws, for
reasons to be found in the same realm of social policy and politics.
In economic terms, it is still difficult to conclude about the degree of
resilience of the economy as a whole and the comparative resilience of different economic sectors (and actors), unless the effects of the present dramatic
decline in economic performance have fully worked out. Estimates on the
economic performance in 1982 are instructive, but they do not tell the whole
story. At best, they offer a mixed picture.
Indonesia’s gross domestic product (GDP) grew by only 2.25 per cent in
1982, a significant drop from a compound annual rate of growth ot 8.7 per
cent over the period 1979-1981 and the lowest growth rate since the beginning

of the First Plan in 1969. Slower growth was experienced by all sectors, except the utilities sector, and the mining sector experienced negative growth
(Table 1). Growth of the manufacturing sector dropped from a high 17 per
cent annually over the period 1979-1981 to only 1.2 per cent in 1982, due to the
decline in production of some important industries, such as textiles, plywood,
paper, petroleum products, tyre, iron and steel, electronics, and motor

car/vehicles. Most severely affected was the iron and steel industry with a
decline in output by over 22 per cent. The performance of the agricultural sector was also disappointing, and hit the lowest growth rate since 1976. The
low 2.12 per cent growth was due to the production of paddy which increased
only by 4.1 per cent, the decline in several farm food crops production such as
corn, Cassava, sweet potato, peanuts and soybeans, and the decrease in the

production of the forestry sector by about 20 per cent
In the first instance, the decline in the mining sector and the various manufacturing industries directly affected the government sector and the modern
sector. The drop in manufacturing output growth, however, had a significant

influence on the growth of other sectors, which was cut to a half from what it
was in the previous year.

Exports declined by 14 per cent, whereas imports still grew by 8 per cent,
albeit much lower than the 27 per cent increase in the previous year. Gross
domestic capital formation increased by 13 per cent, slightly higher than the
11 per cent in the previous year. Private and government consumption expenditures were increasing by 3.4 per cent and 8.2 per cent, respectively, but both

experienced slower growth.
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Lags and lead times -- or perhaps illusions -- may explain why prior to the
release of the 1982 GDP estimates, people did not perceive the situation to be

as bad as it came to be suggested by the national account statistics. Wealth
resulting from the oil boom since the mid-1970s, which was accumulated
largely by the government sector and the modern sector, may indeed have provided a cushion or some form of insurance which was sufficient to prevent the
effects from proliferating too rapidly, but the ‘‘moral hazard”’ of cushioning
Or insuring may have delayed certain decisions to be taken.

Table |
GDP GROWTH

RATES (at constant 1973 prices)
1979-1981"

Agriculture
Mining
Manufacturing
Uulities
Construction

44
11
17.0
14.5
11.6

2.12
- 12.09
1.22
17.35
$.22

Transport and communication

Trade, banking and services

1982

8.0

5.86

11.2

5.16

8.7

2.25

GDP
* Compound annual rates of growth

The comfortable position which the government sector had enjoyed over
the years, however, soon was threathened by eroding reserves, by the uncertain
prospects of the oil market and global economic developments, and by the
actual 15 per cent drop of oil prices in March 1983. The government, nonetheless, was the first to act (or react) to the adverse development. It released the
draft of an austere budget and took the decision to reduce subsidies on petroleum products by about 50 per cent in January 1983. The official drop in
OPEC oil prices was followed by a devaluation of the Rupiah by 27.5 per cent
at the end of March 1983. Thereafter, a bold decision was taken to rephase
47 big projects in which the government had a stake. In June 1983 another
major decision was taken, affecting

the monetary

sector,

specifically the

operation of state banks, by abolishing credit ceilings and subsidized interest
rates.
Concern over the deteriorating balance-of-payments position was the
predominant factor in economic decision-making during the first six month of
this year. This is likely to continue throughout the rest of this fiscal year (up
to March 1984) and perhaps beyond. For the balance of payments has become
the major constraint to growth. Stimulating the economy -- in the short and
medium-terms -- will disproportionately spill over to imports, given the high
propensities to import in the government and modern sectors. The June 1983
policy package, aimed at mobilizing domestic savings in order to narrow the
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Savings-investment gap will not automatically close the foreign exchange gap
So long as the balance-of-payments constraint remains severely binding, the
very structural features of the economy which have reinforced that constraint
cannot easily be done away with by monetary measures alone.
Thus fiscal measures,

including reform of the tax system, presently are

called for, and the overregulated economy needs to be simplified. This is the
concensus today and the short-term will be preoccupied with those efforts
Be that as it may, the economy's expansion path over the medium-term and
longer-term may depend upon efforts to shift or diversify the economy's

engines of growth. The adjustment to lower oil prices through lower growth
rates is acceptable only as a temporary measure and not as a permanent feature
over an extended medium-term. It may involve a gradual or radical change in
the country’s macroeconomic foundation and require the political will to in-

duce the change. This perhaps is ‘he question to be raised ai this juncture
This paper does not purport to provide an answer to that question. The sec-

tion that follows attempts to examine the sources of economic growth over the
last ten years -- their strengths and weaknesses, their virtues and vices -- in
order to provide a structure in confronting the above question.

SOURCES OF GROWTH:

THE 1970S

When the New Order government came to power in 1966 it inherited an
economy which was in shambles and grew at a compound annual rate of only
] per cent over the period 1961-1965. Measures were taken to reconstruct and
revitalize the economy, which then succeeded in raising the (compound) annual rate of economic growth to about 6 per cent during the period 1966-1969
The picture since 1970 was that of an economy experiencing shocks, the
oil boom of 1973/1974 and of 1979/1980, each followed by a global recession.
The former recession was a short-lived one, and as it turned out to be was very
mild in comparison to latter. It is interesting to note that the effects of the two
oil booms themselves on the Indonesian economy were different. While the
first oil] boom was accompanied by production expansion, during the second

oil boom production was contracted. Overall, however, the gains from the two
oil booms were largely related to their favourable terms-of-trade effects, but
more so during the second oil boom. This can be seen from the fact that while
the contribution of the mining sector to total GDP, at constant 1973 prices,
decreased from 11.8 per cent in 1974 to 9.3 per cent in 1980, its contribution
based on current market prices increased from 22.2 per cent in 1974 to 25.7 per
cent in 1980.
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The 8.2 per cent annua! growth rate during the 1970-1972 period was
followed by a record high 9.§ per cent annual growth during the first oil boom
years (1972-1974). With the recession, following the oil boom, growth was
reduced

to $.9 per cent

per annum

over

the period

1974-1976.

With the

recovery, the economy again achieved a 8.3 per cent annual growth rate during
the period 1976-1978. The period during the second oil boom (1978-1980)
saw a decline in the compound annual rate of growth to 7 per cent, which further went down to § per cent in the 1980-1982 period that followed (see Graphs

la and Ib).
This *‘boom and bust"’ pattern was shared by all sectors, with the exception of the trade, banking and services sector which moved between 7 per cent

and 10 per cent annually throughout the above periods. The mining sector's
rate of growth declined after the first oil boom period and experienced
negative growth since the second oil boom period (1978-1980).

As shown in Table 2, the sectoral contribution to growth of GDP shifted
quite remarkably over those time periods. The performance of the agricultural
sector was most encouraging. In spite of the decline of the contribution of the
agricultural sector to GDP, from an average of 43 per cent in the period

1970-1972 to 30 per cent in the period 1980-1982, its contribution to growth of
GDP was about 21 per cent in 1980-1982 as compared with 13.5 per cent in
1970-1972. The contribution of agriculture to GDP growth was highest in the
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first oil boom period, namely 28 per cent of the total economy's growth, and
was 20 per cent during the second o1! boom period, compared with less then 15
per cent in all other periods. This may be eaplained by the fact that quite a
large proportion of the ol moncy, which came through the government, was

““transfered’’ to the agricultural sector, either through infrastructure development, subsidies on inputs, or the credit system.

Table 2
SECTORAL CONTRIBUTION

TO GROWTH

OF GDP*

(percentages)

Agriculture
Mining
Manufacturing
Uulines
Construction
Transport and Communication
Trade, Banking and Services

All®

1970-72

1972-74

1974-76

-1976-78

=—-:1978-80 =:1980-82

13.5
13.1
14.7
19
9.5
7.7
37.6

25.0
146
149
9)
7.7
4s
243

14.5
10.2
20.2
10
7.3
6.2
407

129
6.8
21.9
08
10.4
12.8
444

19.7
-1S
28.5
18
7.8
96
42

20.8
-79
16.9
2.6
10.2
9.2
48!

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

= 100.0

100.0

* Calculated on the basis of average coniributions to GDP and compound annual rates of growth
for each period

> Figures may not add up to 100 per cent due to rounding off
The contribution of the, mining sector to GDP growth reached 15 per cent
in the first oil boom period bul weakened afterwards, and since the second oil
boom period its contribution to real GDP growth became negative. This is not

to deny the fact that its contribution to nominal GDP growth remained strong
at 20 per cent in 1982, duc to the terms-of-trade effect mentioned earlier.
The manufacturing sector gained the momentum

to become an important

engine of growth after the first oi! boom. Its share to the growth of GDP increased from less than 1§ per cent in the first half of the 1970s to 20 per cent in

the period 1974-1976 and continued to increase to reach almost 30 per cent
during the second oi] boom period. With the drop in its growth rate from 15
per cent per annum

in 1978-1980 to $.6 per cent per annum in 1980-1982 (1.2

per cent in 19£2), its importance as Indonesia's “‘infant’’ engine of growth was
reduced back to almost the same position it had in the early 1970s. In other
words, the manufacturing clearly lacked the resihence to survive the present
adverse development
The story of the Indonesian modern manufacturing sector, built around
a few hundreds of joint ventures since the beginning of the 1970s and a few

hundreds more large and medium-scale national companies, is as interesting
as the economy itself, and it illustrates al its best what went wrong during the
‘“thick’’ years. Its relatively low survivability (or resilience)
“‘meager’’ years had to be anticipated for a number of reasons.

during

the

The rapid development of Indonesia's manufacturing sector in the second
half of the 1970s was supported by a favourable balance-of-payments posi-

tion, by virtue of the oil money, which was directly “‘recycled”’ as imports of
not only capital goods but to an increasing proportion sf intermediate industrial raw

materials.

The outcome

was a growing

manufacturing sector

which could be sustained when fed by imports. The high import content of Indonesia’s modern manufacturing sector was no secret to anybody. In 1975, as
derived from the input-output table, import demand was stimulated by capital
formation for about 35 per cent, but the greater stimulus came from the final
demand for consumption, for about $7 per cent, which to a large extent was
in the form of industrial inputs for the production of consumer goods. The influence of the demand for exports on the demand for imports was only 5 per
cent. This means that the demand for foreign exchange by the manulacturing
sector far exceeds its ability to generate foreign exchange and thus, us total
dependence on the oil money.
The manufacturing sector's major competitor in the foreign caxachange
**market’’ is the government and state enterprises, themsclyes an important

part of Indonesia's modern

manufacturing

sector,

which also have high

propensities to import. A squeeze in the availability of foreign exchange, as

has been the case in these last two years, has severe crowding out effects where
the private manufacturing sector is doomed to loose.
In the short-term, no easy wayoul can be found, and the manufacturing

sector is not likely soon to regain its role -- although it has been a fragile onc -as an important engine of growth. Only a radically ‘‘new’’ industrialization
policy could reverse this situation. The importance of this will soon make itself
known when the implications of a stagnant manufacturing sector are felt by

other sectors: trade, constructions, transportation, and services in general.
Construction, utilities and transportation combined have a significant influence upon GDP growth. Their contribution to GDP increased from about
7 per cent in the early 1970s to about 12.5 per cent in the early 1980s, and their

contribution of GDP growth averaged to about 20 per cent throughout the
periods of interest. Equally important is the trade, banking and services sector.

Its contribution to GDP growth remained highest amongst all sectors in the
economy. In 1982, growth rates in these sectors were cut to one half as a result
of the drastic decline in the growth of the manufacturing sector. By themselves, these sectors cannot function as an engine of growth -- in a dynamic

sense -- albeit their importance as a source of growth.
The previous suggestion for a radically new industrialization policy has its
own rationale: the apparent dynamism of the manufacturing sector throughout the 1970s was not based on technological progress, nor did it rely upon increases in labour productivity, while labour absorption remained relatively low

As Table 3 suggests, the contribution to sectoral growth in the various manufacturing sectors and in other sectors of the economy was mainly due to the

growth of raw materials inputs and capital. Labour input growth did not account for much of sectoral output growth (in all sectors), while technological
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Tabie3
FACTOR INPUT CONTRIBUTION TO SECTORAL GROWTH.* 197!-1980
(ranked by order of importance)
Importance of Input Growth
Labour
Capita!
Raw Materials
Agriculture

2

j

Mining

3

1

-

Techn
Progress
(residual)
3

Manufacturing

- Food, beverages, tobacco

3

2

!

4

- Textiles, leather

3

2

|

4

- Wood, paper, printing
- Chemicals
- Non-metals

2
2
2

3
3
]

]
]
3

4
4
4

- Basic metals

3

2

|

4

- Machinery

3

2

]

4

Utilities

2

3

]

4

Construction

2

4

]

3

Services

2

j

3

4

” The ranks by order of importance are based on a calculation employing a Cobb-Douglas production function type of equation; the data used are derived from the 1971 and the preliminary
1980 updated 1-0 Tables.

progress was nearly absent in all sectors, implying less efficient production
over time.

Table 3 also suggests the importance of capital inputs and raw materials inputs in generating growth. In agriculture, mining, non-metals industries, and
services, capital input growth accounted for much of output growth. In all
manufacturing sectors, except non-metals, growth in raw materials input accounted for most of the growth in output. These inputs, as discussed earlier,
rest heavily upon imports.
The demand sources of sectoral growth are shown in Table 4. Domestic demand expansion was an important source of growth in some manufacturing
sectors (food, beverages, tobacco; textiles and leather; wood, paper, printing),
the utilities and services sectors. Import substitution was the primary factor

for Output expansion in the agricultural sector, basic metal and machinery industries, as well as construction. The importance of export expansion throughout the 1970s was only in mining and chemical industries. Interindustry relationships over time, as suggested by changes in 1-O coefficients, have not become an important source of growth for most sectors, except to a limited ex-

tent for the mining sector, utilities, and the manufacture of textiles and leather
products. This again speaks for a radically new industrialization policy to
strengthen interindustry linkages, not only within the manufacturing sector,
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Table 4
DEMAND SOURCES
OF SECTORAL GROWTH,* 1971-1980
(ranked by order of importance)

Importance
of Growth in Demand
Demand

Import

Export

Changesin

Expansion

Substitution

Expansion

1-0 Coefficients

Agriculture

3

l

2

4

Mining

3

4

1

2

Manufacturing
- Food, beverages, tobacco
- Textiles, leather

- Wood, paper, printing

r

Utilies
Construction
Services

—NN
—-_
eS
NBN
NS
=

Vw
Ww
&N
&
w=
w

—we
fy
Ww
by
we
&
—

=>
Ww
NW
&
kb
&
wwe

* The ranks by order of importance are based on a calculation employing the Chenery-Syrquin
Decomposition Method; the data used are derived from the 1971 and the preliminary 1980 updated 1-0 Tables.

but also between the manufacturing sector and other sectors in the economy,
primarily agriculture and mining. Only by strengthening those linkages can
the manufacturing sector become more resilient and thus function as an engine
of sustained growth, even during the period of declining oil revenues.
Table 4 in fact shows the importance of domestic demand and import
substitution in the generation of growth throughout the 1970s. Domestic
demand continues to have great potentials, and must be relied upon more
heavily. The question of how this demand source of growth can be exploited
more fully is easily answered: agricultural and rural development are the key
to it. Has import substitution reached a saturation? Definitely not, as shown

by the weak interindustry linkages, and the high import content of the manufacturing sector. The problem is what kind of import substitution policies are
to be adopted.
The importance of domestic demand and import substitution as a source
of growth for the economy as a whole can readily be seen in Table 5. The contribution of private consumption to GDP growth increased from only 38 per
cent in the early 1970s to 140 per cent in the early 1980s. However, as suggested in Table 5, increases in the contribution of private consumption to
GDP growth were accompanied by increases in imports, suggesting the disproportionately large spill-over to imports to satisfy them. The drain to
foreign exchange was thus to be expected, but an equally serious concern -- if
not more so -- relates to the distributional aspects of consumption.
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Table§
GDP SOURCES OF GROWTH

BY EXPENDITURE (DEMAND)

(percentages)

1970-72

1972-74

1974-76

1976-78

1978-80

1980-8)

Private Consumption

Le

$8.0

107.4

$89

1148

140 0

Government Consumption

14.3

16.5

13.2

168

242

146

Domestxc Capital Formation
Exports
Imports

48 6
266
- 276

29.2
38.7
-wa

S49
63
-818

2.9
32.7
-384

32.6
1]
-726

% 8
-79
- $3.5

Al”

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

eee

100.0
——

ee

——

* Calculated on the basis of annual averages of shares and compound annual rates of growth for
each period

® Figures many not add up to 100 per cent duc to rounding off

THE NEXT FIVE YEARS
The previous discussion shows how the oil money has contributed to the

high growth performance of the economy throughout the past 10 years and
perhaps also, how it has “screwed up”’ the structure of the economy as well as
influencing -- in a negative sense -- the society's economic behaviour. ‘‘Easy
come easy go”’ is the lesson learnt from the past ten years
Thus, high growth rates of 7 to 8 per cent per annum, supported largely by
the oil money, would appear less desirable now, in view of past experiences.

Would a $ per cent growth target, therefore, be more desirable? It depends. If
the S$ per cent growth target is still to rest largely on -- but with lesser -- oi!

money, the country would be worse off. However, if the 5 per cent growth
target is supported by other, and more resilient, engines 0} e¢rowth, the lower
target rate of growth can become even more meaningful, and »ver the mediumterm can even be surpassed. The potentials are there.

Table 6 shows the inherent strength of Indonesia's non-oil sector. In fact,

the share of non-oil GDP, at constant 1973 prices, had been about 90 per cent
of total GDP, and its (compound) annual rate of growth was 9.5 per cent in
the 1979-1981 period. It stil grew by 3.8 per cent in 1982. The World Bank's
projection of a 5.8 per cent annual rate of growth of non-oil GDP for the
period 1985-1990 is not beyond the country’s capacity. The country can opt

for higher growth rates, if it chooses to do so, by shifting and diversifying its
engines of growth. After all, higher growth rates can be better than lower
growth rates.
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Table6
NON-OIL

GDP,

1979-1982,

1983-1990 (percentages)

Actual®

Projected”

1979

1980

198)

198)

1983

1984

I9BS

1985-1990

63

99

79

23

#38

$2

62

$2

69

we

82

38

19

643

«$3

ss

Real Growth Rates

(at 1973 prices)
GDP
Non-oil

GDP

* 1982 figures are preluminary
* See World Bank, Indonese:

Polives
forGrowth with Lower Ou Prices, Report No. 4279-IND,

May 12, 1983

CSO:

4200/387
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[Text]
This article focusses upon some main problems and approaches concerning
the archipelagic outlook, natior.«: defence, and national and regional development and employment. It attempts to help clarify some of the issues which
impinge upon the Nation's response to national and regionai planning as the
process of development goes forward. The area of Eastern Indonesia is taken
as a case study for this purpose.

THE ARCHIPELAGIC OUTLOOK,
TIONAL DEVELOPMENT

NATIONAL SECURITY AND NA-

The conceptual unity of the archipelagic outlook (Wawasan Nusantara),
national defence and national development constitutes a hierarchy prominent

in current Indonesian socio-political and economic thinking.! The archipelagic
outlook determines the way our national defence should be realized, since the
national defence system has become a basic pattern for national development,
as indicated in the /978 Basic Guidelines of State Policy (Garis-garis Besar
Haluan Negara or GBHN). According to these guidelines, development proThe authors are indebdied to R. Burl Yarberry for his comments on an earlier draft of this
paper
Dr. Kustiah Kristanto (Doctor of Economics, Hasanuddin University) is lecturer and former
Dean, Faculty of Social Sciences and Arts, and Willem H. Makaliwe
(Doctor of Economics,
Hasanuddin University) is currently Head of the Department
of Management Sciences, Facultyof
Sciences and Arts, Hasanuddin University, Ujung Pandang, South Sulawesi

‘See further the article by Munadjat Danusaputro, “Wawasan Nusantara,”’ Berita imu
Pengetahuan dan Teknologi, No. 1 (1977): pp. 1-41, and his later books The Marine Environment
of South-east Asie (Bandung Binacipta, 1980) and Wowasen Nusentore (Bandung: Alumni,
1980)
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CONCEPT

grams at the national level will be carried out on a long-term basis, including
al least five to six five-year plans (Repelita). Presently, we are nearing the final
stage of the Third Plan, which covers the period from 1979 to 1984, and
preparations are now being made for the forthcoming Fourth Plan.

NATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT,
EMPLOYMENT

REGIONAL

DEVELOPMENT

AND

In line with the 1978 Basic Guidelines of State Policy, regional and rural

development programs, which basically started with the Second Repeliia,
shouldbe stepped up and expanded gradually. Such programs should be
geared towards creating more employment opportunities, improved environ-

mental and housing facilities, in both the rural and urban areas. In practice, a
number of handicaps have to be faced and dealt with in this context. These include:
a. The discrepancy in the rate of growth between urban and rural areas;

b. The high influx of people moving from the village to the big town;
c. The uneven distribution of population, with approximately 60 per cent of

the population living on the islands of Java, Bali and Lombok, which together account for only 6 per cent of the total land area;
d. The high concentration of expertise in the bigger cities, such as Jakarta
(i.e. about 60 per cent of all skilled people);
e. The large amount of money circulating solely within the bigger towns (esti-

mated at 60 per cent of all money in circulation).
These discrepancies have given rise to the regional imbalances or dispari-

ties, which will be elaborated upon in the following sections.
At this point, some definitions of the term ‘‘region’’ should be helpful to
provide a clearer picture. The concept of a region (wilayah, kawasan or
dazerah) might indicate: (1) the sphere of certain governmental power and

authority; (2) the area surrounding and incorporating a town; (3) the area
under the central, regional or provincial government; (4) a place designated to
carry out certain activities or exercise exclusive rights (operations, control,
property, etc.).2 In a modern sense, a region is now commonly understood to

include an area larger than a town, or in other words a supra-urban area.’
2W_J.S. Poerwadarminta,
p. 220

Kamus Bahasa Indonesia,

Sth ed. (Jakarta: Balai Pustaka,

1976),

3willem H. Makaliwe, ‘“‘Beberapa Catatan Mengenai Rencana Induk Sulawesi,”"’ Mayalah
Universitas Hasanuddin,

Vol.

VIIL/X VIII, No. 9/10 (September-Oktober
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1977), p. 456.

Apart from this, a number of other defiritions with various degrees of operational adaptability have been brought forward in this contex:.
An inter-university research team at Jakarta, the Regional Income Re-

search Group, at the start of the First 1969-1974 Plan opted for the province as
the basic regional unit, taking into account the already existing administrative
apparatus in the province, which could be effectively used to set up and staff a
planning agency at this level.
Towards the end of Repelita J] and at the start of the Second 1974-1979
Plan the idea came up to set up larger regional units incorporating several
provinces into each of such units. It was hoped that in this way the imbalances
mentioned before could be dealt with more effectively. The larger unit as envisaged appears to be following closely the ideas of the French author
Boudeville regarding the regional growth pole, which is related to the concept
of the growth point, as advocated by Hirschman.‘ These concepts, generally
speaking, were in line with the principle of unbalanced development, indicating that the more advanced regions should lead the pace and pave the way
for the less advanced ones. As mentioned before, the Second Indonesian Five
Year Plan saw the start of the first effort at development on the basis of
regionalization, in addition to the earlier basically sectoral approach.
The ideas of Boudeville have been elaborated upon in an article by Rahardjo Adisasmita.° Following Boudeville, a classification of regions could be
envisaged as follows:
a. homogeneous regions, showing geographically similar features;
b. polarization regions, which are based upon some node or center of a defined zone of influence;
c. programming regions, which are geographic units for economic decision

making.®
According to Richardson, the last two groups might also be called nodal
regions and planning regions, respectively.’
“Cf.

J.R.

Boudeville, Problems of Regional Economic Planning (Edinburgh:

University Press, 1966); A.O. Hirschman,

Edinburgh

The Srrategy of Economic Development (New Haven:

Yale University Press, 1958)

‘Rahardjo Adisasmita, ‘‘Klassifikasi Wilayah dalam Perencanaan Pembangunan,"’ Majalah
Universitas Hasanuddin, Tahun X1X, No. 1 (1979), pp. 482-486.

*Boudeville, Problems, p. 27.
TR.W

Richardson,

Regional Economics

(London:

Weidenfeld

and

223-230. See also Rahardjo Adisasmita, ‘‘Klassifikasi Wilayah,"’ p. 482.
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Nicolson,

1969), pp.

The classification made by Alonso and Friedman in their well-known
reader on regional development aspects, appears to be rather suggestive:

a. metropolitan regions, which are based upon the bigger towns acting as
growth poles or core regions;
b. development axes, indicating the transportation network

connecting two

or more metropolitan areas;
c. frontier regions, which are generally in an early stage of development;
d. depressed regions, which show declining economic activities.®

A rather more detailed identification is provided in an article by Okun and
Richardson and published in the same reader:
a.
b.
c.
d.

low per capita income and stagnant (LS) regions;
high per capita income and stagnant (HS) regions;
low per capita income and growing (LG) regions;
high per capita income and growing (HG) regions.”

The latter classification is basically concerned with per capita rate of income rather than growth rate of development. Generally speaking, a shift may
be observed from the older classifications, based on natural, administrative,
social and cultural borders and s/milar traditional criteria, to classifications
which are based on concepts of economic space, which include magnitudes
such as population composition, purchasing power and absorptive capacity.
The concept of space actually has a broader connotation than the regional

one.
With regard to Indonesia, several concepts of regionalization have been
brought forward during the last two decades. It is interesting to note that a
number of authors in this field were also actively involved in the planning and

implementation of these ideas or at least were in a position to do so. In this
section attention will be given mainly to the concepts

advocated by the In-

donesian National Planning Agency (Badan Perencanaan Pembangunan Nasional or Bappenas) and by Sutami, Poernomosidi Hadjisarosa, A.R. Soehoed
and Hendra Esmara, respectively. This listing does not imply that other classifications are considered less important.
The concept

of regionalization

initiated by the Bappenas

has become

publicly known on account of its inception in the Second Five Year Plan.
"J. Friedman and W. Alonso, Regional Development and Planning, A Reader (Cambridge,
Mass.: The Massachusetts Institute of Technology Press, 1964), pp. 3-4.

“8B. Okun and R.W. Richardon, “Regional Income Inequality and Internal Population Migration,”’ in Regional Development and Planning, pp. 907-317

Under the classification, the 27 provinces of Indonesia have been grouped
together into four main development areas having their centers in the capital
towns of Medan, Jakarta, Surabaya and Ujung Pandang, respectively. This

concept was mainly based upon the flow of trade, migration of population,
existing facilities and infrastructure as well as geographical location.!° The

basic reason underlying this grouping apparently was to facilitate identification of relevant problems in the context of the development process, and to
level Out regional inequalities. in this case, the approach was mainly geared
towards an optimum allocation of the available natural and human resources.
Some doubts have been raised regarding the reportedly rather limited opera-

tional value of this concept as well as a lack of insight into the actual role and

function of the towns as a mainstream of resources.!!

The ideas of the late Sutami, until his death Minister of Public Works and
Electrical Power, are of particular interest, as he endeavoured to cast the
development of regional sciences into several stages, following the theoretical
framework developed by Funck.!? Regional Sciences, accordingly, he defined
as including everything developed in this field, in addition to the particular impact of the relevant ecosystem, the latter to be regarded in a spatial context.
His main objective was to achieve a balance between the social system centered

upon the human being and the ecosystem involved.
Apart from introducing the spectre of regional sciences, starting with the
natural unit and ending with information and decision theory, Sutami also
made a division into three areas or stages as follows:

a. the largest region being the state, i.e. Indonesia;
b. the region at the secondary level, e.g. Sulawesi;

c. the area as the smaller unit, e.g. area development planning for ParigiPoso.!?

The concept

of Poernomosidi, who succeeded Sutami as Minister upon

the latter’s death, basically follows the distribution channels for main commodities. Under this framework, a division of the region into a number of
Hariri Hady, “Tata Wilayah Ekonomi Kawasan Indonesia Bagian Timur,"’ Pustake Universifas, No. 10 (1972); Departemen Penerangan Republik Indonesia, Rencana Pembangunan
Lima

Tahun Kedua 1974/75 - 1978/79 (Jakarta,

1974)

''Siafruddin Arsvad Tumenggung, ‘“‘Konsepsi Pembangunan
Harapon,

20 January

Wilayah di Indonesia,"’ Siner

1983, p. 6.

"Cf Sutami, “Iimu Wilayah (Regional Science) dalam Kaitannya dengan Analisa Kebijaksanaan dan Perencanaan Pembangunan di Indonesia,’ Inaugural Speech (Jakarta: Universitas Indonesia, 1976), pp. 2-3; a more elaborate discussion 1s given in Sutami, //mu Wilayah, Beberapo
Peristiwa untuk Pembangunan Nasional (Jakatia: Badan Penerbit Pekerjaan Umum, Mei 1980)

13See Sutami, “limu Wilayah,”’ pp. 14-15
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smaller units centered upon the towns has been developed. The various towns
have been grouped together for the purpose into a hierarchy of four different

classes.!4
The

classification

advocated

by A.R.

Soehoed,

Minister

of Industry

during the Third Plan, being more sectoral in its outlook, comprises a number

of centers for industrial development for the whole country.!> Under this program, a number of five regions have been designated in North Sumatra, South
Sumatra, Java and Bali, South and Southeast Sulawesi, and East Kalimantan,
respectively, in order to stimulate the growth of designated zones of large,
medium and small scale industries. The centers on the outer islands have
been selected mainly with a view to the endowment of natural resources, while
Java and Bali, in addition to the existing agro-industrial basis, also include
abundant human resources as well as relatively advanced infrastructure.
The ideas of Hendra Esmara ave set out in a number of articles and papers
published in Indonesia as well as abroad. He has advocated a division of the
provinces of Indonesia following the typology developed by Klaassen and the
shift technique of Perloff, in order to investigate the existing correlation between the rate of growth and per capita income at the regional as well as na-

tional level.'© Applied to Indonesia, the typology mentioned gives the following list:
a. prosperity areas, having a growth rate as well as a per capita income in
excess of the national average (7 provinces);
b. developing distressed areas, having a growth rate in excess of, and a per
capita income lower than, the national average (3 provinces);
c. potentially distressed areas, having a per capita income in excess of, and a
growth rate lower than, the national average (6 provinces);

d. distressed areas, having a per capita income as well as a growth rate lower
than the national average (10 provinces).
'“Poernomosidi Hadisarosa, Konsepsi Dasar Pembangunan

Wilayah

Pengembangan

Wi-

layah di Indonesia, 2nd ed. (Jakarta: Departemen Pekerjaan Umum, 1981).

'’Simar Horapan, 18 September 1982, p 11.
Hendra Esmara, ‘‘Regional Income Disparity,” in The Economic Development of West
Sumatra (Padang: Institute for Regional Economic Research, Department of Economics, Andalas
University - Provincial Development Planning Agency of West Sumatra, 1974). See further
L.H. Klaassen, Methods of Selecting Industries for Depressed Areas (Paris: Organization for
Economic Co-operation and Development, 1967); Harvey S. Perloff et al., Regions, Resources
and Economic Growth; Resources for the Future (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press,
1961; University of Nebraska Press, 1967).

A more detailed picture is provided by the following table, which has been
adapted with minor modifications (the province of East Timor is excluded

from Table 1):'”
Table 1

DISTRIBUTION OF PROVINCES BY PER CAPITA RGDP
AND ANNUAL GROWTH RATES IN INDONESIA
High Incomes

Low Incomes

High
Growth

Number of Provinces
Share of Population
Share of GDP

: 7
: 15%
: 25%

Number of Provinces
Share of Population
Share of GDP

3 §
: §%
: 4%

Low
Growth

Number of Provinces
Share of Population
Share of GDP

: 6
: 29%
: 31%

Number of Provinces
Share of Population
Share of GDP

: 10
: 51%
: 40%

The table shows that the largest group of provinces comprises those with
low growth rates as well as low incomes. The same group also incorporates the
largest share of population as well as gross regional product. In addition,
Hendra Esmara has reported on the share of population currently living well
below the poverty line.'® His findings are quite useful for comparative purposes, in line with the reports of the World Bank and Indonesia's foremost
rural sociologist, Sayogyo. Hendra Esmara has concluded in this context, that
in view of the upward trend of the level of welfare (Indonesia recently moved

into the group of medium-level income countries, having achieved.an average
per capita income of US$430 in 1980) the poverty line, in order to remain relevant, requires periodical revision.
With regard to employment

policies, Hendra Esmara has advocated a

number of alternatives for the Fourth Five Plan (1984-1989). '9 These alternatives can be summarized as follows:
"Hendra Esmara, ‘Regional Income Dispar'ties,"’ Bulletin of Indonesian Economic Studies,
Vol. XI, No. | (March 1975), p. 55.
"Hendra Esmara, “‘Pendekatan Pembangunan Melalui Konsep Garis Kemiskinan,”’ paper
presented to the Seminar of the Indonesian Association for Advancement of the Social Sciences
(Himpunan Indonesia untuk Perkembangan Iimu-ilmu Sosial), Bukittinggi, September 1975.

Hendra

Esmara, ‘‘Rencana Perluasan Kesempatan

Kerja dalam Repelita IV: Sebuah

Gagasan,"’ in Sumber Dava Manusia, Kesempatan Kerja dan Pembangunan Ekonomi, Prijono
Tyiptoherijanto et. al., eds. (Jakarta: Lembaga Penerbit Fakultas Ekonomi Universitas Indonesia,
1982), pp.

121-142
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a. Based upon the projected development of gross domestic product and productivity; assuming a constant growth rate of 7 per cent this will result in
some 21.5 million partly employed people;
b. Assuming a rate of unemployment during Repelita 1V similar to 1980; this

will result in some 21.3 million people being partly employed with a constant growth rate of 7 per cent;
c. Assuming a rate of unemployment similar to 1980 and a constant productivity, this requires a growth rate in excess of 7 per cent, i.e. 8.13 per cent:
d. A decrease of the rate of unemployment to 2 per cent, while productivity
increases; this requires an annual growth rate of 8.41 per cent.
With regard to the growth rates assumed, the last two alternatives seem to
be the least feasible. The first alternative gives a projected employment opportunity for 65.1 million people, leaving 6.6 million people still jobless. In the
case of the second alternative, employment could be made available for 68.8
million people, with only 2.9 million still unemployed. From the viewpoint of
equity, the second alternative appears much more appealing, although the rate
of productivity here at the end of Repelita 1V amounts to only Rp 620,000.00
per worker, as compared to Rp 655,000.00 for the first option. However,
Hendra Esmara reminds us that approximately two-thirds of all employment
opportunities are actually in the informal sector, where making a distinction
between those employed and unemployed is rather more difficult.

EAST INDONESIA, THE STUDY AREA”
For practical purposes, the Eastern part of Indonesia in this article will
include the area of Indonesia located east of Kalimantan (Borneo) and Java.

The region covers some 40 per cent of Indonesia’s total land area, with a share
of the country’s total population amounting to 15 per cent. In strategic terms,
the region is of vital importance. It borders directly upon Papua New Guinea
and incorporates the new province of East Timor (formerly Portuguese
Timor). It is also often regarded as a gateway to the Southern Philippines and
North Australia.

When the concept of regionalization was formai!y implemented under
Repelita I], Hariri Hady noted that the southern part «.° East Indonesia, i.e.
Cf

Kustiah Kristanto., ‘“‘Perkembangan Ekonomi Wilayah Indo *:.. dan Kesempatan Kei-

ja,"’ in Sumber Daya Manusia, pp. 145-164; Willem H. Makaliwe, “‘Perguruan Tinggi, Pengembangan Wilayah dan Dunia Usaeha,”’ Inaugural Speech, Management & Usohawen Indonesia,
No. 26 (1979), pp. 13-23. See also the regional surveys by Burhamzah, Ruth Daroesman,
Makaliwe, Ross Garnaut and
C_.M. Manning, Ace Partadireja and Makaliwe, published in the
Bulietin of Indonesian Economic Studies and the reports by the Canadian Development Agency.
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the Lesser Sunda Islands, including the provinces of Bali, West and East Nusa
Tenggara and East Timor, is actually more oriented towards the city of Sura-

baya (East Java).2! The northern part, which includes the provinces on Sula-

wesi, Maluku and Irian Jaya, appears more oriented towards the town of
Ujung Pandang.~“As indicated in Repelita JI, the latter town has been
designated as the center of all East Indonesia, except Bali, and involves three
development regions and nine provinces.
From the viewpoint of economic growth, some indicators might be provided as follows. Following Hendra Esmara, two provinces, Irian Jaya and
Maluku, which are relatively rich in mineral resources, might be classified as
prosperity areas (type a). Southeast Sulawesi and Bali might be grouped together as developing distressed areas (type b). The remaining provinces on
Sulawesi, in addition to West and East Nusa Tenggara and East Timor, are
still in the stage of distressed areas (type d). East Indonesia apparently does
not include regions of the c type, i.e. potentially distressed areas.
As mentioned before, the concept of regionalization is also designed to

level out inter-provincial disparities. According to Madjid Ibrahim, the main
issues encountered might be grouped together depending upon the varying local

conditions faced.”? In the case of Bali, Java, Madura and Lombok population
pressure is the basic problem, indicating that factors such as transmigration
and family planning should be given first priority. The outer provinces, on the
average, have abundant land and natural resources, while the population density is relatively low, particularly in Kalimantan and East Indonesia. Here,
stress should be given to extension services and preparation of sufficient infrastructure.
The island provinces such as Maluku face particular problems as a large
portion of the population depend on fishery and other marine resources.
Similarly, Irian Jaya, Indonesia’s largest province, having a population den-

sity of only 2.7 per sq km (1980 census), has to face resettlement as well as
communication problems for a large number of isolated regions, in addition to
its relatively low level of development.
"Hariri Hady, “Tata Wilayah Ekonomi Kawasan Indonesia Bagian Timur,’’ Prisma, No. 2
(February

1972), p. 35

2Departemen Pencrangan Republik Indonesia, Rencana Pembengunan, pp. 412-413; Hariri
Hady, ‘‘Pembangunan Dacrah dalam Repelna 11,’ Prisma, No. 2 (April 1974), p. 63

23See the statement by Madjid Ibrahim and the critical comments of Mubyarto, Kompas,
4 December

1976, p.

1 and

12. Cf. Mohammad

Hatta, Prinsip Ekonomi

Speech delivered at Hasanuddin University, Ujung Pandang, 1974, pp. 9-10.
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dan Pembangunon,

The various resources available to develop the economic potential of the
area include manpower, land and marine resources. In addition to capital as a
derived factor of production, these constitute important ingredients of development. The size of the area, the density and distribution of population and
the average rate of growth during 1971-1980 are set out in the following table:

Table 2

SIZE OF AREA, DISTRIBUTION AND DENSITY OF POPULATION
AND RATE OF GROWTH IN EAST INDONESIA, 1980

Average Growth
Province

Area

Population

Density per

Rate of Population

sq km

(,000)

sq km

1971-1980

Inan Jaya

42) 98)

1,146.2

2.7

243

Maluku
West Nusa Tenggara
East Nusa Tenggara
East Timor
North Sulawes:
Central Sulawesi
South Sulawes:
Southeast Sulawes:
East Indonesia

74,505
20,177
47,876
14,000
19,023
69,726
72,781
27,686
767,755

1,407.0
2,724.0
2,721.8
$529
2,091.2
1,289.3
6,053.6
943.3
18.9293

18.9
135.0
56.8
39.5
1099
18.5
83.2
41
24.6

26
2.0
1.9]
-2.21
3.80
1.73
3.14
_

1,904,569

147, 380.0

74

2.

Indonesia

Sources.

Kustiah

Kristanto,

‘“Perkembangan

Ekonomi,”’

p. 146, and the article by Labour

Minister Harun Zain, ‘““Kebijaksanaan Ketenagaan di Indonesia,”’ in Sumber Doyo
Monusia, Pp. 186 (average growth rates)
The data are taker from Biro Pusat Statistik, Buku Soku Statistik Indonessa 1977/78,
Indikwtor Sosial 1978, and Hasi! Sensus 1980

As Table 2 shows, only three provinces in Eastern Indonesia have a population density exceeding the national average, while four provinces experienced

a population growth rate higher than the national average. The highest rate
was observed in Central Sulawesi, the lowest in South Sulawesi.
With regard to the agricultural potential, of the large area of land available, reportedly less than 25 per cent is currently suitable for direct cultivation.
Some provinces, including particularly South Sulawesi and West Nusa Tenggara, have a good potential for food crops. The following table indicates the
area of East Indonesia available for cultiation.
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Table3
ESTIMATION OF LAND AVAILABLE FOR CULTIVATION IN EAST INDONESIA

Area of Land Availabie

Agricultural

Agricultural Land

for Cultivation"’

Land?’

Available for
Intensification”

(,000 ha)

(%)

Province
(,000 ha)

(%)

Irian Jaya

1,564.6"

“

64.6

<

Maluku
West Nusa Tenggara
East Nusa Tenggare

4,916.2
680.6
1,473.5

66
A)
73

290.1
430.2
655.1

]
$0
10

461.7
683.3

33
11

375.8
368.7

45
10

East Timor
North Sulawesi

Central Sulawesi
South Sulawes:

Southeast Sulawesi

Source:

711.0

10

284 6

16

1,672.5

23

843.5

a

$32.5

19

184.7

20

Kustiah Kristanto, ‘‘Perkembangan Ekonomi,"’ p. 148. The data are taken from the
following reports:

') The Canadian International Development Agency, Sulawes: Regione! Developmen
Study (Ujung Pandang, 1979).
2) Biro Pusat Statistik, Pertanian: Jilid 1, Sensus Pertanian 1973 Vakarta:
Statistik, 1976). Includes also estate land

Biro Pusat

» Ibid. Indicates ratio of wet rice fields (sowah) and agricultural land, assuming that in
case of option, sawah will be intensified first.

“) Provisional figures.
In addition to food crops, the area also produces cash crops. Most out-

standing among these are coconut, coffee, cloves and nutmeg, which account
for approximately 60 to 70 per cent of the national product.
The large area of dry land available is suitable for cattle land and a number
of projects for cattle industry have been initiated with foreign assistance (the
World Bank, Australia, Denmark, etc.). Although currently East Indonesia
provides only 25 per cent of the total cattle population of the country, its share
is expected to increase, in view of the fact that the absorptive capacity of Java
and Bali, currently the main suppliers of cattle, has now almost reached its

point of saturation. The following table contains some data on the livestock
population in some provinces of Eastern Indonesia:
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Tabie4
COMPARISON OF LIVESTOCK POPULATION
AND AGRICULTURAL LAND IN SOME PROVINCES
OF EAST INDONESIA, 1976

Number

Cows and

of Farms
(000)

Buffaloes
(00)

West Nusa Tenggara
East Nusa Tenggara

281.2
365.5

South Sulawesi
Central Sulawesi
Southeas! Sulawes:
North Sulawesi

Province

Indonesia

Source:

Ratio of Cattle Population
Per 1,000
People

Per Ha

Per
Farm

343.9
$51.0

$6
161

0.48
0.62

0.49
1.10

648.7
132.1
102.7
217.7

826.4
128.0
22.6
147.3

82
110
14
7$

6.67
0.42
0.07
0.42

0.7%
0.89
0.11
0.67

14,375.5

8,449.3

4

0.44

0.43

Adapted from Kustiah Kristanto, ‘“‘The Smaliholder Cattle Economy in South Sulawesi,"’
Bullerin of Indonesian Economu
Studies,
Vol. XVIII (March 1982), pp. 64, Table 2.

According to Table 4, the ratio figures for the cattle population in the
provinces of East Indonesia investigated, with the exception of Southeast
Sulawesi, are generally in excess of the national figures

With regard to marine resources, supposed to be abundant in this region, a
division should be made into:
a) biological resources;
b) mineral resources;
c) energy resources.

Biological resources, for instance, include fishery, an important means of
livelihood for a large portion of the population of Eastern Indonesia. The total
fishery production in Indonesia in 1979 amounted to more than 1.7 million
tons, of which 1.3 million tons consisted of sea fishery products. The export
proceeds of fishery increased from US$368,000 in 1965 to US$223.8 million in
1979. However, the recent prohibition of traw! fishery in Indonesian waters
has reportedly resulted in a decline of production.
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Forestry products, including teak, ebony and sandalwood, constitute
another group of traditional products for export purposes as well as local con-

sumption.

In this context, i should be borne in mind that exports from

Eastern Indonesia nowadays account for only 10 per cent of the national total

In addition, they mainly consist of traditional soft products.
Presently,

a number of mining undertakings have been started in East In-

donesia, including the provinces of South and Southeast Sulawesi, Maluku
and Irian Jaya, which now export nickel, copper and oil, the latter being
mainly an off-shore mining product. Hendra Esmara points out that the areas

in question actually show a relatively high growth rate of gross domestic product:

Table §

ANNUAL

RATES OF GROWTH OF REGIONAL GROSS DOMESTIC
IN EAST INDONESIA, 1968-1972 (percentages)

Province

Growth Kate

Irian Jaya
Maluku
West Nusa Tenggara
East Nusa Tenggara
North Sulawesi
Central Sulawesi
South Sulawes:
Southeast Sulawesi:

16.2
1$.2
2.6
31
14
$9
35
4

Indonesia, average

Source:

PRODUCT

63

Hendra Esmara, ‘Regional Income Disparities,” Bulletin of Indonesian Econom
Studies, Vol. X1, No. 1 (March 1975), p. $4 (revised)

Table 5 shows that three provinces in East Indonesia are included in the
group of i) provinces having a growth rate in excess of the national average.
Irian Jaya and Maluku are actually ranked second and third, respectively,
after East Kalimantan (25.0 per cent). At the other end, North Sulawesi is the
only region having a negative rate among 16 provinces which were ranked
below the national figure.
The report of the Regional Income Research Group of Indonesia which
covers the period from 1968 to 1976, indicates an average national rate of
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growth of 6.9 per cent. Al the provincial level, averages were registered,
ranging from 3.4 per cent for Bengkulu to 21.8 per cent for Irian Jaya.“
During the same period, a number of 12 provinces reportedly had per capita
incomes in excess of the national average. The regional gross domestic product
figures discussed here do not include oil income, because of the impact of the
oil industry on other economic sectors.

Using shift-share analysis to identify progressing and depressed regions in
Indonesia during the 1968/1976 period, Lucas classified Central Sulawesi as a
progressing province. The provinces of West and East Nusa Tenggara, North

and South Sulawesi, were classified as depressed regions.”

NATIONAL INEQUALITY,
VELOPMENT

POPULATION

MOVEMENT

AND

DE-

In 1975 Hendra Esmara hypothesized that regional disparities might decline if population moved from poor to rich regions. He concluded
that due to
lack of data, the extent of such shifts, if any, could not be measured for the
period covered in his RGDP estimates. These population growth rates did
show a positive, if low correlation of 0.40 with per capita RGDP for 1968 (at
1969 prices) and of 0.21 with growth rates of RGDP. According to Hendra
Esmara, this denotes a weak tendency for population to grow faster in higher
level regions with faster growth of incomes and to grow more slowly in regions
with low levels and slower growth of incomes. Yet migration between regions
was considered rather small with little impact, if any, on reducing regional

disparities.”

Shortly afterwards, Sundrum reported the results of his research on interprovincial population movement in Indonesia.?” Though his analysis was
mainly concerned with the traditional transmigration to Sumatra, his findings
could be applied as well to other provinces.

/{

«©

1968-1976 (Jake

dapatan Regional Indonesia, Perhitungan Pendapatan Regione! Indonesia
«a: Kelompok Pendapatan Regional Indonesia, 1978), p. 11.

EC. Lucas, “Identifying Depressed Regions and Declining Industries in Indonesia,” paper
submitted to the Third Biennial Meeting of the Agricultural Economics Society of Southeas! Asia,
Kuala Lumpur, 27-29 November, 1979.

**Hendra Esmara, ‘Regional Income Disparities,” pp. 55-56.
7R.M. Sundrum, “Inter-provincial Migration,” Bulletin oy Indonesion Economu Studies,
Vol. X11, No. 1 (March

1976), pp. 70-92
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Tabic6
LIFETIME MIGRATION RATES IN EAST INDONESIA,
(as percentages of enumerated population)
Province
Inan Jaya
Maluku
West Nusa Tenggara
East Nusa Tenggara
North Sulawes:
Centra! Sulewes)
South Sulawes:
Southeast Sulawes:
Indonesia
Source:

197!

In-rmgration

Out-migravion

Net Migration

22.29
3.88
1.$2
0.45
2™
5.58
1.29
3.63
482

429
3%
0.58
1.14
3.55
3.75
467
43)
4.82

18.
0.$2
0%
-0o"e
-0.71
1.83
-3s
- O68
0.0

Adapted from R.M. Sundrum, “Inter-provincial Migration,”’ p. 73.

Table 6 shows that of 13 provinces having a negative net migration, four
are located in Eastern Indonesia. Irian Jaya, which has the highest surplus in
this area, at the national level ranks third, after Jakarta (36.74 per cent) and
Lampung (35.93 per cent). The high outward migration from South Sulawesi
constitutes a separate feature, having a rather long, centuries-old historical
record (see footnote 33). This province ranked fifth among the regions showing an outflux exceeding influx of population. 2* According to Sundrum’s
findings, the most important stream of migration was that flowing into Jakarta (about 40 per cent of all lifetime migrants), followed by that flowing into
Lampung (accounting for another 24%). The rest of inter-provincial migration was mostly short-range migration to provinces recently experiencing
rather high rates of development.
Lucas has extended his investigations by focussing upon employment
aspects 29 He found that regions which could be termed as having progressed
actually experienced negative employment shifts. His computations reveal that
this is mainly caused by negative comparative advantages of the regions involved, in terms of economic and business environment. In other words, the
sum of factors such as natural and physical endowments, institutional support, in addition to the economic and social climate, was less favorable for the
development of secondary and tertiary industries, which as a rule are more
C1

W.H.

Makaliwe, “An Economic Survey of South Sulawesi,”’ Bulletin of Indonesion

Economic Studies, Vol. V, No. 2 uly 1969), p. 18

EC.

Lucas, “Regional and Industrial Shifts in Employment in Indonesia, 1971-1976,”

paper presented to a staff seminar at the Faculty of Social Sciences and Arts, Hasanuddin Univer.

sity, Upung Pandang, July 198!
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labor absorptive. The outcome will be reflected by a negative regional share
growth or RSG.*°
Regions classified as distressed but experiencing positive employment shifts
actually show a faster development of employment in tertiary than in secondary industries. Examples are South Sulawesi, North Sulawesi and West Nusa
Tenggara, which are all depressed provinces with positive employment shifts.
In this context, the question arises whether labor is actually pulled to the
tertiary sector on account

of rapidly increasing development

activities (re-

flected further by an increasing demand for services), or rather pushed there
because of the supply of labor, which far exceeds the demand in the traditional
agricultural sector. This latter feature constitutes a danger, as the income level
of this excess labor might be lower than the industrial sector and even lower
than the rural sector.
Lucas «t al. conclude that during the five year period of 1971 to 1976,
employment appears to have shifted in geographical terms from the island of

Sumatra in the west and the island provinces of Maluku, Irian Jaya and East
Nusa Tenggara in the east towards the central islands of Java, Kalimantan
and Sulawesi.*! The flow to Java is basically caused by positive components of
Industrial Mix Growth (IMG) and RSG on this island, and the outflux of labor
from Sumatra and the influx in Kalimantan and Sumatra is caused by positive
RSG and negative 'MG components, respectively. In addition, the loss of
labor from the other provinces in Eastern Indonesia is also due to negative
components of IMG as well as RSG.
Inter-provincial shifts in employment, such as observed on the island of
Sulawesi from Central Sulawesi to Southern, Southeastern and Northern
Sulawesi are due primarily to the negative IMG and RSG components in Central Sulawesi.
Industrial shifts have been reported mainly for the agricultural sector.
Although agriculture still provided for sixty-two per cent of total employment
in 1976, labor absorption in this sector has actually declined relative to other
sectors of the Indonesian economy.

Summing

up, agriculture has lost ap-

proximately 1.2 million employment to manufacture (which increased less
than one million), to trade (which increased almost 2.0 million) and to services

(which increased by approximately one third of a million). On the other hand,
See further the papers by Kustiah Kristanto and E.C. Lucas mentioned in footnotes 20 and
29, respectively.
‘Lucas, Kristanto and C.C. Lu, “Regional and Industrial Shifts in Employment in Indonesia,
1971-1976,"’ paper submitted for presentation at the $7th Annual Western Economic Association
Conference, Los Angeles, July 15-19, 1972

the employment losses observed in other industries, such as electricity and
finance, are difficult to explain in the light of Indonesia’s recent achievements

in developing and modernizing its industries.
In response to questions raised about his methodology, Lucas has pointed
out that his analysis is mainly based on a deterministic mode! of migration,
assuming that: (a) the rate of migration is determined by purely objective
economic conditions, and (b) that the individuals involved are acting solely as

rational economic human beings.>* It was further assumed that geographical
shifts at the inter-provincial level were in response te economic incentives.
The following tables contain a synopsis of the data analyzed by Lucas et
al., which have been adapted and rearranged for Eastern Indonesia.
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“Letter by Lucas dated May 7, 1982, in response to comments

Sjafrizal dated Apri! 27, 1982, and April 20, 1982, respectively
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Finally, it may be noted that the findings of a recent paper by Zainal
Abidin Farid and Makaliwe, using data from the Rural Research and Development Center of Hasanuddin University on population movement from
South Sulawesi to other provinces of Indonesia, seem to confirm the conclusions reached by Lucas, Sundrum, et al.>> Of a number of respondents investigated during field surveys in South Sumatra, East Kalimantan, Southeast
Sulawesi and Irian Jaya, 22.9 per cent were originally farmers in South Sulawesi, whereas only 14.] per cent continued to undertake the same occupation
after having moved to other regions.

SUMMARY
This article discusses some aspects of the archipelagic outlook, national
defence, regional development and employment in Eastern Indonesia. Some
basic conceptions on regionalization have been brought forward, in addition
to aspects of human and natural resources, and employment shifts during the
last decade.
It will be noted that for many reasons -- geographic, economic, historical -the rapidly changing picture of development in Eastern Indonesia is a very
complex one. It is hoped that through such discussions as this, better understanding and greater attention will be generated regarding the issues dealt with,
such as development and employment.
Zainal Abidin Farid and Willem H. Makaliwe, “*Passompe’ Ugi’ -Mangkasa’, Some Notes
on Bugis-Makassar

Migration,"’

unpublished

paper,

Hasanuddin

1982
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[Text]
Indonesia enjoyed a healthy economic growth until late 1981, but in 1982
the worldwide recession seriously affected the country and the growth fell to
an estimated 4-5 per cent for the year. Nevertheless, the average growth rate
over the past five years has been 7 per cent with a peak of 9.6 per cent in 1980
and remarkable 7.6 per cent in 1981.
Total Indonesian exports dropped for the first time by some 11-12 per cent,
mainly due to falling revenues from the oil sector following the substantially
reduced export of crude. Exports from the non-oil sector fell sharply to less
than $4 billion. The metallic minerals sector dropped from a level of around
$800 million in 198) to about $625 million. Total mineral commodity exports,
including oil and gas, amounted to $15.9 billion, about $1 billion below 1981.
The tin industry, Indonesia's main metal industry, suffered a severe setback with the export cutbacks imposed by the International Tin Council
during 1982. The nickel industry was severely affected as prices fell from a
level of $3/lb at the end of 1981 to around $1.6 - 1.8/lb at the end of 1982.
In the first months of 1983, prices fell even further. Reduced demand forced
PT INCO Indonesia to resort to a sharp reduction of capacity by operating
only one of its three production lines. Losses were reduced to $61 million from
$70 million in 1981 and interest charges are reported to represent at least $50
million of this loss.
With Japan's iron and steel industry working far below capacity, Aneka

Tambang’s nickel-ore exports decreased by more than 130,000 t and prices
This article 1s also published in Mining

Annual Review,

President Director of PN Tambang Batubara
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1983)
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fell from $1,685 to $1,290/1 nickel on a dry ore basis. As reported in Mining

Annual Review 1982, bauxite exports were drastically reduced because of the
closure of aluminium plants in Japan. Exports in 1982 totalled only 700,000t
against a normal level of 1.2 Mt.
The sharply reduced export revenues from ferro-nickel ingots, bauxite and
nickel ore, three of Aneka Tambang’s strongest income earners, have had a
serious impact on the company’s financial position. Against this, however,

has been the first export of 16,000 t of aluminium ingots in 1982 from
PT INALUM’s Kuala Tanjung harbour, Asahan, North Sumatra.
The coal sector, which has already made great strides recently, increased its

production by some 37 per cent in 1982. There are also three new cooperation
contracts for coal development in East and South-east Kalimantan, bringing
the total of signed contracts with foreign companies up to six at the end of the

year.

OIL AND GAS
The upward trend of crude oil output in 1981 was reversed in 1982 due to
the production cutback imposed by OPEC in March 1982. The Indonesian
production allotment was 1.3 Mbbi/d. The overall OPEC production ceiling
of 17.5 Mbbi/d was imposed to uphold the $34/bbl bench-mark price for
Arabian light crude. However, a slight adjustment at the end of the year in the
differential price of Indonesian crude amounting to + 2.7 per cent of the
overall crude price was inevitable. Consequently, crude production in 1982
dropped to 1.34 Mbbli/d against 1.6 Mbbi/d in the preceding year. Total 1982
production was 488.36 Mbbl (the lowest since 1975) against 585 Mbbl the year
before.
Export proceeds from crude and oil products dropped to $11.3 billion and

$1.3 billion respectively, yielding a total of $12.6 billion for the year against
$15.3 billion in 1981. In this context, it is noteworthy that, in 1982, a considerable shift occurred in the production share as between the Contract of Work
companies (Caltex, Calasiatic

& Topco and Stanvac) and those companies

working on a production sharing basis.
The P-S companies’ production overtook that of the C-o-W companies as
early as 1980 and it now represents $5.3 per cent of overall Indonesian producttion as against 39 per cent by the C-o-W companies. Top producers among the
P-S companies during 1982 were ARCO, IIAPCO and INPAX, all three
achieving outputs above 100,000 bbi/d.
A small compensation against the overall decline in the oil sector is the in-

crease in the exports of LNG. These went up from 18.6 Mm’ to 19.55 Mm!
valued at $2.64 billion, a gain of some $150 million over 1981. LNG is Indonesia’s new “glamour” export product The country now controls one-third of the
world’s LNG exports and Indonesia has replaced Algeria as the world’s leading
exporter. Indonesia's oil export revenues are expected to decline in the coming
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years reflecting the country’s growing domestic oil consumption, and LNG export earnings are widely expected to compensate for this possible decline.
With the construction of an additional two trains in Bontang, East Kalimantan, and another two in Arun, North Sumatra, currently being implemented,

LNG

production

capacity will increase by another 6.6 Mt by

January 1984, bringing the total to some 14.5 Mt with + $4.7 billion/y in expected export revenues. A further train is being prepared in Arun for the
supply of 2 Mt of LNG to the Republic of Korea, probably by 1986.
Despite the recession and the gloomy picture in the world oil market,

foreign companies in the oil sector are still anxious to invest in Indonesia.
A record number of 13 oil production sharing contracts were signed in 1982
between Pertamina and, respectively, Tesoro Tarahan, Line Indonesia Inc.
-- Getty Oil Inc., Mobil Semayang Inc., Elf Aquitaine Indonesia Ritan, Elf
Aquitaine Indonesia Marway, Union Texas Java Inc., Amoco Indonesia -Lombok Petroleum Co., Jackson Kutei Basin Exploration Co., Indonesia
Petroleum Ltd. (Intec), Hudbay Oil! Int. Ltd. -- Pensil Asiatic Inc. -- Husky

Oil Madura, Sceptre Resources Ltd. (Block A), Sceptre Resources Ltd. (Block
B), and finally Promei Arafura Ltd.
This continued activity in the search for more oil in Indonesia may be at-

tributed to the fact that the discovery rate for oil in Indonesia continues to be
high. In 1981, for instance, of the 244 exploration wells completed, including

wildcats and appraisal wells, 111 struck oil or gas. This 45 per cent success
ratio matched that of 1980. In 1982, a total of 284 wells were programmed to

be completed with an exploration budget of around $1.1 billion.
Various project agreements were signed in 1981 in the oil and gas sector;
these included three large refinery expansions, two LNG plant expansions and

four huge petrochemical projects. Only one project agreement of the same
magnitude was concluded in 1982 -- the Musi Refinery Plant in Plaju, South

Sumatra. The contract, signed in November 1982 by the National Oil Company Pertamina and consortium of four Japanese companies (Japan Gasoline
Corp., C. Itoh Co., Nissho Iwai Corp. and Far East Oil Trading Co.), involves
a sum of 273 billion yen -- about $1 billion. This Musi Refinery Plant is projected to produce the required amount of naphtha to be used as feed for the
Aromatic Centre, now under construction. In addition, it will produce propylene to supplement the existing polypropylene plant in Plajyu which lacks
sufficient capacity and -- last but not least -- improve overall efficiency of the
aging Sungai Gerong and Plaju refining plants.
COAI
The development of the coal sector over the past year made rapid progress
with the continued influx of foreign investors working under a specific coOperation coniract with PN Tambang Batubara, the state coal enterprise.
These

companies

embarked

on a large-scale

survey and exploration

pro-

gramme in the coal basins of East and South-east Kalimantan. Following the
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first group of three companies (contractors) which signed a cooperation con-

tract with PN Tambang Batubara in November 1981, three others followed
suit in 1982:
1. A joint venture of CRA and BP formed an Indonesian-based company
called PT Kaltim Prima Coal;
2. A Republic of Korea consortium formed a local company, PT Kideco Jaya
Agung; and

3. The Spanish state coal company, Enadimsa, formed the local company
PT Adaro Indonesia.
Negotiations were also held in 1982 with a joint venture between Mobil Oi!
and Nissho Iwai which opted for an area in the Berau-area, East Kalimantan
The draft agreement was initialled by the parties concerned in November 1982,
and signing is expected to be implemented in the first quarter of 1983.
The six areas allocated to the foreign contractors cover a total area of
around 4 Mha. Geological and exploration reports have been very encouraging
to date. PT Arutmin Indonesia, active in Block VI, the Senakin Peninsula
(South-east Kalimantan), has delineated and confirmed sizeable reserves of
nearly flat, thick seams (+ 6 m) of Eocenic hard coal. Three other coa!
prospects have been found at different locations more inland close to the
western border of the contract area. At the end of the year, some 76 holes had

been drilled in the Senakin area and present estimates indicate at least 150 Mt
of hard coal with a 6 m thick main seam. It is dipping slightly and is apparently
amenable to open-pit methods.
PT Utah Indonesia, the northern neighbou:

in Block V, encountered

numerous outcrops of a thick (between 4 and 7 m) moderately inclined seam
Stretching over 40 km in north-south direction located west of Tanah Grogot
(the Pasir region). To further delineate and confirm the reserves,

an intensive

drilling programme is planned for 1983. Both companies have entered the Exploration Period and have consequently relinquished
original areas. Feasibility studies may begin soon.

40 per cent of their

The area investigated by AGIP Carbone and Consolidation Coal in Block |
near the border with Sabah and in Block IV along the Mahakam river also promises great potential with hundreds of outcrops showing up. In Block | a series

of four coal seams were founded between the Satan’ and Sesilaw rivers, the
thickest of which are between 2.5 and § m and with a heating value between 26

MJ/kg and 32 MJ/kg. A drilling programme will be commenced after the middie of 1983 to further confirm the reserves.
The Korean team, which started in September 1982, has already completed
6,000 m of drilling in the Koman area. Reportedly, thick seams of up to 18 m

had been located. In 1983 drilling activities will be focused on the Batukajang
area more towards the south-east, where numerous outcrops have been identified.

Several outcrops of prospectively thick seams, with moderate dip, have
been reported

by PT

Kaltim

Prima

Coal at the northern

part of its two

allocated areas: the Lembak Block in Block III, in the north and south part of
the Bengalon river. The area south of the Bengalon river, on the west flank of
the Pinang dome, showed five outcrops of seams with a thickness between 4
and 8 m over a distance of § km.
The two operating mines, Ombilin in West Sumatra and Bukit Asam in
South Sumatra, increased coal production considerably in 1982. Total production from both mines was 480,290 t, an increase of 37 per cent over the
previous year’s output of 350,350 t. Ombilin, with a production of 302,572 t,
recorded its first profit of 1.2 billion rupiahs. The rapid development of the
cement industry and the construction of several coal-fired power plants (in-

cluding the Suralaya plant in West Java, 2,809 MW in 1990, and the Paiton
plant in East Java, 800 MW in 1990) has obliged the government to undertake

an urgent programme. This will boost production from its fully owned coal
mines, Ombilin and Bukit Asam, quite aside from the development involving
foreign investment in Kalimantan.
To increase production from Ombilin, West Sumatra, a programme involving the investment of $129 million has been initiated involving two development projects:
1. To increase production from the current level of 300,000 t to 750,000t by
1985. This is currently being implemented and the tender for equipment issued in early 1982 resulted in the assignment of Dowty Meco from the U.K.
and C. Itoh from Japan to supply underground equipment for a mechanized long-wall face and heavy equipment for an open-pit mine operation.
2. To develop the entirely new Waringin underground mine, where seams are
located at a depth of some $00-600 m Ultimate production from this minc is
projected at 600,000 t/y towards the end of the decade. Initial drilling in the
Waringin area was carried out by JICA (Japan International Agency) and
the Directorate for Mineral Resources some years ago resulting in a mine
development study prepared by JICA.
The World Bank, which showed renewed interest in the Waringin project
and expressed its readiness to finance a bankable feasibility study, has required

additional core-drilling on the mine area. Since a delay in development is
therefore foreseen, a prospective nearby deposit, the Parambahan area, which
is apparently amenable for open-pit mining, is being considered for early development.

Negotiations are being conducted with a Korean group, which had

filed in a Letter of Intent, expressing its desire to develop and mine the Parambahan deposit, acting as contractor for PN Tambang Batubara. A feasibility
study is currently being conducted by the consulting firm LongworthMcKenzie-CMPS to check the coal reserves of Parambahan and prepare a
mine operation plan for $00,000 t/y. Production from the mine is required to

fill in expected shortages in the mid-1980s when Indarung’s Cement Units
111B, IV and V and the MaJura Cement Plant will be coming on stream.
The integrated Bukit Asam project, required to supply 2.25 Mt/y of coal to
the Suralaya power plant by 1986, has the following components: (1) The Air
Laya open-pit at Bukit Asam in South Sumatra with a production capacity of
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at least 3 Mt/y by 1986; (2) Adjacent town facilities for the mine employees;
(3) A unit train coal haulage system operating between the mine and the
Tarahan Terminal in the Lampung Bay (near Panjang); (4) A coal stockyard
and loading terminal at Tarahan; (5S) A self-unloading, special purpose vessel

for sea transport
lava; and (6) an
Coal Terminal
facilities of coal

across the Sunda Strait, ferrying between Tarahan and Suraup-grading of railway rolling stock and the existing Kertapati
near Palembang to improve transportation and handling
destined for Bangka or for export.

Project management for the Air Laya mine development, including surface

facilities, has been assigned to BAMCO (a joint venture between Rheinbraun/
Morrison Knudsen and The Bukit Asam Mining Co.), while the local company
PT Encona functions as project management consultant for the townsite. A
government

appointed

coordinating

body,

Pokkorlak,

supervises and co-

ordinates the several activities of the integrated project with the assistance of
MCS Consultants.

Pokkorlak in turn reports to KPSBA,

a governmental

Steering Committee consisting of senior officials.

Current production at Bukit Asam has shifted to the more western located
Muara Tiga mine area where most of the production from PT Tambang Batubara Bukit Asam (178,415 t in 1982) has its origin. The present plan is to
develop the Muara Tiga mine at the rate of 20,000 t/month and from the middie of 1984 to 1986 at a rate of some 60 to 70,000 t/inonth, primarily to meet

the demands of existing customers, but also to establish a stockpile at the
Tarahan port to supply Suralaya before the Air Laya mine begins production.
The current forecast of the total preject cost is $1,251 million compared to
the original and current budget of $1,185 million. Nearing finalization are
negotiations with World Bank to stage a large-scale exploration programme
on the other coal prospects in South Sumatra outside Air Laya such as NW
Bangko, Air Lawai, and Arahan. This would involve a loan of $25 million.

NICKEL
The Indonesian nickel industry fared reasonably well in 1981 despite the

already depressed state of the world nickel market, declining nickel prices and
the withdrawal of PT Pacific Nickel Indonesia from its Gag Island project.

Production increases were recorded respectively for ferro-nickel (PT Aneka
Tambang) and nickel matte (PT INCO).
By 1982, however, the full force of the recession was felt. Demand, mainly
from Japanese customers, worsened and prices at year-end plummeted to
US$1 .60/lb, about half of the official producers price and the price prevailing

a year carlier.

PT Aneka Tambang’s nickel-ore export from its Pomalaa &

Gabe Island mines fell by 130,000
to litthe more than 1 Mt; worst of all,
prices of nickel-ore also went down from $1.692/1 Ni on a dry-ore basis to
$1,.324/1 as from October 1982. Furthermore, ferro-nickel ingot exports fell to
4,336 1 from §,117 t in 1981, with prices tumbling from $6,415/t for L/€
ferro-nickel to $4,123/t. The cumulative effect of the reduced earnings from
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nickel-ore and ferro-nickel exports, coupled with the increase of domestic oil
prices, has placed PT Ancka Tambang under heavy financial strain. It reportedly lost several billion rupiahs in 1982.

PT INCO’s worsening conditions and losses continued in 1982, although
drastic measures were introduced. Production was reduced to one line and
there was a partial lay-off of the workforce. As a result of the planned produc-

tion cut initiated in early 1982, output declined from 20,0001 in 1981 to
14,000 1 in 1982 with revenuc falling from $122.7 million to $97.4 million.
PT INCO incurred a loss of $61 million, mostly due to heavy interest charges

of almost $$0 million. The other factors were the self-imposed, but necessary
production cut-back and the low nickel prices.
To overcome its debt position, PT INCO has decided to increase its equity
component by offering 20 per cent of its shares at a specially attractive price
to the Indonesian Government, i.c. 55 per cent of the current market price.
The sale would raise $72.6 million of which $29.4 million would be paid by
April 1, 1983, and the balance in monthly instalments of $2.42 million each
Starting in April 1983. Payment of the remaining amount of $43.56 million will
thus be completed by October 1984. PT INCO has also offered shares to the
Industrial Bank of Japan, but a decision from the Government of Indonesia to
accept PT INCO’s offer would create the desired confidence needed by third
parties to participate in the purchase of shares.
Against the background of the current financial situation, exacerbated by

the reduction in the OPEC oil price in March 1983, it is very questionable
-- to say the least -- whether the government, though sympathetic with INCO’s
problems, would be in a position to respond positively to the offer. A highranking official has remarked privately that it would have been more favourable had it happened some time earlier. PT INCO still harbours high hopes
-- once the company’s financial difficulties are settled -- that production will
improve gradually in the next few years and eventually a profit might show in

1985.
Some of the advantages PT INCO feels to be working in their favour are
its very large reserves and a type of material that can be upgraded in large part,
a nearby hydro-electric source and reasonable proximity to support services.
If no solution is available, PT INCO seems to be ready with a so-called
**disaster plan.’’ lt implies a temporary closure oT the mining operation which,
if the adverse situation continued, would be followed by ‘‘mothballing’’ the
entire mining and smelting operation in Soroako, Sulawesi. This, of course,
will lead to the lay-off! of the entire PT INCO worktorce

TIN
The activities in the tin sector mn 1982, involving the three big producers
and members of ASEAN (Malaysia, Thailand and Indonesia), were governed
by the hectic events on the international forum. During the year, urgent
mectings were summoned by the ITC in connection with the sixth ITA Agree-
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ment, the weakening prices -- as a result of the big overhang of an estimated
60,000 1 of tin -- and the latent threat of the gradual releasc of tin from the
U.S. strategic stockpile.
As the ITC Buffer Stock manager was unable to stem the tide of the falling
prices, despite frequent purchases, the ITC decided in late April to impose export controls on its producing members. The control, effective from April 27,
1982, involved a modest cut-back of 15 per cent. However, it was followed by
a more severe 36 per cent cul, starting from mid-year, which is still effective
and is likely to continue for the next quarters in the current year.

Indonesian tin production from PT Tambang Timah (the national tin company), the joint-venture companies PT Koba Tin and PT Riau Tin plus
PT Broken Hill amounted to 33,687.81 tin-in-concentrate -- down 4.4 per cent
from 1981. This was the first fall in output since 1976.
In five years, production increases have led to Indonesia's current position
as the second largest tin producer in the world. However, tin exports, because
of the ITC restrictions, declined by 17.42 per cent to 27,502 1 or down 5,870t
from former year’s 33,372 1. Similarly, production of tin metal from the
Mentok smelter fell from 32,429 1 in 1981 to 29,754.61 in 1982.

The fall of tin prices and the refusal of the U.S. to cancel its releases of
GSA tin have resulted in a resolution, initiated by Bolivia, Indonesia, Malay-

sia, Thailand and Zaire, to form the Association of Tin Producing Countries
(ATPC). Due to some differences of principle in the articles of the association,
essentially dealing with provisions on bufferstock, export control
voting system, agreement at the end of the year was still pending

vote and

The low tin prices and the imposition of the tin export restrictions have cut
deep into the earnings of the Indonesian tin producers and an austerity programme has been introduced by PT Tambang Timah. By improving effi
ciency, limiting spending where possible and postponing mayor capital expen
duure, PT Timah intends to avoid lay-off of labour as far as possible
In the beticr years, prior to 1982, PT Tambang Timah invesicd m new
equipment and this will help to sustain the company in the present period. In

the production sector, for instance, three big, modern 22 ft’ bucket

dredges

have been constructed in the past few years, capable of digging 48 m below
water level in the deep-seated offshore areas around the tin islands. Only the
last dredgc, the Singkep I, is still to be completed and 1s duc for delivery by
1984. ht will be towed from its construction site at Tanjung Priok near Jakaria
to the Kundur Laut area near the island of Singkep. Aware of the kaolin po

tential on some of the tin islands, PT Timah has embarked on the construction
of a kaolin project near Tanjung Pandan, Belitung.
The project, costing $10.6
million and duc on stream in carly 1983, is planned to produce 27,000 t/y of

kaolin, of which 18,000 t/y will have filler grade quality and 9,000 1 semicoating grade quality
The company has also diversified by investing in a tin-plate factory in cooperation with the state-owned iron and siec! company, PT Krakatau Steel,
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for the production of 130,000 t/y of tin-plate. Total estimated investment in
the tin-plate project is $96 million with PT Timah as the major sharcholder,
holding $2 per cent of the shares; 24 per cent is owned by Krakatau Steel, while
the remaining 24 per cent of the shares is owned by PT Nusanba. The plant
will be built shortly in the industrial complex adjacent to the Krakatau Steel
Works at Cilegon, West Java, by a combination of
Huach: Chosen.

Mannesmann/ Demag and

COPPER
The new Gunung Bijith Timur underground mine of Freeport Indonesia's
operation in Tembagapura, Irian Jaya, increased its share of production in
1982. Ore production from the underground mine was 1,511,857 ¢ at 3.10 per

cent Cu as compared to 1,951,061 1 averaging 2.22 per cent Cu from the old
Gunung Bijih open-pu. During 1982, underground mine production by the
block caving method came from six blocks against four blocks in 1981.
Difficulties in caving the ore from block | through 4 have been experienced,
leading to the use of induced caving methods with diamond drilling from the
upper levels. The new blocks $ and 6 were developed and put into operation
in the second and final quarters of 1982.
Concentrate production increased from 188,462 t in 1981 to 223,704 t in
1982, with an improvement in the average content of 34.84 per cent Cu, 9 g/t
gold and 144 g/t silver. Exports of copper concentrates, mainly to Japan, also
increased from 197,146 t to 228,799 t. The recession and the lower copper

prices notwithstanding -. an average of 67.45 c/Ib in 1982 - Freeport Indonesia
still stands a chance of making a small profit or at least of breaking even. This
is due to the increased concentrate exports and the higher copper and precious
metal content, reflecting higher grade ore from the underground section.
Exploration for copper prospects has been intensively pursued in the past
years by PT Tropic Endeavour Indonesia in the Block Il contract area of
North Sulawesi. In the Tapadaa and Tombulilato area, also in Block Il,
PT TE! has found a sizeable porphyry copper area -- the first discovery of a
significant porphyry -- type copper deposit in Indonesia. Within the Tom.
bulilato district, centres of copper-gold mincralization have been eviablished
with a resource potential of some 300 Mi at an average grade of 0.57 per cent
Cu and 0.47 g/t Au. About half 1s amenable to mining by open-pit
A preliminary feasibility study was complcted in 1982 and, although it concluded that ai the present stage it is not considered viable, there is still significant

room

to improve

the

project

economics.

Alternative

developmen

possibilities to be studied include: optimization of mine design and metallurgical

processing,

identification

of optimum

infrastructure

requirements,

evaluating concurrent development of more than one deposit and evaluating
underground mining. If a further feasibility study proves to positive, PT TE!
is Considering a project with a production level of some 30,000 - $0,000 1/9 and
2-$t/y Au
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ALUMINIUM
Bauxite production and exports from Kijang, Bintan Island, the only
bauxite mine operated by PT Ancka Tambang, were drastically reduced in

1982 as a result of the phasing out of more aluminium plants in Japan. The intention not to import more than + 700.0001 of bauxite during 1982 had been
conveyed the year before by the Japanese consumers to Anckha Tambang.
and accordingly production declined by 42 per cent from 1.2 Mt in 1981 to

only 700,249 t in 1982. Exports were 731,331 1, down from 1,030,752 1 the year
before.

The conclusion of the contracts related to the construction of the 600,000 1
capacity Bintan alumina plant, involving some $725 million, between
PT Anecka Tambang and five companies/consortia have progressed rather
slowly. Initial negotiations were concluded in early April 1982, when the first
batch of contracts were signed between PT Ancka Tambang and respectivels
Kaiser Aluminium Technical Services (KATSI) and Kaiser Engineers Interna-

tional (KEI).

Another seven months elapsed before the second main contract

was signed between Ancka Tambang, as principal, and the main contractor for
the plant construction, a F.R.G. consortium headed by Klockner INA, in
November 1982.

A third contract was signed in January 1983 with a consortium of insurance companies under the leadership of PT Asuransi Jasa Indonesia, involving marine cargo and ‘‘construction all risk’’ insurances. The final contract for project construction management was recently signed iv February

between Ancka Tambang and a consortium of PT Pembangunan Jaya and
PT Panca Perkasa Inti Konstruksi. The project is now expected to move
ahead.

The construction of the Asahan hydropower project has reached another
milestone with the inauguration of the completed 73 m high and 122 m long
Tangga-dam in October 1982 by the Minister of Industry. With the completion
of this dam and the associated power plant, the Asahan hydropower project,

consisting of the first main dam and the Sigura-gura power plant (286 MW)
and the second main dam and power plant Tangga (317 MW), will have an
installed capacity of 603 MW by the second quarter of 1983. The total hydropower potential of the Asahan river is estimated at 1,200 MW, which means
that present utilization is about $0 per cent of the total available potential.
The aluminium smelter in Kuala Tanjung will reach two-thirds of its
capacity of 150,000 t/y as soon as the second poiline of another 170 production furnaces is operational in the fourth quarter of 1983. Full capacity is expected to be reached some time in 1984.

Ingot production in 1982 was 30,5321 as potline | only started full production during the last quarter. The first batch of aluminium was exported from
the harbour of Kuala Tanjung to Japan, some 8,0001 of ingots, in October

1982. The second lot of ingots was shipped in December 1982, making the total
16,000 1 for the year
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INDONESIA

BALANCE

OF PAYMENTS

Jakarta

KOMPAS

DEFICIT

ESTIMATED

in Indonesian

23 Nov

AT

$12.4

MILLION

83 pp l, 12

[Text]
The balance of payments showed a surplus of $1.45 billion as of the
end of the first semester of the 1983/84 fiscal year (August-September), but
it is estimated that it will show a deficit of $12.4 million at the end of
the fiscal year.
These figures appear in a report submitted to Parliament by the government.
The report deals with the implementation of the national budget and changes
in the position of prices, credit and foreign exchange in the first semester
of fiscal 1983/84.
The

situation

is better

than

it was

in

the

first

semester

of

fiscal

1982/83,

when there was a deficit of $1.59 billion in the balance of payments.
to the devaluation the head of the economics department of the Centre
Strategic

that

and

International

the deficit

lion, but
realized.

with

Studies,

in the balance
the

devaluation

Dr

Hadi

of payments
at

the

end

Soesastro,

for

1983/84

of March

this

had

even

would

estimated

reach

estimate

Prior
for
$4 bil-

will

not

be

The deficit in current transactions reached $2.22 billion in the first semester.
This is because less foreign exchange was received from exports than was
spent for nonoil imports and import services.
Changes in the position of current transactions have a significant effect
the equilibrium of the balance of payments.
Receipts from nonoil exports
the first semester of 1983/84 are estimated at $2.24 billion, which is an
crease of 16.5 percent over the same period last year.

on
in
in-

However, receipts from oil exports came to only $3.56 billion in the first
semester, down 14.5 percent or $602 million from the corresponding period
last year.
The decline is attributed to the reduction in the oil production
quota

to

1.3

million

barrels

per

day

and

the

reduction

in

the

price

of

oil

$29 a barrel.
Although

first

there

semester,

was

a

reduction

expenditures

in nonoil

for

nonoil

imports

imports
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and

imrort

reached

services

$6.75

billion

in

the

and

to

expenditures for import services reached $1.27 billion.
deficit of $2.22 billion in current transactions.
Inflow

This

resulted

in a

of Capital

Capital inflow and foreign loans, like current transactions, also have a significant effect on the equilibrium of the balance of payments.
The integrated policy that has been applied in the monetary sector and in foreign-exchange
traffic has succeeded in checking the flow of capital to other countries and
has even encouraged the inflow of capital.
Capital inflow in the first semester reached $3.59 billion, up 37.6 percent
from the corresponding period a year ago.
This was due primarily to the increase ii the inflow of government capital as a result of agreements made
this year and in preceding years.
The inflow of other capital came to only $392 million, down from the same period last year.
Payments on the principal of foreign loans are estimated at
$468 million.
When all of these receipts and expenditures are taken together
they show a surplus in the balance of payments for the first semester.
Second

Semester

Basing on actual performance in the first semester and on projected developments in the succeeding period, it is estimated that there will be a deficit
in the balance of payments in the second semester.
It is estimated that foreign exchange expenditures on nonoil imports and services in the second semester will reach $8,849.9 million, while foreign exchange receipts from both oil and nonoil exports will come to only $5,916.3
million.
Thus, it is estimated that there will be a deficit of $2,933.6 million in current transactions.
Also,
icit

it is estimated
in current

that

net

transactions

capital

in

the

inflow will

second

not

semester.

be as
The

great

inflow

of

as

the def-

government

capital and other capital is estimated at $3,060.9 million and $465 million
respectively, while payments on the principal of foreign debts will come to
$604.7 million.
Thus, net capital inflow will be $2,921.2 million, and the
balance of payments will show a deficit of $12.4 million.
Foreign

Loans

Meanwhile,
position

year.

of

Drs

Radius

Indonesia's

The minister

Prawiro,
loans

spoke

commission on Tuesday
Wiratno Puspoatmodjo,

the minister
in the

first

at a hearing

held

of finance,
semester

of

has
the

by Parliament's

[22 November] in Jakarta.
The hearing
SH, the chairman of the commission.

explained

1983/84

national
was

the

fiscal

budget

chaired

by

The minister
said that loans received by Indonesia in the first semester totaled 3,206.4 billion rupiah and consisted of 3,170.8 billion rupiah in project
loans and 35.6 billion rupiah in program loans.
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Project loans consisted of 709.5 billion rupiah in loans from states and
multilateral institutions represented in the International Government Group
on Indonesia (IGGI), 441.5 billion rupiah in loans from states that are not
members of the IGGI, and 513.8 billion rupiah in IGGI loans that are not
classified
as official development assistance and therefore are not soft loans.
There was also 1,506 billion rupiah in cash loans that will be used for projects.

A day earlier the minister told the hearing that debt and interest payments
in the first semester totaled 622.988 billion rupiah, of which 622.088 billion
rupiah was used to pay on foreign debts and interest.
Payments on the principal totaled 265.266 billion rupiah and interest payments came to 356.822
billion rupiah.
Indonesia's foreign debt now stands at approximately $17.8
billion or 17.8 trillion rupiah.
In response to a question from Mrs
commission, the minister said that
development projects and balance of
payments plays an important part in
Debt

Service

Noting
Mrs

Sis

that

Sis Hendrawati Hadiwitarto, a member of the
foreign loans are used to finance various
payment requirements.
‘The balance of
creating stability," he said.

Ratio

the

size

Hendrawati

of the debt

asked

about

has

a direct

government

bearing

efforts

to

on

future

control

ability

the

debt

to pay,

service

ratio (ratio of debt payment obligations to export earnings).
According to
Prof Ali Wardhana, the coordinating minister for economics, finance and industry and the supervision of development, the debt service ratio already has
reached

24 percent.

Minister

Radius

said

that

the

government

has

taken

and

will

continue

to take

various policy measures to control the ratio.
Among other things,
ing to increase the level of medium-term and long-term exports.

it

Citing

banking

some

of

the

measures

that

have

been

taken,

he

mentioned

the

is

try-

pol-

icy adopted on 1 June 1983 and the rescheduling of development projects that
use the state's foreign exchange or commercial credit.
"And an effort will be
made to ensure that foreign loans have long repayment periods and carry low
interest rates," he added.
He noted that one of the purposes of the new tax
law is to mobilize public funds so that the foreign funds needed to finance
development projects can eventually be reduced by a like amount.
Cost

of

Services

Drs Rahardjo, a member of the national budget commission, questioned the large
amounts of foreign exchange the government
is spending each year on import

services.
In response Radius noted that
pended
in both the oil and nonoil sectors.
By way

import
oil

of

example

services

sector

and

he

noted

reached
$2.3

that

$4.8

billion

the

amount

billion
in

the

funds

of

foreign

in 1980/81,

nonoil

for

sector.

with
The

import

services

exchange

$2.5

spent

billion

following

are

spent

year

the

ex-

on

in the
figure

rose to $6 billion, $2.5 billion in the oil sector and $3.5 billion in the
nonoil sector.
The figure for 1982/83 was $5.4 billion, $2.8 billion in
the

oil

sector

and

$2.6 billion

in the nonoil

sector.

Records kept by KOMPAS indicate that in 1981/82 and 1982/83 the amount of
foreign exchange spent on import services (e.g., payment of interest, freight
and insurance costs) exceeded the earnings of nonoil exports in those years.
Nonoil exports were valued at $4.1 billion in 1981/82 and at $3.9 billion in
1982/83.

"But meanwhile

the figure

for nonoil

exports

is still

larger

than the cost of

import services," Radius said, without giving any figures.
He said that he is
convinced that costs in the services sector can be held down in the future,
but noted that this depends on the effective implementation of Presidential
Directive No 18 of 1982 (which deals with the use of ships operated by national shipping companies to transport government exports and imports), on the increased use
of local insurance services, on the development of tourism, and on
other factors.
With

regard

Radius

said

to the
that

action

the

being

ministers

taken
of

on Presidential

finance,

soon issue a joint directive that government
implementing the presidential directive.

commerce

Directive
and

agencies

No 18 of 1982,

communication

can

use

will

as a guide

in

The government also is trying to get foreign loan makers to agree to transport
their goods on carriers operated by Indonesian shipping companies, he said.
Noting that this is not an easy thing to do, he said that the amount of success achieved with loan making nations ranges from zero to 50 percent.
Citing the United States and France as examples,
States has agreed to transport 50 percent of its
France will not agree to this arrangement unless
the cost of transportation.
This would mean that
ed to the FOB price of the goods (price of goods

5458

CSO:

4213/102
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he said that the United
goods on Indonesian carriers.
Indonesia agrees to assume
French loans would be limitdelivered to the ship).
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[Text]
stated

SINAR

HARAPAN

employees

they would

factions

like

in the 1984/85

The statements

Physical

in Indonesian

All parliamentary
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BUDGET

to see
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Needs
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but

the armed

forces

the

goverment

raise

(ABRI)

faction

have

the pay of government

fiscal year.

were made on Wednesday

morning

[23 November]

during the third

day of a working meeting with the minister of finance.
Preliminary discussions of the draft national budget for 1984/85, the remainder of the development budget for 1982/83, and the first semester report for 1983/84 are being
held at the meeting.
Parulian

Silalahi,

spokesman

for

the

Indonesian

said that the welfare of government employees,
I and II, has been neglected too long and that
their daily needs.

Democratic

Party

(PDI)

faction,

particularly employees in groups
their pay is inadequate to meet

"A pay raise for government employees can no longer be avoided because their
welfare has been neglected too long, particularly those in groups I and II,"
he said.
Drs Sjarifuddin Harahap, speaking for the United Development Party (PPP) faction, said that the pay of government employees is insufficient to meet minimum physical needs and therefore the faction is proposing that the pay of
group I employees be raised 50 percent, group II employees 35 percent, group
III employees 25 percent, and group IV employees 15 percent.
The faction also
is recommending that the pay increase take effect at the beginning of the
1984/85 fiscal year.
Only

Proper

Abdullah Zaini, who spoke for the Golkar faction, said that the pay of government employees should be increased in fiscal 1984/85 if the state's financial
position permitted an increase, however, he did not give any specific figures.

wr

He said that the Golkar faction notes that, in keeping with our expectations,
the government apparatus is increasing its activity and dedication and therefore it is only proper
that the welfare of government employees should receive attention.
Sudarto Sudarno, spokesman for the ABRI faction, made no mention whatsoever
of a 1984/85 pay increase for government employees during the working meeting.
However, after the meeting ended another member of the Golkar faction,

Wiratno Puspoatmodjo, asked, "Who wouldn't be pleased if the pay of government employees went up?" Wiratno chaired the 3-day meeting and is also chairman

of the national

Meanwhile,

budget

the PPP faction

commission.

has estimated

that

the

1984/85 national

budget

can

be balanced at a minimum figure of 20,853.4 billion rupiah.
This estimate
was contained in the concepts and recommendations submitted by the faction to
Minister of Finance Radius Prawiro.
The faction cited figures on domestic
revenues from direct and indirect taxes, nontax revenues, development revenues and other sources of revenue to support its conclusion.
Syarifuddin
Harahap had indicated earlier that it was felt that the government's responses
--the minister of finance represented the government at the working meeting-were somewhat reserved and too diplomatic.
He said that within the context
of Parliament exercising its budgetary authority, the PPP faction felt that
the preliminary discussions should be treated as important discussions.
"The PPP faction hopes that our monetary policy, which includes policy on the
national budget, credit and foreign exchange, will be an integrated policy
that does not just have a monetary orientation (anti-inflation) but is more

production

oriented,”

he said.

Leakage
In its recommendations the PPP faction also states that the leakage of government revenues remains at a high level because the apparatus that administers
these revenues still is not clean.
Noting that development revenues are, in
essence, foreign loans, the faction states that it feels that foreign loans
should not be treated simply as complementary funds because these loans have a
great influence on the national budget and on efforts to protect foreign exchange reserves.
The faction also says that consideration should be given to
the rescheduling of foreign loans because it is estimated that debt service
will reach a figure of 2,500 billion rupiah, which is much too high.
The Golkar faction estimates that with the issuance of a new tax law there will
be a slowdown in tax revenues in 1984/85 but after that these revenues will increase.

The Golkar faction also feels
with regard to revenue will be
momentum of development and an
equitable distribution of the

that the main problem that will be encountered
one of increasing state revenues so that the
adequate growth rate can be maintained and the
fruits of development can be continued.
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The Golkar faction says that it will be difficult to boost state revenues
from the oil sector above present levels in the coming year because of the
position of prices and production quotas.
According to the faction, domestic
revenues and project and program aid from other countries will make up most
of the 1984/85 national budget.
Although it did not provide estimates of
budgetary figures, the faction did estimate that with a 12 percent inflation
rate and a 3 percent economic growth rate the 1984/85 budget should be 15 to
20 percent larger than the 1983/84 budget.
The

PPP,

PDI

budgetary

and

ABRI

figures

factions,

like

the

Golkar

faction,

gave

no

estimates

of

for 1984/85.

The ABRI faction recommends that the debt service
limits by, among other things, stimulating nonoil
affected by the world recession.

ratio be kept within safe
exports that have not been

Minister of Finance Radius Prawiro responded to the concepts and suggestions
made by the four factions by promising to give them his earnest attention.
He also noted that the efforts that are being made to increase agricultural
and industrial production are very important in that they can not only increase the level of welfare but can also create new jobs.
Employee
Surabaya

SURABAYA

POST

Welfare

in Indonesian

Always
25 Nov

Considered
83 p l

[Excerpt]
The government will always give its attention to the welfare of
government employees, and, in accordance with the financial capabilities of
the state, since the First 5-Year Plan the government has tried to and succeeded in carrying out a phased improvement of the welfare of government employees.
This statement was made by Dr Saleh Affif, the minister for administrative
reform, in answering questions by parliamentary commission II at a working
meeting, and also in responding to questions by parliamentary factions regarding the proposals that government employees be given a pay raise.
The
working meeting was held in Jakarta on Friday morning [25 November] and was

chaired

by Naya

Iskandar

During

a working

meeting

representatives

vision
budget
Saleh

sitting

on

be made for a pay
for 1984/85.
Affif

said

that

the

Sumantri,
with
the

raise

the

head

the minister
national

for

1984/85

of the
of

budget

government

draft

budget

commission.

finance

on Wednesday,

commission

employees

has

not

proposed

faction
that

in the draft

been

completed.

culations and estimates are still being made and the work is going on
uously and
is being carried out in an intensive manner.
The views and
sndations of Parliament will receive the government's attention when
sions are made, he said.
94 55
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deci-
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FOREIGN CAPITAL
Jakarta

SINAR

INVESTMENTS

HARAPAN

IN EAST JAVA DECLINE

in Indonesian

19 Nov 83 p 11

{Text ] Surabaya, 18 November--Dr Mohammed Zuhdi, chairman of the East Java Regional Capital Investment Coordinating Body (BKPMD), said that this year only
three foreign capital investors (PMA) had applied for licenses to invest in East
Java.
The licenses were approved.
The companies concerned are from Japan, the
United States, and Thailand, and their total proposed investment is $41,432,000.
In an interview with a SINAR HARAPAN representative last week Dr Mohammed Zuhdi
expressed disappointment at the decline of foreign investment in this province,
compared

to

previous

East Java was
steadily.

covering

years.

the period

However,

The high

1973-77.

domestic

point

Since

capital

in foreign

then,

investment

27 new projects with a total

investment

foreign
(PMDN)

capital

investment

investment

in

has declined

has steadily

of 21],198,000,000

increased,

rupiahs.

Foreign and domestic capital investment in East Java, according to the BKPMD
chairman, involves the chemical, sugar, basic metals, and miscellaneous other
industries.
He said: "In fact, we have urged the central government to give
this

province

tie said

that

priority
the

for the development

government,

up to the

of the automotive

present,

was

still

industry."

directing

the auto-

motive industry toward West Java, that is, to the area around the steel factory
operated by PT Krakatau Steel in Cilegon.
He said that, in fact, East Java is
ready with facilities, a location, infrastructure, and a working force.
There
are many “upstream industries" in this province.
Speaking of this possibility, Dr Mohammed Zuhdi provided a picture of the facilities available in Surabaya's harbor at Tanjung Perak, with its equipment for
breaking bulk cargo and the development of a container port.
Regarding the regional industrial area of Gerbang Kertosusila (serving Gresik, Bangkalan, Mojokerto, Surabaya, Sidoarjo, and Lamongan), there is still plenty of space available.
A controlled access highway between Surabaya and Malang is being completed, passing through several regency capitals.
Supporting all of that is Juanca Airport,
airport for export-import purposes.

which

has

been

made

an

international

PT Surabaya Industrial Estate Kungkut (SIEK),
body jointly owned by the central government,
ment,

the Surabaya

municipal

government,

ing at a cost of about

and

4 billion

rupiahs.

Doctor

Zuhdi

said:

of Industry

heavy

"Indeed,

as a site

equipment

this

province

for heavy

for sugar

mills

which is an industrial promotion
the East Javea provinciel governis building

a modern

has been designated

industry,”

pointing

office

build-

by the bepartment

to factories

which

handle

and large pieces of machinery.

Regarding the steam-powered electricity generator at Paiton [|Probolinggo Regency) which will be completed in a few years and which will provide large quantities of electricity, particularly for industrial purposes, he said this would
support the development of the automotive industry.
Dr Mohammed
Fourth

Zuhdi

5-Year

preparations

said:

Plan,

"In fact,

which

is aimed

in accordance

for the time when an automotive

also

means

supporting

the exports

Most

of the industries

recently

with the objectives of the

at industrialization,
of non-petroleum

established

this

industry might

province

be approved.

and non-natural

in East Java have

is making

This

gas products.”

been high techno-

logy enterprises, such as the factory for producing insecticides and petroleumbased agricultural chemicals [petrosid], using byproducts from PT Petrokimia
Gresik.

In terms of capital investment the East Java 3KPMI) also wants to attract capital to the neglected private agricultural estates (Class IV and V agricultural
estates).

may

The investment

be eligible

of capital

in this

sector

will

be examined

closely

and

for a tax holiday.

Regarding the countries implementing industrial projects in East Java, during
the third quarter of 1983 Japan had 29 projects worth $121.2 million; the Netherlands, 6 projects worth 941,474,000; the United States, 9 projects worth
$40,251,000; Hong Kong, 9 projects worth 931,255,000; and India, 1 project worth
$22.1 million.
In connection with Indian capital investment in particular, the
bulk of this investment (about 12 projects worth $215,271,0UU) is in joint pro-

jects

with companies
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[Text]
Some 200 companies that are capitalized with foreign capital (PMA
companies) must “Indonesianize"™ their stock by selling it to local buyers
between 1984 and 1988.
Companies that fail to do so will be subject
tain sanctions, including the revocation of their licenses.

to cer-

Drs Rasidi M.A., the deputy for evaluation and licensing at the Capital Investment Coordination Board (BKPM), briefed reporters on the situation at
the end of the final hearing between PT Regnis Indonesia and the Capital Market Executive Board (Bapepam).
PT Regnis Indonesia is one of the companies
that will offer some of its stock to the public.
The hearing was held at

the stock exchange

building on Monday afternoon

[21 November].

The "“Indonesianization” of stock is the term used to describe the phased
divestment of stock by PMA companies to Indonesian buyers.
Foreign companies

must

carry out

the “Indonesianization"

process

after they have been operating

in Indonesia for 10 years, Following divestment 51 percent of the stock is to
be held by Indonesians and 49 percent by foreign nationals.
When this ratio
is achieved the company can be described as a company capitalized with domestic capital (PMDN company).
Rasidi, who was accompanied by Sutadi Sukarya, the head of Bapepam, said that
divestment can be carried out in various ways.
A company can go public by
selling part of its stock to the public on the capital market or can sell to
cooperatives, business partners or financial institutions other than banks,
he said.
Rasidi said that the operating license of a company that fails to comply will
not be immediately revoked.
“In the initial stage the BKPM usually issues a
written

warning.

If

there

is no

ing and a third and last warning
sponse to the third warning then
cense,” he said.
Rasidi

was

to evade
stock to

asked

what

would

response

to

the

first

are issued.
And
there is nothing

happen

its responsibility or gave
Indonesian buyers when the

if a PMA

company

warning,

a second

if there is still no
to do but revoke the

with

good

prospects

warn-

reli-

tried

various reasons for not transferring its
time cane for divestment.
Rasidi said

that this could not possibly happen.
"A company that feigns compliance will
be detected quickly.
We follow up on this continuously, and we do not work
alone.
The actual situation of the company will be quickly determined from
data supplied by various government departments, including the Department of
Finance and the Department of Industry,” he said.
Sutadi Sukarya noted that a total of 14 PMA companies are now
their stock to the Indonesian public on the capital market.
Not

Much

selling

part

of

Effect

During the final hearing between PT Regnis Indonesia and Bapepam yesterday
afternoon, the head of Bapepam noted that some tax facilities now being received
by companies that have gone public will be abolished when the new
tax law is promulgated.
Sutadi
Sukarya said that it would
mentation of the new tax law “hat
companies that have gone public or
an effect on the sale of stock to

appear from the instructions for the implethe cancellation of certain facilities for
will go public will not have too much of
the public.

He said that the capital market provides a good means of obtaining cheap
money, and that in the plans that have been made for future development it
plays an important role in the acquisition of funds.
“I remain optimistic
even though tax facilities will be cancelled when the new tax law is issued,”
he said.
He also said that he hopes that when one of the government's technical departments issues an expansion permit to a PMA company, the department will review
or consider the issuance of the permit in terms of the company's willingness
to be “Indonesianized.”
Sutadi also said that with one more company going public (PT Regnis Indonesia)
there will now be a total of 22 companies listed on the Indonesian Securities
Exchange.
These are PMA companies, PMDN companies and state-owned stock companies (Persero).
Of the 22 companies, 19 are selling stock and 3 are selling
bonds.
PT Jasa Marga will increase its bond offerings on the capital market to 60
billion rupiah in the near future.
The stock being sold by 19 companies on
the capital market has a registered value of about 117 billion rupiah, and
the bonds being offered by 3 companies are valued at 95 billion rupiah.
It
is expected that by the end of 1984 the total value of the stocks and bonds
offered

Offering

by companies

of

As a result
of Bapepam

523,500

that

gone

public

will

exceed

150 billion

rupiah.

Shares

of the hearing
issued

have

the

between

company

a

PT Regnis

license

that

Indonesia
permits

and
it

Bapepam,

to offer

its

the

head

stock

to

the public on the Indonesian
1983 and

it is dated

capital market.

21 November

The license

is No SI-21/PM/E/

1983.

PT Regris Indonesia produces Singer sewing machines and is the former PT
Singer industries Indonesia Limited.
The company plans a public offering
523,500 shares of registered common stock having a nominal value of 1,000
rupiah per share.
This is 30 percent of all company stock, which totals
1,745,000 issued and fully paid up shares.

of

When PT Regnis Indonesia goes public the Singer Company of Stanford, U.S.A.
will hold 1,055,618 shares or 60 percent of the stock, the Singer Sewing Machine Company of Stanford, U.S.A. will hold 165,882 shares or 10 percent of
the stock, and the Indonesian public will hold 523,500 shares or 30 percent
of the stock.
The 523,500 shares will be sold on the capital market at an
offered price of 1,540 per share over a period beginning on 28 November 1983
and ending on 11 December 1983.
Using the existing marketing and distribution system, the company has enjoyed
a good increase in the sale of its products over the last 25 years.
Sales
reached 6,083 million rupiah in 1981 and 7,398 million rupiah in 1982.
And
as of June of 1983 sales totaled 3,450 million rupiah.
Net profits of 733 million rupiah and 1,013 million rupiah were recorded in
1981 and 1982 respectively,
and stood at 316 million rupiah as of June of
1983.
The company began operations in April 1974.
It is domiciled
in Jakarta
and the factory is located in Sidoardjo, East Java.
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[Text]
Jakarta--Minister of Industry Ir. Hartarto announced here recently
that ASEAN foreign ministers signed at the ASEAN Secretariat here earlier this
month a document of a cooperation agreement on the setting up of ASEAN industrial joint ventures, based on the Basic Agreement on ASEAN Industrial Join
Ventures.

The establishment of ASEAN industrial joint ventures is aimed at supporting
cooperation among private companies in the ASEAN region in the industrial
sector using basic/raw materials available in the region, so as to accelerate
the growth of national industries in the respective ASEAN countries, explained
further Hartarto, who was on the occasion flanked by Director General for
Foreign Trade Drs. Susilo Sardadi, Kadin Chairman Sukamdani Gitosardjono and
ranking officers of the Industry Department.
The Basic Agreement
things, that:

on ASEAN

Industrial

Joint

Ventures

mentioned,

among

other

-~-mindful of the Declaration of ASEAN Concord signed in Bali, Indonesia
on 24 February, 1976, which provides that Member Countries shall take cooperative action in their national and regional development programmes, utilizing
as far as possible the resources available in the ASEAN region to broaden the
complementary of their respective economies;
~-reaffirming their desire to collaborate for the acceleration of
economic growth in the region, to promote the greater utilization of their
agriculture and industries, the expansion of their trade and the improvement
of their economic infrastructure for the mutual benefit of their people;
--convinced that the consoldiation of markets among ASEAN countries can
support meaningful industrial joint ventures which can greatly contribute to
strengthening and broadening the base of the industrial sectors of their
respective economies, promoting the greater utilization of their industries
and expansion of their trade;

advanced

--noting the suggestion on industrial joint ventures which
by the ASEAN Chambers of Commerce and Industry (ASEAN-CCI),

74

have been
and the

confidence
joint

demonstrated

by the ASEAN-CCI

in the viability

of ASEAN

industrial

venture;

--affirming that in the economies of the ASEAN countries, the private
sector shall continue to be encouraged to play the major role in most of the
economic activities, including industry and trade;
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has
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not

been

able

to

ful)>

utilize opportunities
to
penetrat«
t he
Mideast market anc still
lags behind other
countries
in supp.ving
goods to the
Mic
east region,
though Indonesia has for cen
turies had religious,linguistic
and cultu
ra] ties with the Arab world, Secretary
General of the Trade Department
L.M.Abdul
kadir has said.
He

stated

technical

further

after

cooperation

signing

agreement

a

betweer

the Trade Department and the United
Nations Development
Program
(UNDP)
here
ri
cently that the Coordination
Tean for
!
ports to the Middle
East had to work
hare
to promote
exports to that
region
The technical
cooperation between th:
Trade Department and the UNDP
involves
the

promotion
dities,

the

of

Middle
UNDP

Signec

Indonesia's

services

exports

wel]

as

Representative
document

on

behali

f
of

The

technical]

ject

run

for

26

Gami]
the

the

GATT/ITC.
will

of

comn

worker:

t

East.

the

reement

as

M.

Han

cooperatior:
UNDP

and

UNCTAD

cooperation

months

from

pr

Januar

1984
The

also

realisation

involve

panisation

the

(ILO),

Sian

technicians

sent

to

expected
and

the
to

which
anc

Middle
support

contractors

of

the

provect

internationa!]

in

will

tr

workers

wi

Last.

The

Indonesian
penetrating

wil

Labour

Y-

pr
exporter
the!

t

Based

on

the

agreement,

the

Indone

Sian Government and the UNDP will respect
ively provide Rp 494,746,000 and USS.
1,
380,299 for the realisation of the
pro
ject. The fund allocated by the UNDP will
be used to finance the assignment of
ex
perts and consultants,
survey of the
Mid
east market, the issuance of handbooks on

Indonesia's export commodities and
mars as well
as the procurement of
ment.
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Increases

DESCRIBED

9

But Production

of Agriculture

on

Does Not Increase

Improvement

in TRI

|Text] Jakarta, KOMPAS--Although the area planted under the
sified People's Sugar Cane Program) has continued to expand,
sugar has not increased very much because the production of
tare and the amount of sugar produced from a given weight of
tinued to decline from year to year.
According

to Engineer

Wardoyo,

acting

minister

speech at the Fourth Congress of IKAGI

Program

TRI program (Intenthe production of
sugar cane per hecsugar cane has con-

of agriculture,

(Association

Proportion-

Sugar

in his opening

of Indonesian

Sugar Tech-

nicians), delivered in Jakarta on Thursday [17 November], the objective of inteisified planting of sugar can has not yet been achieved.
This is because the
only result to emerge so far is an expansion of the planted area.
Since the TRI program began, the production of sugar has indeed increased from
],030,000 tons in 1975 to 1,600,000 tons in 1982, or an increase of 6.7 percent
per year.
However, this increase was due in particular to the increased planting of sugar cane, with the planted area going up from 105,000 hectares in 1975
to 255,000 hectares in 1982, an increase of 13.5 percent.
ilowever, on the other hand, the production of sugar cane per hectare has declined from about 92.3 tons per hectare during the period 1971-75 to 77.3 tons
per hectare during the period 1976-82.
This amounts to a decline in production
per hectare of about 2.5 percent per year.
The production of sugar per unit of
sugar cane also showed a decline, from about 10.32 percent during the period
1971-75 to 9.28 percent during the period 19/6-82.
This reflects a decline of
about 1.5 percent per year.
Smaller

supply

of Labor

Minister Wardoyo declared that the intensification program has not yet achieved
its objectives as a result of the decline in the number of available field

78

workers.
This was evident from the poorer quality of land preparation before
planting the sugar cane and a less efficient job of cutting the cane.
It is believed that more workers have been available only for administrative and transportation purposes, particularly for the Village Unit Cooperatives [KUD] and
due to the increase in the total volume of sugar cane produced.
From the point of view of expanding business opportunities, the [RI program has
been rather promising.
That is, in terms of expanding the planting of sugar
cane in irrigated fields outside the traditional areas and also in non-irrigated
fields where sugar cane had never been planted.
The minister said that out of 255,000 hectares of sugar cane planted in 1982,
about 185,000 hectares (85 percent) consisted of irrigated fields, while the remaining fields were not irrigated.
Each year over the period 1975-82 plantings
of sugar cane in irrigated fields have increased by 9.2 percent, while pl_ntings
in non-irrigated fields have risen by 46.4 percent.
Out of total national sugar production, 95 percent is produced in Java, where
there are 56 sugar mills, 52 of which are owned by the government, while 4 are
owned by private companies.
The sugar industry in Java is labor intensive, employing about 720,000 workers in all, from planting the cane until the sugar is
produced in the mills.
Many

Violations

Darsono

Ariadi,

company,
No

9 of

of the Kegulations
Hary

stated
1975

(on

are still many
application.

Soedijono,

in their
the

TRI

obstacles

and

Soeratman

from

presentation

that

although

program)

been

on

and

has

violations

of

the

the

the

PT Perkebunan

Presidential
books

for

instruction

9 years,

which

XXIV-XXV

Instruction
there

prevent

its

full

Sugar cane productivity under the [kI program in traditional areas, which, it
was originally hoped, would increase, has steadily declined below the level of
productivity when production was handled by the sugar mills.
As a result, the
effort to increase farmer income, particularly in the case of small farmers, is
still far from reaching its objective.
Most farmers don't work their own land.
Because tilling the land is done by
groups of farmers working together, the individual farmer turns over tilling his
land to the chief of the cultivation group.
At times the owners of the land do
not immediately turn over their irrigated fields atiter successive rice harvests
but rather plant rice or vegetables again, with the result that the planting of
sugar cane under the TkI program is delayed.
fhe decline

in productivity

ly associated

farmers
care

with

per

hectare

non-technical

in cultivation

groups

is caused

problems,

and

the

such

inadequacy

by agronomical

as

of

a shortage

joint

of

factors

close-

leaders

and

development

and

plant

service.

Scheduling

the

the "glebagan"

planting

system

has met

(rotation

with

of

some

problems

planting)

79

and

due,

has not

among

other

things,

been done carefully

to

enough.
As a result, "keprasan" sugar cane |ratooning],
has come up twice, has been allowed to grow.
“Keprasan"

or sugar cane that
sugar cane is obtained

from sugar plants that are permitted to grow on their own.
Planting schedules
for TRIS sugar cane (TRI sugar cane planted in irrigated fields) often encounter
delays and are applied unevenly because the rice planting program is in some
confusion.

Supervision

Is Lax

He stated that the poor quality of field preparation is caused in particular by
lax supervision.
Cleariy, lax supervision is the consequence of changes in
handling the planting of the sugar cane, from the sugar mill down to the TrI
level.
To increase productivity per hectare, the system of rotating the planting, planting standards, and the way in which the TRI program is handled must be
reorganized.
The minister said that the decline in productivity per hectare is in fact a consequence of changes in handling the sugar cane, from applying strict discipline
in

the

management

of

the

the sugar cane on a group
owner of the land.

fields,

as

in

the

or collective

past,

basis,

to

handling

without

the

the

cultivation

participation

of

of

the

This collective handling of the land results in inadequate preparation ot the
land.
This is because the leader of the cultivation «coup, as the manager of
the land, lacks adequate training and does not put in enough time working on the
land, while the system of exchanging work services among the farmers is inadequate.
Sometimes, the manager of the working group is replaced every year.
Un the other hand, supervision ot the leader of the work group by the plantation
manager is not as strict as the supervision exercised by the foreman was in the
past.
To overcome this problem, the participation of the owner of the land in
the cultivation effort needs to be promoted.
In fact, the owners of the land
have great potential as supervisors of the collective working groups.
Consultations
Meanwhile,

in the

Soepardjo

Department
Roestam,

of llome
minister

Affairs
of

home

affairs,

believes

that

improve-

ments need to be made in the provisions of the TRI program for the 1984-85
planting season.
In accordance with the instructions of President Soeharto, the
improvements should take place within the framework of implementing the TRI program, so that they will fit in with Presidential Instruction No 9 of 1975.
It
is hoped that the instruction of the minister of agriculture on this matter will
be issued by the end of November 1983.
The
[17
TRI
eer
puty
ment

minister of home affairs made the foregoing statement on Thursday
iiovember] in the course of consultations on regulations for implementing the
program for the 1984-85 planting season.
The consultations included -nginWardoyo, acting minister of agriculture, and Lngineer :lasyrul Harahap, deminister tor increasing the production of commercial crops in the Departof Home Affairs.

80

According to the minister of home affairs, the role of the farmer as a producer
under the TRI program has not developed as noped for up to now.
productivity
is tending to decline, and the level ot efficiency is low.
He also points out that there is a tendency toward the practices of the past,
under which the sugar mill directly leased the iand from the farmer.
based on
experience in the field, the minister of home affairs considers that the capacity of the sugar mills should be stated in terms of their milling capacity and
the number of days in the milling season.
fhe consultations were also attended by the director general of Domestic monetar Affairs, representing the minister of finance; the director general of domestic trade, representing the minister of trade; and representatives of several
other government offices which have a role to play in the [RI program.
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[Text]

The

problem

of

smallholder

(TRI)

intensification

sugarcane

has emerged

as a po

licy issue. The system of sugarcane plant
ing by smallholder farmers has been reali
sed for a fairly long time. The old
Sys
tem where sugar mills rent land and plant
tneir own sugarcane is considered
unfit
for the aspiration of farmers, because in
this way they only serve as labourers
or
small tenants. On the other hand,
viewed
from the angle of management and productivity this plantation system is more supe
rior, because sugar mills can arrange
su
culture.
sugarcane planting by technical
Synchronisation between the cycle of prow
ing and that of milling can also
pe regulated. All this guarantees a high
degree
of productivity.
However,

the

socio-economic

relation

ship between farmers/labourers on
one
side and sugar mills/employers
on _ the
other, is no longer considered
appropria
te to the freedom of the latter.
Farmer:
should constitute independent producers
4
sugar mills have to buy sugarcan:
fron

producer-farmers. In theory this
But in practice the position of
mills as the single buyer is b

is

good.
sugar
nature

very strong. Market relations
forn
pattern of what is called monopsony,
the

strong

side

is

the

buver,

viz.

the
and
suga:

milis.
Conversely, farmers
have their alter
natives.
If the land gives bigger profits
when used for paddy planting,
the:
will
not be attracted to serve the mills.
If

SYSTEM

in practice this freedom of choice is ensured, the smallholder sugarcane
system
will guarantee the welfare of farmers
as
well.

In reality,this treedom i
absent.
Sugar mills are most © state run,
alse
with some national ti sks to fulfil & pro
duction targets to m et. If these targets
cannot be achieved tii- government's natic
nal production plan: il.
be a failure anc
more sugar will have <« be imported. So «
certain area for sugarcane rlanting
must
be secured. Hence in practice there is
kind of compulsion for farmers to reserve
part of their land for sugarcane.
Every
three vears they get their turn to
make
available one fifth of their land.
If they earn more from
sugarcane
planting than from paddyfield, this
com
pulsion will not be felt as a burden. But
in reality the productivity of this small
holder

sugarcane

system

drops

per

particularly under the TRIS (on
fields) system, which is managed
ge cooperatives
tives centres.

ne

The cause
is complex.

ness

(KUD)

and

hectare,

riceby villa«

village

coopere

of this productivity dec]!
The main cause is the weak:

in management

ed

the

lack

of

techni

cal capabilities, * . sh cannot be guaranteed by the TRIS/ system. It seems that
sugar mills cann. lend a hand to
ensurc
this

technica]

they

only act as the buyer of sugarcane.
There is another phenomenon,
viz.

arrangement

cither, because

the free
sugarcane
(TRB) planting
undertaken by non TRIS farmers, and this
is

said to be operated by elements of "capitalists” and “officials”. TRB is apparent
ly brisker,
thus most probably more
profitable;
furthermore it frequentiv enjov:
milling
sugar

time
output

barassing

holder

priority
is

at

protected.

peculiarity

farmers’

mille
So

so
a

appears;

TRIS-KUD

that

rather

the

system

is

the
c:

smal!

les

favourable
while the all capitalist
TRI
system flourishes.
In fact the land
for
TRE is often drv and not so good.
If TRB fails, it means
“nothing”, because

it

is

indeed

“free”

83

and

does

not

far
involve the fate of the majority of
mers. But if TRIS-KUD “fails”, this creates a social dilemma. Then what should
ve
the
do with the TRIS-KUD system? What is

criteria

of

“failure”

for

TRI?
At present

there are two yardsticks concerning
system. Firstly, the
less successful

the
su-

become
sugar per

garcane productivity and output
lower, around 60-70 quintals of

during
{around 140 quintalis/ha
hectar«
the pre var period), which adversely
affects the income
of farmers. Secondly
su
gar mills are today facing the difficulty
of obtaining vast land needed for the new
planting season;
this serves as procf that
TRI is not so popular among farmers.

i

ae

7

In order
buying

price

to
of

save

the

TRI

system

sugarcane

can

be

the

raised,

and this has been done. But it may
eive
rise to the likelihood that the
gov.rnment will later have to spend a lot
of
subsidies

on

the

procurement
of granulated

sugar. Even more so because the sugar pri
ce on the world market is now very
low,
about US$ 250 perton.
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INDONESIA

EDITORIAL DISCUSSES
Jakarta

BUSINESS

[Editorial:
(Text)

NEW AGREEMENT WITH CALTEX

NEWS

in English

30 Nov 83 p 2

"The Agreement With Caltex")
The government has concluded a production
sharing contract agreement with Caltex, which
will shortly be officially signed after the settlement
of some details. This new contract with Caltex
will be valid for 18 years by applying the production
sharing formula of 88% for the government (Pertamina) and 12% for Caltex.
Though the working contract for Caltex was
signed at about the same time as the working contracts with Stanvac and Calasiatic Topco, the way
of its finalization is different. The former area
of Stanvac whose working contract has expired
was

Monday

formally

taken

over

by Pertamina.

Now Stanvac still operates what is called a new
working contract area and another based on two
production sharing Contracts signed later.
The methods of handling Caltex and Stanvac
working

contracts

now

no

longer

im force

are

different, because in 197) Caltex signed an agreement

on

the amendment

of the working contract

into a production sharin. contract after November 28, 1983. In line with the model of production
sharing

contracts

70% for Pertamina

at that

tome,

and 30%

the

formula

was

for Caltex. But with

the awareness of the change of times and the fact
that production sharing contracts now effective

85

generally put the formula at 85 : 15, Calten itself
Suggested that the contract be amended so as to
be in keeping with the present production sharing
pattern. However, as the government opined that
the greater part of investments and equipment
in the operation area of Caltex were altogether or
nearly completely depreciated. the government
stated

that

the

portion

for

Pertamina

must

be

bigeer. Hence negotiations started between Caltex
and the government, which finally reached a point
of agreement as disclosed by Minister of Mines
and Energy Dr. Subroto, viz. 88% for Pertamina
and 12% for Caltex.
It was in general already expected nght from
the beginning that the negotiations on new terms
of the production sharing agreement would be
well resolved, though it was once reported that
the talks were unsmooth. It was mostly realised
that both sides were interested to achievea satis
factory formula, if possible before the official expiration of the working contract on November
28, 1983. On the one hand Caltex, which has been
operating in Indonesia for a long time, naturally
expected to continue its operation. The company
finally accepted the production sharing that is less
than the new pattern, because it is indeed undeniable
that most of its investments were already depreciated im the past years. On the other hand, the govern
ment

was also greatly interested to reach an agree.

ment with Caltex without any major discord, as
the Caltex issue was in the international spotlight
as a test case of the Indonesian government's treatment towards foreign investors.
Caltex as a major crude oil producer in Indo
nesia, under the crucial moments
is certainly

of oi! trade today

regarded as a very important exponent

of foreign capital investments
important.
stirred

So

if

an uproar,

the

if mot the most

negotiations

the impact

Sh

on

with

Calter

the atmospher

of

foreign

investments

im ths country

would

be

very grave. The change im the terms for Caltex of
course causes shifts in the calculations and balances
of the “oil economics” in our country.

All this wil!

have to be recalculated in great detail, so that
we can get a more accurate idea of the volume

of funds to be available for development.

INDONESIA

GMNI CONGRESS

OPENS

IN BANDUNG
Eighth GMNI Congress Opens

Jakarta

SINAR

[Excerpts]

HARAPAN

Bandung,

in Indonesian

18 Nov 83 pp 1, 12

18 November--The

Eighth Congress of the GMNI

[Indonesian

National University Students Movement] finally opened in Bandung on Friday morning [18 November] after being postponed three times.
Attending the congress are
about 100 representatives from 31 branches of the organization and 10 regional
coordinators from areas throughout Indonesia.
The congress is being held at the Grand Hotel Lembang in Bandung Regency, with
rather tight security precautions observed.
Kristia Kartika, the chairman of the
preparatory committee, stated in his report that the congress was originally
scheduled to be held from 23 to 28 Uctober.
Later, it was postponed and then
planned to be held from 5 to 10 November.
Still later on, it was scheduled for
14 to 19 November.
However, this could not be done either, due to the emergence
of technical and administrative problems which could not he resolved by the preparatory

committee.

Therefore, he asked
to Lembang, Bandung

pardon of all of the regional representatives
Regency, beginning on 5 November.

who had come

Engineer Daryatmo, chairman of the Presidium of the GMNI, in his speech, declared that the GMNI had no doubts about the Pancasila [Five Principles of the
Nation].
The GMNI clearly considers that the Pancasila is a social, community
link,

Student

both

now

Council

and

at

for

society

ITB [Bandung

in the

future.

Daryatmo,

Technological

Institute]

who

was

chairman

of

from 1975 to 1976,

the

de-

fined the attitude of the GMNI toward the Pancasila.
He said that it was a unifying, founding principle, that is, a founding principle which regarded differences of opinion and thought as reflections of dynamic community attitudes.
He regretted that the older generations reflect a daily attitude and outlook
which are easily inclined to doubt and to prejudices and at the same time avoid
differences of opinion.
The GMNI lives in a different atmosphere.
Most of its
members belong to the younger generation born in the 1960's and not involved in
the national political and ideological conflict of 1965.

88

Open
Kristia

Kartika

said:

hind by the older

"The

GMNI

generations."

keeps

its distance

from

As an organization

the

attitudes

of the younger

left

be-

generat ‘on,

the GMNI is open to criticism and open to new and creative ideas.
The scope
of its thought is very broad, fitting in with the increasingly advanced character of science and technology.
He said that the Pancasila, as an ideology for
considering the questions faced by the nation.
for development, must mean that it continues to
sition in industry and education, so that human
No

Further

development, must be capable of
The Pancasila, as an ideology
place humanity in a central poaspirations can be realized.

Doubts

Mentioning the question of the tounding principle of the organization, Daryatmo
stated that this is no longer a problem.
For the GMNI there is no problem about
the single foundiny principle.
The GNNI has no further doubts about the Pancasila.
Regarding

the

future

leadership

of the GMNI,

should be selected.
He said: "We guarantee
will be included in the new leadership."
GNI
Jakarta

SINAR

HARAPAN

Accepts
in

Pancasila

Indonesian

in Daryatmo's

view

that no members

As Single

young

figures

of the old

Presidium

Principle

19 Nov 8&3 pp 1, 12

[Text] Bandung, 19 November--The Eighth Congress of the GMNI unanimously accepted the Pancasila as the single founding principle of this organization of former
university stu'ents.
This decision was accepted unanimously and by acclamation
at the first session of the GMNI Congress, which was held on Friday afternoon
{18 November].
The first plenary session, which was presided over by Engineer
Daryatmo, the chairman of the Presidium, considered the founding principle of
the organization.
Initial fears that tensions would emerge, reflecting differences of opinion among those attending the congress, disappeared as those attending the meeting
unanimously accepted the Pancasila as the founding principle of the GMNI.
According to Engineer Lukman tiakim, deputy chairman of the organizing committee
tor the congress, those attending the Eighth Congress of the GMNI unanimously
accepted the Pancasila because it was in accordance with the character and spirit

of

the

He said
build

GNI.

that.

in fact,

a religious,

the

socialist

Pancasila,
community,

as an
that

ideology
is,

of development,

a social

just in its spirit of progressiveness and progressive
based on the Pancasila and the Constitution of 1945,

structure

in its

spirit

sought
which

of

to
is

justice,

Lukman Hakim said that, starting from that point, the Eighth Congress of the
GMNI had taken this political decision in an effort to overcome procedural obstacles found in Section 16, Paragraph 1, of the by-laws of the GMNI, and thus
to define the Pancasila as the founding principle of the GMNI.
Welcoming this
decision, those attending the congress, who total about 150 people, expressed
their joy and gave no signs of feeling any tension.
Engineer Daryatmo, chairman of the Presidium of the GMNI, declared that since
the GMNI was established as an organization, the Pancasila has been the basic
foundation for its efforts.
The GMNI had never felt any doubts about the Pancasila.
In accordance

with

Monday

{21 November]

Gafur,

minister

its schedule,

after

of state

the Eighth

Congress

hearing a speech on Sunday

for youth

and

sports

5170
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affairs.

of the GMNI

will

[20 November]

close

by Abdul

on

INDONESIA

PRUDUCTION
Jakarta

OF AIRBUS COMPONENTS

SINAR

HARAPAN

{Text ] Jakarta,

BY PT NURTANIO

in Indonesian

19 November--Prof

CONSIDERED

19 Nov 83 pp 1, 12
Dr B. J. Habibie,

minister

search and technology, states that France is aggressively
its technology to other countries, including Indonesia.
Indonesia

is included

ority attention

among

the developing

from France because

countries

of state

for

re-

seeking to transfer

which

are

of the rapid development

attracting

pri-

of our technology.

Commenting after a meeting with Claude Cheysson, French foreign minister, on
Friday of last week [11 November], Habibie declared that the possibility of cooperation

between

consideration,
tanio.

Habibie

PI Nurtanio

regarding
stated

of Indonesia

the manufacture

that

the

by petroleum exports.
Another
be the provision of services.
for the Airbus A320
which is very high.
on

Aerospatiale

of France

price

of the aircraft

is under

by PT Nur-

could

be paid

for

manner of payment that might be considered would
PT Nurtanio is prepared to manufacture components

aircraft, for example, to meet the cost of the aircraft,
If only 4U percent of that cost could be paid for in ser-

vices such as the manufacture
saving

purchase

and

of Airbus A320 components

Indonesian

foreign

of comporents,
exchange

this would help a great deal

reserves,

Habibie

by

said.

He added that there is a choice between the Airbus A320 and the Boeing 757.
Whichever manufacturer offers a satisfactory price will be chosen.
France is impressed with the development of technology in Indonesia, such as the
development of the Industrial and Technological Research Center [PUSPITEK] at
Serpong [West Java], which is based on applied sciences, in a manner distinct
trom Japan, where the laboratories are active in the field of pure science.
Cooperative projects between Indonesia and France in the field of other technologies include, among other things, the development of a 30 Megawatt reactor at
Serpong, where the processing of nuclear waste will be handled by France.
Oceanographic

research

is another

area

which has been under way for almost

of cooperation

between

the two countries

3 years under the name

of the “Corindon"

project, an abbreviation of "Coriolis" and Indonesia.
French

5 years.

research

ship which

Finally,

Habibie

will

be used

declared

for

research

The "Coriolis" is a
purposes

over

a period

that in a few years from now Indonesia

of

will

receive three ships like the "Coriolis" for research purposes in Indonesian wa-

ters.
5170
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INDONESIA

NEW

DIRECTIVE

Jakarta

SINAR

ON ORGANIZATION

HARAPAN

OF ARMED

in Indonesian

FORCES

23 Nov 83 pp

1, 12

[Text]
The organizational principles and structure of the armed forces of
the Republic of Indonesia (ABRI, Angkatan Bersenjata Republik Indonesia) have
been established by President Suharto in Presidential Directive No 60 of 1983.
The directive, which is dated 17 November 1983, states that ABRI is composed
of the army, navy, air force and national police and their reserve compo-:
nents.
There are three levels in the organizational structure of ABRI, namely, the ABRI Headquarters (Mabes ABRI, Markas Besar ABRI) level, the services
and national police level, and the Main Operational Command (Kotama, Komando
Utama Operasionil) level.
There are several echelons at the ABRI Headquarters level.
These are the
leadership and assistant leadership echelon (eselon pimpinan dan pembantu
pimpinan), the staff echelon (eselon staf), the service echelon (eselon
pelayanan), and the central executive and staff echelon (eselon pelaksana
pusat dan staf).
The services and national police level has four components,
namely, the three services and the national police.
And the Main Operational
Command
level has three components:
the National Strategic Command
(Kostranas, Komando Strategis Nasional), the National Air Defense Command
(Kohanudnas,

mands

Komando

(Kowilhan,

Pertahanan

Komando

Udara

Wilayah

Nasional),

the

Territorial

Defense

Pertahanan).

The directive states that the assistant leadership of ABRI is composed
chiefs of staff, namely, the chief of the general staff (Kasum, Kepala
Umum)

and

the

chief

of

the

social

Com-

and

political

Kepala Staf Sosial Politik), and of an inspector
(Irjen, Inspektur Jenderal dan Perbendaharaan).

affairs

general

staff

of two
Staf

(Kas-sospol,

and comptroller

The general staff is supervised by the chief of the general staff, the social
and political affairs staff by the chief of the social and political affairs
staff, and the inspectorate general and comptroller staff by the inspector
general.
There are two other staffs at the staff echelon:
the general planning and strategic policy staff (Srenum, Staf Kebijaksanaan Strategis dan
Perencanaan Umum) and the personal staff (Spri, Staf Pribadi).
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The service echelon
general secretariat

of ABRI
(Setum,

Headquarters has three
Sekretariat Umum), the

(Denma, Detasemen Markas), and the Communications
(Satkomlek, Satuan Komunikasi dan Elektronika).
Fourteen

Central

Executive

components, namely, the
headquarters detachment
and

Electronics

Unit

Units

There are 14 central executive units (Lakpus, Pelaksana Pusat) at the central
executive echelon of ABRI Headquarters.
These are the National Defense Institute (Lemhannas, Lembaga Pertahanan Nasional), the ABRI Command and Staff
School (Sesko ABRI, Sekolah Staf dan Komando ABRI), the ABRI Academy (Akabri,
Akademi ABRI), the ABRI Indoctrination Center (Pusbintal ABRI, Pusat Pembinaan
Mental ABRI), the ABRI Research and Development Center (Puslitbang ABRI, Pusat
Penelitian dan Pengembangan ABRI), the History and Traditions Center (Pusjarah,
Pusat Sejarah dan Tradisi), the MedicalCenter (Pusat Kesehatan), the ABRI Military Police Center (Pusat POM-ABRI, Pusat Kepolisian Militer ABRI), the Survey
and Mapping Center (Pusat Survai dan Pemetaan), the ABRI Information Center
(Puspen

ABRI,

Pusat

Penerangan

ABRI),

the

ABRI

Legal

Administration

Board

(Babinkum ABRI, Badan Pembina Hukum ABRI), the ABRI Nonmilitary Assignments
Board (Babinkar ABRI, Badan Pembina Kekaryaan ABRI), the ABRI Supplies Board
(Babek ABRI, Badan Perbekalan ABRI), and the ABRI Finance Center (Pusat
Keuangan ABRI).
There is also one unit that is situated at both the central executive
and the staff echelon.
This is the ABRI Strategic Intelligence Board
ABRI, Badan lnteiijen Strategis ABRI).

echelon
(Bais

The directive also states that that ABRI is led by the commander of ABRI
(Panglima ABRI), who is directly responsible to the president.
The commander
assists the president by exercising command authority in maintaining the defense and security of the state.
Article 2, paragraph 2 of the directive states that the commander of ABRI together with the chiefs of staff or the respective armed services and the chief
of the national police assist the minister of defense and security in carrying
out his assignments and responsibilities in administering and managing the defense and security capabilities of the state.
Article 4, paragraph 3 of the directive states that ABRI, acting in its capacity as a social force, performs a dynamizing and stabilizing function and, in
conjunction with other social forces, bears the responsibility for safeguardig and making a success of the national struggle.
Comparison

of Directives

Presidential Directive No 7 of 1974 dealt with the revision of organizational
principles and procedures of the Department of Defense and Security.
A number
of differences or changes are found when Presidential Directive No 7 of 1974
is compared with Presidential Directive No 60 of 1983.
The

position

has

been

of

chief

abolished.

of

the

administrative

The position

of chief
93

staff

of the

(Kepala

Staf

operations

Administrasi)

staff

(Kepala

Staf Operasi) has been renamed;
it is now chief of the general staff (Kepala
Staf Umum).
The position also has been expanded to include additional responsibilities.
The position of chief of the nonmilitary assignments staff (Kepala
Staf

Kekaryaan)

also

has

been

retitled

political affairs staff (Kepala
this was done to avoid "absurd"
(kekaryaan).

and

is now

tne

chief

Staf Sosial Politik).
interpretations of the

of

the

social

and

One officer said that
term "nonmilitary"

There also has been a change in the number of units in the central executive
echelon.
There were 16 units in the old organizational structure. while the
current structure has 14 units.
The National Reserve Center (Puscadnas,
Pusat Cadangan Nasional) has been removed from ABRI Headquarters because authority for this field has been given to the director general for personnel,
Manpower

and

veterans

affairs

(Direktur

Jenderal

Personil,

Tenaga

Manusia

dan

Veteran) at the Department of Defense and Security (Hankam).
The Data Collection and Processing Center (Puspullahta, Pusat Pengumpulan dan Pengolahan
Data) also has been transferred to Hankam.
Change
The

in Status

ABRI

Finance

Center

(Pusat

Keuangan

ABRI)

is a new

unit

at

the

central

executive echelon.
Also, the Strategic Intelligence Center (Pusat Intelijen
Strategis) at Hankam has had its status "upgraded" and it is now the ABRI
Strategic Intelligence Board (BadanIntelijen Strategis ABRI).
This board is
a component of both the staff echelon and the central executive echelon of
ABRI Headquarters.
It is expected that the management of intelligence functons and the implementation of strategic intelligence functions for the commander of ABRI can be improved by giving the board this dual position.
As is known, a board (badan) at the ABRI Headquarters level is a central executive unit that performs a single-management function at the headquarters level and also throughout ABRI.
A center (pusat) occupies a different position
in that it performs its function throughout ABRI except where this function
has been transferred to one of the armed services or the national police.
It is possible that the Strategic Intelligence Board will perform intelligence functions at the ABRI Headquarters level that are now being carried out
by various intelligence staffs.
The service echelon at the ABRI Headquarters level is composed of a general
secretariat, headquarters detachment, and communications and electronics unit.
There has been no change in the organizational structure of this echelon.
The organizational structure of Hankam was revised by Presidential Directive
No 46 of 1983, and the organizational structure of ABRI Headquarters has now
been revised with the issuance of Presidential Directive No 60 of 1983.
Presidential Directive No 60 of 1983 does not provide a detailed description
of the duties that are to be performed by the two chiefs of staff.
In the old
organizational structure the chief of the operations staff (now the chief of
the

general

operations

staff)

staff

supervised

(Staf

the

Operasi),

intelligence

the

territorial

94

staff

staff

(Staf

Intelijen),

(Staf

the

Teritorial),

the

communications and electronics staff (Staf Komunikasi dan Elektronika), and
the public security and order staff (Staf Keamanan dan Ketertiban Masyarakat).
The
and

chief of the nonmilitary
political affairs staff)

(Staf

Sosial

Politik)

and

assignments staff (now the chief of
supervised the social and political

the nonmilitary

assignments

staff

(Staf

the social
affairs staff

Kekaryaan).

It is estimated that in the new organizational structure the chief of the general staff will continue to supervise the old staffs, less the intelligence
staff.
The general planning function, formerly controlled by the chief of the
administrative staff, will be carried out by a separate staff directly under
the commander of ABRI.

5458
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INDONESIA

BRIEFS
FUEL OIL SUBSIDY

PROJECTION--Jakarta--The

amount

of the fuel oil subsidy

projected at Rp 1,181.9 billion

till the end of the current

year.

of fuel oil

The domestic

first semester

consumption

of 1983/84.

Indonesia's

exports

million

million barrels
23 Nov 83 p 9]

and are estimated
to data collected

of oil in the first semester

barrels,

at 12,480,734

The imports of fuel oil reached

the first semester of 1983/84
the end of 1983/84, according
213.2

stood

comprising

of oil products.

191 million

[Text]

1983/84

is

fiscal

KL in the

7,112,034

Bbl in

to reach 11,118,000 Bbl till
by the Finance Department.

of 1983/84 were recorded at

barrels

of crude oil and 2.2

[Jakarta BUSINESS NEWS in English

THERMAL POWER STATION IN PROBOLINGGO--Surabaya--A thermal power station scheduled to be built in Probolinggo, East Java, in 1984 will be the biggest coal
fueled power plant in Indonesia.
The Probolinggo electricity generating sta-

tion is expected

to be completed and start

ity of 4,000 MW.
The plant
harbour which will be able
Probolinggo to smoothen the
power plant to be built on

will consume around

operation

in 1995/96 with a capac-

will receve coal supply from East Kalimantan.
A
to serve a vessel of 7,000 Dwt will be built in
transport of coal from East Kalimantan to the
342 ha of land.
When fully operational, the plant

33,000 tons of coal daily.

Electricity

to be produced by

the Probolinggo thermal power station will be supplied to areas stretching
from Surabaya to Semarang, Ungaran, Jakarta & Banten.
This big project will
absorb around 5,000 workers, according to project leader Ir. Ria Simanjuntak,
who was not yet ready to disclose the total fund needed to finance project.

{[Text]

CSO:

[Jakarta BUSINESS NEWS

in English 23 Nov 83 p 10]
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KAMPUCHEA

SWEDISH

AID AGENCY

Stockholm

DAGENS

FORESEES

NYHETER

[Article by Peter

Bratt:

in

'FAMINE

CATASTROPHE'

Swedish

17 Dec

83

"SIDA Report Warns

FOR COUNTRY

p 17

of Famine Threat

to Kampuchea"]

[Text]
Bo Goransson, the assistant director of SIDA [Swedish International
Development Assistance], recently visited Kampuchea and says:
"If nothing is
done in the next few months, Kampuchea runs the risk of a new famine.
The
harvest situation is very serious, but the United Nations and the West are
showing no interest.
The country lacks foreign currency, and it is uncertain

what

the East bloc can do."

SIDA is presently working with the Foreign
ernment to continue catastrophe assistance

Ministry on a proposal
to Kampuchea.

"The people of Kampuchea have been the victims
the major

powers.

« sistance,"
Kumpuchea

says

together

But we must

Goransson.

attend

to the

He recently

with an expert

of a political

game between

purely humanitarian

returned

in catastrophe

to the gov-

needs

for

from a week-long visit

assistance

in

in the Foreign

Ministry.

"Since

1979,

Kampuchea,

assistance

Sweden has granted
Today

120 million

kronor
the

in catastrophe aid to

almost

all of it goes

to

people

organizations

in Phnom Penh,

the capital,"

inside

the country

via

says Goransson.

The Swedish effort in Kampuchea is not without political complications.
The
United Nations recognizes only the heirs of the old Pol Pot regime who were
expelled by the Vietnamese in 1979,
Vietnam installed Heng Samrin as the
head of government, a turn-coat Khmer Rouge who is loyal to the Vietnamese
occupying army, numbering between 150,000 and 200,000 soldiers.
"There are around 300,000 refugees at the border with Thailand, of these
about 40,000 are soldiers.
They are in effect supported by the United
Nations and offered sanctuaries inside Thailand," reports Goransson.
The United Nations offers no assistance to the approximately 6 million
Kampucheans.
The sole organization having a standing mandate to operate in
areas under the control of a power not recognized by the United Nations is
UNICEF, the children's fund.
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Says Goransson:

"The harvest

falls

300,000

tons short of meeting

the approxi-

mately l-million ton requirement of rice.
This is due partly to crop failure
and heavy flooding but also to the shortage of water buffalo and the adult
males who died or were killed during the war and the Pol Pot »reriod
"Before
million

1979, when Kampuchea was drawn into the Vietnam war,
water buffalo, the area's major draft animal.
Today

Figures

differ on the number of men who died during Pol Pot's

but
est

there
there

were 2.5
are 750,000.

reign of terror,

the lowest dependable number is approximately 1 million.
Males were
hit, and today women comprise 70 percent of the adult population.

"As a result,
0.7 million

the land under cultivation

when

the

Vietnamese

invaded

fell

from 2.5 million hectares

the country

in 1979.

hard-

to

The number

is

now back up to 1.4 million hectares."
Not

Recognized

Sweden

does

not

recognize

either

of

the

two

sides

in Kampuchea,

neither

the

Vietnam-supported Heng Samrin regime or its opposition, a fragile coalition
made up of Khieu Samphan--Pol Pot's successor--Son Sen and Prince Sihanouk,
who was the chief of state up to 1970, when he was deposed by a military coup.
Son Sen is a former anticommunist politician
over as many as 7,000 soldiers; Sihanouk has
possibly

as many

as

25,000

trained

and is estimated to have control
some 1,000; the Khmer Rouge have

soldiers.

Goransson:
“According to observers in Phnom Penh, the Vietnamese presence is
not particularly popular among the people, and Heng Samrin probably does not
enjoy any widespread support.
But as long as Pol Pot forces remain at the
border and receive support from China and Thailand, the Vietnamese presence,
observers believe, will be regarded by the people as a necessary protective
force.
The people have not at all forgotten the killing that occurred during

the Pol
So

far

Pot period."
this

year,

Swedish

aid

amounts

to

15 million

kronor,

of which

2 million

go to an American Quaker organization, 7 million to the UN food organization,
2 million to the UN refugee organization as aid to refugees returning home,

and 2 million to the children's fund.
The total sum is channeled
which works on territory under Heng Samrin's control.

by UNICEF,

Sweden is currently almost the only country offering assistance to the people
in Kampuchea.
For the most part, it is purely humanitarian aid such as blankets, food, transport, medical service, medicine, etc.
Wouldn't it be better
to remedy the shortage of buffalo?
What are the political problems?

Goransson:

"UNICEF can pump water

to the children's

homes and the hospitals,

but is not allowed for instance to repair a water main in the street, since
this might benefit ‘ordinary’ people as well.
And because we don't recognize
the regime, we are unable to offer aid outside of UNICEF.
But we are ..ow
planning some form of agricultural assistance through the FAO [Food and
Agriculture Organization].
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"The United States is considering placing an embargo on the funds which the
If we continue to offer them
Quakers have collected there for Kampuchea.
aid, it might of course be construed as a hostile act in Washington.

"But many persons

in authority whom

I met in Kampuchea stressed

it is for them to maintain open channels
should withdraw what little aid we give,
on

the

East

bloc,

which

would

have

how important

to the Western countries.
they would be left totally

cultural

and

political

If we
dependent

consecuences

as

well."
Rubber

The USSR has 2,000 aid workers in Kampuchea.
But their assistance does not
consist of gifts.
The receiving countries, including Laos and Vietnam, have
to repay loans or pay in natural resources.
Kampuchea is currently paying in
rubber for the most part.
Things are at a standstill in Kampuchea.
The Western countries refuse to do
anything as long as the Vietnamese remain in the country.
The one faint hope
is that Australia will be able to mediate.
Vietnam has stated that if they
receive guarantees that all aid to the Khmer Rouge will cease, they in turn
will withdraw their troops from Kampuchea.
Australia's

foreign

minister

the

militia

in Thailand.

Pol

Pot

recently

said
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that

the

first

step

is to disarm

LAOS

HOUA

PHAN

Vientiane

POPULATION,

PASASON

FOOD

in Lao

[Article by Savang:

SURPLUS,

ROADS,

HOSPITAL

4 Nov 83 pp 2, 3

"“Houa Phan Province,

A Revolutionary

Stronghold"]

[Excerpts]
Houa Phan, a revolutionary stronghold and hero province, is being
improved and constructed, and is progressing.
It contains 18,000 square kilometers of which 70 percent is forest and mountains.
Its population is 188,000
people consisting of 16 ethnic groups.
The weather is not good for agricultural
development.
Thus, previously Houa Phan faced food shortages of 3-6 months.
However, recently the province has encouraged agricultural co-ops.
It has
carried out intensive agriculture, expanded the cultivation of starchy crops,
carried out irrigation, and used scientific techniques in agricultural production.
Thus, in 1981 Houa Phan became self-sufficient in food in some places.
In 1982 it advanced to being self-sufficient throughout the province and was
able to sell over 2,000 tons to the government.
Many agricultural co-ops, e.g.,
Sop Nao, Nam La, Meuang Kham...were able to boost the paddy ration from 300 to
500-800 kg per person.
At night these villages have electric lighting instead of the light of the moon
and stars.
Besides electric stations run by diesel engines there are also
hydroelectric stations in Sam Tai, Siang Kho, and Na Meo of up to 10 to 4/7 kwh.
Having electricity results in normal operation for textile factories, agricultural machinery, rice mills, medicine production plants, and endless quality
improvement.
Along with old factories that have been newly expanded, many new
factories have been constructed.
One thing we should be proud of is the founding
of many brick and tile manufacturers.
Yet they still have not met construction
demand.

Secondary

products, hospitals,
more beautiful.

schools,

health

senior

high

stations,

schools,

etc.

stores

all over were

that

all

sell

consumer

expanded

and became

It is not possible to describe all of the new changes and progress here.
Industry and agriculture have expanded, and the standard of living has been improved.
The communications and transportation network has been connected
throughout between the province's different districts.
Previously there were
only small roads ip the province to Siang Ko, Sam Tai, Hiam, Pha Thi, and Son
Districts.
However, they have been
expanded extensively and paved with either
asphalt or gravel.
This had made the circulation, distribution, and transportation of goods and passengers more conveniert.
Routes 1, 6, and 21/ are paved
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with asphalt, and big bridges help to connect Houa Phan with Xieng Khouang,
Luang Prabang with the twin provinces of Thanh Hoa and Son La in the SRV.

and

A new provincial hospital to be constructed will be a two-story building with
150 beds and fully equipped.
A 700 kw hydroelectric dam will be built along
the

9884
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LAOS

SRV-AIDED

CEMENT,

CLINKER

Vientiane

PASASON

in Lao

[Article by Kongmali:
Pong"]

PLANT

UNDER CONSTRUCTION

9 Nov 83 p 2

"Construction of a Cement And Clinker

Plant

is Thong

[Text]
The construction of a cement and clinker plant in Ban Thong Pong,
Sikhottabong District, Vientiane Capital, is one of several construction projects that are being actively paid attention to by cadres and workers who are
responsible for it.
The cement and clinker plant is being constructed by
workers

of

construction

No 3 who are

working

company

No 32 under

determinedly,

actively,

the

Housing

Construction,

Enterprise

and cheerfully.

When we “ent to the construction site located on a high hill we met the workers
who were emulating each other in their own duty.
In several places they were
happily gathering dirt mixed with sand, doing welding, etc. with Vietnamese
experts who came to help and cooperate in the construction of this plant.
Comrade Van Heung of the committee responsible for the construction company told
us that the construction of this plant began on 10 June 1953 on a total area of
17,400 square meters.
It is now 40 percent completed, including cement work.
They were able to pour 350 cubic meters of steel-reinforced concrete, they
poured 40 percent of the concrete floor, etc.
Meanwhile, the workers were all
emulating each other feverishly and hastily in order to complete the construction by the set date of 22 March 1984.
The first cement and clinker bags will
be out to serve society on the sume day. Mrs Bounphan Souphanouvong, the chief
of the cement and clinker plant construction project, said that when it is
completed the daily production capacity will be five tons.
The materials that
will be supplied to the plant are from the country and partly from abroad,i.e.,
from Vietnam.
Soon the construction of the cement and clinker plant will be completed and
it will be able to meet the needs and facilitate other tasks.
Now the workers
of construction company No 32 are actively emulating each other to feverishly
and hastily score achievements to welcome the first national congress of Lao
trade unions and also to we)come this coming National Day on 2 December so that
the construction will be achieved as planned.
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LAOS

GDR-ASSISTED

Vientiane
{[Article:

[Text]

LAW

PASASON

SEMINAR

in Lao

"Ministry

ENDS,

SUPREME

PARTICIPATES

9 Nov 83 pp l, 2

of Justice

A short seminar

COURT

Closes

on socialist

Socialist

Law Seminar"]

law of the Ministry of Justice,

aided

in

teaching theory by experts from the GDR Ministry of Justice, held from 27
September to the morning of 8 November, has ended with glorious success.
Honored participants at the closing ceremony were Mr Kou Souvannamethi, Minister
of Justice, Mr Ounneua Phimmason, chairman of the Supreme Court committee, and
Professor (Kanhai Beya), chief of the GDR law experts and his committee, any
many high-level cadres.
The committee responsible for the seminar told us that at this socialist law
seminar there was a total of 123 representatives from the Supreme People's
Council, the Supreme Court committee, Ministry of Justice, Ministry of Defense,
Ministry of Interior, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and state, provincial, and
Vientiane Capital committees of iigh-level mass organizations.
There were
generals, colonels, and a number of high-level cadres.
During the 43 days of
studies the organizing committee focused on different important problems, e.g.,
fundamental knowledge of Marxist-Leninist theory concerning state and socialist
law, the socialist law system, and the system and working techniques of
socialist justice, e.g., courts, the institution of public prosecutor, investigating organizations, lawyers, court clerk cadres, and the duties of the
Ministry of Justice.
They also did research on state laws, constitutional law,
and on administrative, economic, land, labor, criminal, civil, family, and international law.
The seminar helped all the committee representatives to understand the plenums
of the LPRP 3rd congress better and to firmly grasp Marxist-Leninist theory
concerning state and socialist law along with the management of socialist justice, which is an important foundation for everyone to use as a means to study,
carry out, and improve actual tasks of their own area of work consistent with
the policies set by the party and the government.
During

the ceremony,

close the seminar.

Minister

Kou Souvannamethi

At the beginning

gave

[of his speech]

a speech

to officially

he pointed out

the position

and the important role of justice which is a difficult and complex task.
It is
also an all-out class struggle.
He said that as we all know the state and its
laws are physically related.
The state will be strong when there is a strong
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and complete legal system.
ing a complete set of laws is a supporting factor
for progress of the state.
hw want to effectively control the state and society.
This requires a level of knowledge and ability for law cadres.
Therefore, in
order to improve this we must resolve to study patiently and ceaselessly.
He
also expressed thanks and deep gratitude to the GDR experts who attentively
taught these good lessons to the cadres, and congratulated all the representatives who together made a good decision to struggle through difficulties, study
determinedly, follow the instruction of the teachers, and were able to achieve
victory in their study.
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LAOS

REGULATIONS

ON

CONSUMER

COOPERATIVES

PUBLISHED

Vientiane VIENTIANE MAI in Lao 5, 7 Nov 83
['Conversation

With

the Editor’

Column:

"What

Is a Trade Co-op?"]

[5 Nov 83 p 2]
[Text]
[Question]
To the Editor:
recently
I read in your newspaper about organizing people's trade co-ops.
I do not yet understand the meaning of this
co-op.
For what purposes is it organized, and what are its rights and benefits?
This is all I have to ask.
I hope you can provide me with the details.
Thank
you in advance, 31 October 1983 (signed) Pasit.
[Answer]
Dear Comrade Pasit.
summarized the answer to your

The provisional
7 June 1983
articles:

Thank you for your letter.
We have
question in detail as follows.

regulation on people's

stated

the regulations

trade

co-ops

and various

No 1000/VtCP

precedents

by the

studied

and

issued on
following

Article 1.
A trade co-op is a socialist collective organization.
It is organized by the people who do trading themselves based on awareness of the transformation and construction of the socialist economy set by the party.
Note

1.

A trade

co-op

consists

of trade

enterprise

content.

2.

The trade co-op as defined in this regulation is organized voluntarily
by the people under the leadership of the party and with assistance
and guidance from the government in order to carry out business in
trade, circulation and distribution, etc.

Article 2.
The purposes of the people's trade co-op are to organize the purchase
of agricultural products from farmers, to act as trade representatives to distribute industrial goods to the people in their own localities, and to trade
goods according to the plan and obligations assigned by the government in order
to promote production and gradually raise the standard of living.
As for the setting

up of the co-op,

the

regulations
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also

stated

the

following:

Article 4.
The setting up of the co-op
correctly according to principles.
[7 Nov

and all of its operations

must

be done

83 p 2]

[Text]
Willingness means that the members of the
to become co-op members without being coerced.
Having mutual interests means
the members [as published].

three

benefits:

co-op

benefits

are willing

to ask

for the state

and

for

Democratic management means to reinforce the roles of collective ownership of
the co-op members.
All co-op members have the right to their opinions pertaining
to improving and expanding the co-op.
Article 6.
Location and numbers of canton co-ops.
co-op by selecting a suitable village.
Any canton
cultural co-ops should go ahead and set up a co-op

One canton can set up one
that has converted to agritrading store.

Article 8. A congress of co-op members may cast ballots tc select 3-5 people
to be the co-op board of directors.
The board of directors themselves will
select their own chief and one or two assistant chiefs based on voting with
the approval of the congress.
The chief of the board of directors himself will
be the immediate chief of the trade co-op.
Concerning
Article

members

11.

of the trade

Complete

criteria

co-op
for co-op

--be of the ethnic groups who engage
of sex, nationality, or religion.

member

acceptance

in trading,

etc.

is:

in a locality

--be older than 18 years of age and
[another] locality but have settled

reside in that locality, or have
permanently in the locality.

--agree

co-op

--be

approved

Article
A.

with

12.

by a congress
Duties

of the

of the co-op

and benefits

and volunteer

to join

moved

from

it.

members.

of co-op

members

Duties

1.
Carry out
by the co-op;
2.

the regulations

regardless

Constantly

the different

look

regulations

for more

3.
Cherish and protect co-op
the co-op warehouse, etc.);

sources

and

carry

of imported

property

so
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that

out well

goods

it will

all duties

assigned

for the co-op
not

get lost

(repair

4.

Co-op

members

for the co-op's

must

put in from 1 to 10 shares.

One

[share]

is 1,000 kip

capital.

--The shares can be either cash or goods according to the existing
Each time it must be assessed a value in terms of money.
5.

All

members

6.

Be models

must

pay

in carrying

7.
Protect the co-op
security in their own
B.

Rights

1.

The

their membership
out

the co-op

fees.

duties

to make it permanent,
locality.

condition.

effectively.

and also

participate

in maintaining

and benefits

right

to receive

benefits

from a share

2.
The right to debate or be a candidate
inspection committee, and to cast ballots

of the profits

of the co-op;

for the board of directors and the
democratically in elections.

3.
The right to be taken care of in terms of material and spiritual standard
of living and the right to assistance from the co-op in terms of welfare when
sick, giving birth, or when faced with disaster.
All these are a part that we have
know the details you should study
Thank you.
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LAOS

ART TROUPES
Vientiane

RESTRICTED

VIENTIANE

[Announcement
1983]

MAI

FURTHER
in Lao

TO FRUSTRATE
10 Nov

of the Administrative

PSYWAR

83 p l

Committee

of Vientiane

Capital

on 2 November

[Text]
Based on order No 237/MC on 3 March 1983 of the Ministry of Culture
concerning the inspection and control of amateur art troupes, and based on the
regulations on cultural inspection and control in Vientiane Capital
No 150/PTC/VT issued on 6 May 1953,...in order for amateur art troupes to maintain order and have a socialist and mass content, to carry on correctly so that
art and literature can serve the political duty of the party and government, to
create a happy atmosphere in all work areas, to gradually fight against the debased art and cutlure of the reactionaries that still remains behind in Vientiane
Capital,... and in order to stop and destroy in a timely manner the clever
schemes of the enemies who use amateur troupes for psychological warfare by
attacking cultural ideology in order to defeat us,...the Vientiane Capital administrative committee hereby announces to all amateur troupes, e.g., music,
story-singing, and dancing, regardless of whether or not they are from ministries,
offices, organizations, companies, factories, and people who have already registered within Vientiane Capital, so that they will be aware of them and carry
them out:
1.
Art troupes that have already registered in the controlling organization
must bring the contents and program each time prior to their performances to
be checked and approved by the inspection committee in the Ministry of Culture.
After that they must present their program to the Vientiane Capital cultural
service in order to get a permit, and then they will be allowed to perform.
2.
Art troupes that have not registered in the controlling organization are
not allowed to perform anywhere.
Therefore, if any art troupe units want to
perform they must register in the controlling organization first.
From now on the district and grassroots cultural
spect amateur art troupes who are performing.

committees

should

strictly

Therefore, this is to allow all amateur troupes and the section concerned
carry out the regulations and cooperate very well.
Vientiane, 2 November
Vientiane Capital Administrative Committee, Chairman Khambou Soumisai.
9884
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to
1983,

LAOS

BRIEFS
OCTOBER BANK DEPOSITS--In mid-October cadres and government employees from over
10 offices and mass organizations and different factories emulated each other
by awakening, and voluntarily and actively deposited their savings totalling

119,000 kip in the "special" bank.
[Vientiane

CSO:

PASASON

in Lao

There were over

7 Nov 83 p 1]
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739 depositors.

[Excerpt]
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NEW ZEALAND

WORLD

SURPLUSES

Auckland

MAY AFFECT

THE NEW ZEALAND

[Text ]

GAS

EXPORTS

HERALD

in English

New Zealand may

nologies and markets for a

from the Maui field
as liquefied petroleum gas if the world
glut of petrochemicals continues.

needs more time to make a
decision.

local gas liquids industry.
had told Mr Birch that ut

The
petrochemicals
market is depressed woridwide, particularly for products based on ethylene.
Any New Zealand industry would compete in a
market which is becoming
increasingly glutted as new
petrochemical plants open
in the oil-rich Gulf states.
Mr Birch, who will be
checking on the growth of
the Middle
East
petrochemical industry when he
visits Saudi Arabia next
week, suid before he left
New Zealand on Thursday
that Glico needed a further
six months for studies.
“The companies have to
make their own commercial judgment,” he said
“| will keep pressure on
them to come to the point
of making a decision because, if we are not going
io use our
LPGs
and
ethanes (for the Glico projects), we need to start
looking around to see if
there are other ways.”
Mr Birch said initially, it
may not be possible to process the LPGs into addedvalue products, in which
case the fuel would have to
be exported as LPG.

The prospect is put forward

by

the

Minister

of

Energy, Mr Birch, who says
something will have to be
done
with
the
300,000
tonnes of LPG which will
be available
each
year
from the Maui gasfield

after 1987.
The Maui project partners — Shell, BP, Todd and
Petrocorp — have spent
more than a year considering what types of petrochemical industry could be
based on the liquids from

the gas stream.
More Time
Gas liquids
and
propane

—

butane
(together

known as LPG) and ethane
—

can be used for a wide

range

of

petrochemical-

processes,
including
the
manufacture
of plastics,

synthetic fuels and MTBE
(methyl
tertiary
buty!
ether). an octane enhancer
which could replace lead in
petrol.
The Waitara Valley in

Taranaki has been picked
as the best site for industries based on the gas li-

The big plants needed to

quids — the projects which

extract the LPGs from the
gas stream would still be
built, he said. Some of the
butanes and propunes may
be able to be processed
into products which would
usefully contribute to the
economy.

might be developed heing
dubbed
“round
two
of

Think Big.”
Market Glutted
Glico, the joint venture
formed by the Maui partners to study possible tech-
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NEW ZEALAND

AIRSHIPS

FOR EXCLUSIVE

ECONOMIC

Auckland

THE NEW ZEALAND

HERALD

ZONE

PATROL

in English

SUGGESTED
7 Jan 84 p 1

[Article by Dave King]
[Text]

Small

airships

have

an airstup for a British
company, Wren Skyships.
Hit in) 1978-79, while
working for the Hamilton.

been sugpested for polic-

ing New Zealand's huge
offshore
exclusive
economic vane — and
cutting
the = defence

budget

by

millions

hawed

company

space

of

Arro-

Inductnes,

he

headed

a team

dollars.

spned

an airship known

The idea ic that of an
internationally renowned
aeronautical enpnecer, Mr

as Proposal No 5 or
li was designed spevi

Patrick

Monk.

vesterday

ships

that)

who

said

the

air.

search and rescue

country

They

could

long-range

The Government was
interested
Project research con.
vinced Mr Monk that the
small
type of airship
could handle surveillance
better than anvihing else
An a’rship, he said, was
Slower than an aircraft
but faster than a frigate
and could stanw still in
ihe air
Weather permitting, an
airship could drop a boat
and « boarding party im
much the sume way friwates and fisheries protection vessels now did
Helicopters did similar
work but they cost a lot to
buy and operate and did
not have the range of air-

= handle

maritime

cur-

veillance and interception
work better than the Aor
Orions

and

Navy

frigates which did it now.
Ne said that four surveiliance

airships

could

be contructed
in New
Pealand for the cost of
refitting and refurbishing
a Single Orion

The airships, caid Mr
Monk, could be operated
at about one-tenth the
cost of fiving Orions.
An airship specifically
designed for economical
7one
surveillance = had
been designed in New
Zealand about three years
eo

ships.

The idea of designing
and constructing airships
in New Zenland had been
suggested

nlmoast

said)
Mr
Zealander

who

playing

now

Mr Monk
design

soid the P5

envisaged

a

non.

rid airship using noninflammabie,
highterthanair helium gas for

n

decade
apo.
Monk, a New
is

de

fically for economic zone
surveillance although iw
could have been used for
other purposes such as

could be built in this

Force

which

we

a

lichum.,

leading part in designing

wie
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now

once

plentiful

scaree,

as

a

byproduct of natural gas
fields
The PS would
hive
been 61.5 metres long and
13.5 metres wide. It would
have had a crew of six
and carried surveillance
radar

and

other

ask

cast

PS

a

had

The

CSO:

om

with

the

degen and enskills
were
here, said Mr

Monk.

who

given

the

said

that

poahead

if
he

years

The

head

cessefy!]

hand

of the curcAustralian

Americas Cup syndicate,
Mr Alan Bond, announced
late

last

month

that

he

had linked with a Britich
company with a view to
building airships for surveillance
work, particularly
on
Australia’s
coastline

were

sufficiently

the

be built

would have a PS prote
type fiving within two

fair number of people, inpoliticians,

people

necessary
ginercring
available

the line the Government
lost interest although a

intrigued

still

be brought to this country

it could do a lot of things
the Orion could not do.”
Bul somewhere along

cluding

could

winds”
that

to build the oerships,

yard-

the other

emphastoed

Mr
Monk = estimated
that fewrr than 10 ex.
perts,
such
as
fobriv
workers,
would need to

“It would do a very
necessary and useful job
but would not do the
same job as an Orion.” he
“On

was “now

four

The
team
could
be
brought! together again if
$1? nulhen wus available
of
for the contruction
four 1%. as envisaged in
the orygunal project

stick

sid.

the

this country

Mr
Monk
<td
the
number
of Is
which
could be constructed for
the cost of modernising
on Onon should be re-

as

to

but

with three engines — two
turboprops and a conventional piston engine. Designed cruising
specd was
60 knots for about 50
hours.
The
fuel would
be
natural
ess and
LPG
which
is praduced
at
Taranaki

only

informed

Mr Monk coud the origi-

planned to power the P5

garded

kept

nal design team

oper-

ational equipment.
The
designers

to be

of development:

to
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GROWTH
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EVENING

by Brian
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IN DOUBT
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{Text }

ZEALAND

hemisphere

tributed

winter

con-

levels

to

1982,

with

a

to a generally

“The prices are current-

further
if the $US29 per
warned that escalating
costs for the expansionsto
the Marsden
Point oil re-
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NEW ZEALAND

PARTY

Christchurch

CHARGES

THE PRESS

SIS

INFILTRATION

in English

. |

31 Dec 83 p 4

:

[Text ]

u
terday that after talks he
had with the S.LS. director
Brigadier
John Smith, it had
been decided the matter
—_ be referred to the
Sir Robert said it was
obvious that Mr Jones
was
not going to come forward
with details about who from
the SIS. was alleged to
have taken action against
his party in Christchurch
e want to get to the
bottom of it one way or the
other,”
said Sir Robert
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ZEALAND

those markets,” says
general manager

board's assistant
and milkfat

products),
Mr Murray Gough.

However, the board says it cannot afford to issue specific details of its deal
with Iran, because of the delicacy of the
negotiations
with the EEC over butter
access there.
It is a constant problem faced by the
board in declaring any form of prosperity
that it does not want to be seen to be
doing too well in the face of its European
competitors.

“I can't give the figures,” says Mr
Gough. “We have done a good tonnage,

but don’t want to trumpet it about too
much.

Fifth market

i
it
fF
- isf
Hi
expected

eo}
¢74
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S32
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533&

transfers
to Iran are likely.
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NEGOTIATIONS

Wellington

ON SKYHAWK

THE EVENING

FIGHTER-BOMBER

POST

in English

PURCHASE

30 Dec

CONTINUE

83 p 3

[Text]
Negotiations to buy 10 Australian Skyhawk fighter-bombers for the
Royal New Zealand Air Force are still under way, a senior RNZAF source said
today.

He was commenting

on a report

Zealand had rejected
suggested to be more
The RNZAF
only been

in the "Canberra Times" which stated

that New

an offer to buy the aircraft for $96.6 million--a
than $40 million over their market value.

official, who did not
preliminary exchanges

want to be named,
of information.

said that

The planes became redundant with the Australian Government's
the Royal Australian Navy aircraft carrier Melbourne.

so

far

figure

there had

decision

to scrap

“When it became known that the Australian aircraft might be disposed of, we
inquired as to their availability, whether there were any special conditions
surrounding the disposal, when they would be available and some order of

cost,”

the official

said.

Valuation

He understood
valuation.

the figure

quoted

by the Australians

was basei

"It's a bit like a house--you have the Government valuation,
valuation, and then you've got the market valuation.
"I'm not surprised that the confidential figure
appears to be at odds with the going rate."

on

the inventory

the insurance

that somebody's

got hold of

He said the Australians had advised that six aircraft were available immediately and the other four were due to come out of service in mid-1984 when they
would be no longer required for duties such as towing targets for the RAN.
He expected talks to continue as soon
shutdown on both sides of the Tasman.

as practical

121

after

the summer

holiday

The Australian Skyhawks are similar to New Zealand's squadron of 12 planes.
Other second hand Skyhawks available elsewhere are less compatible.
The recently released
Skyhawks sought.
But

it seems

Defence

the Australian

Review

package

gave

no indication

is precisely

what

of the number

the Government

of extra

wants.

When told to investigate the availability of second hand Skyhawks, the RNZAF
was apparently instructed to look at the need to replace planes lost over the
years, and to take into account the possibility of future write-offs.
Another instruction was
increasing the numbers.
New Zealand

has lost

two

to offset

the

limitations

of the 14 Skyhawks

of this

it first

ageing

brought

into

aircraft

by

service

in

1970.
The RNZAF
wait.

official

said

decisions

on upgrading

the Skyhawks

would

have

to

Package
The whole thing had to be seen as a package including the size of the squadron, the cost of equipment, engineering requirements and the type of avionics
to be installed.

Once upgraded,

the Skyhawks

will be expected

to last

until

the turn of the

century.

Extra planes could be bought
very old models in store out
Another
fighter

source could
bombers.

from either the United
in the desert.

be Israel which

is replacing

States,

its models

which

has some

with modern

But according to the RNZAF official, of all the Skyhawks available internationally, the Australian planes are the most similar to New Zealand's models.
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PREDICTED

huckland

THE

[Text |

NEW

FOLLOWING

ZEALAND

VOLUNTARY

HERALD

UNIONISM

in English
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83

p l

Predictions have been made in union
circles that demarcation disputes—some very
likely to be accompanied by violence—will increase after voluntary unionism comes into effect
on February lI.
At
least
one
highly
placed source helieves that
events at the NZ Steel mill

Union and the Engineers’
Union over who was to
carry out welding work on

expansion

the site.

project during a

demarcation argument in
recent weeks may be a portent of what is to come.
The
source
said that
some among the 300 employees on the Glenbrook
site were armed at times
with
baseball
hats,
a
pickaxe, stones and sticks.

While tt had nothing to
do with voluntary unionism, observers believe (hat

that type of dispute

Injured

other
were

is

mosi

from

the

In the

incidents
rocked.

And

Steet

cuse,

The Arbitration Court examined
the membership
rules of each union and
held that both covered

the

work in question.
it found
that
neither
union had exclusive coverage.
;
In similar circumstances
unions which perhaps are
faced with dwindling membership or with the opportunity to gain members,
may pursue more vigorously work they consider to

ihe intere-ts of the safety
of ail in the workfurce

NZ

both uniuns cluimed, without any concessions, all
welding work on the site
for their members.

in the week before Christmas, a “worker wus said.to
have
received
an
eye
injury.
In the wake of that incident the site was closed in

although

impetus
to come

unions will adopt under the
new law where workers
will be free to resign from
of to jon any union.

Zuards.

In

The
likely

fight for membership that

In one incident a group
of workers and management staff was allegedly
chased
and
forced
to
retreat from the site under
the protection of security

vehicies

may

occur
more
frequently
under the new system of
union membership.

—-

it was reopened

three days later after an
interim setticment of the
dispute.

Those incidems grew out
of a long-running argument
between the Boilermakers

123

be theirs.
Many unions, too, have
been active in attempting
to retain the members they
already have.

Contacted
The powerful

Engine

Drnvers

Stationary

Uawna—

ahich has 1300 members
throughout New Zealand—
has been contacting
us
members seeking signed
declarations that they will
remain with the union and
asking them to endorse the
closed “hop policy.
The New Zealand tiec-

trical Workers’ Union has
distributed
membership
forms throughout the country.
The secretary
of the
union, Mr A. J. Neary, said

that so far nearly 100 per
cent of its members

had

said they would stay with
the union.
By
Christmas,
union
officials
had
distributed
forms to about half the
umion's 11,000 members.
Under
the
new
law,
workers
must
give two
weeks notice fo their employers of their intention to
leave the union.

The

luw

also

provides

that the present arrangements for deducting uniwn
fees shall continue until
June |.
After that date, union
dues may continue to de
deducted
bv
igreement
with employers, bul mem:
bers must authorise this.
A number of unions are
asking employers to agree
to continue to deduct union
fees and to agree to closed

shops.
The

New

Zealand

Em-

ployers’ Federation is suggesting to employers that it
is preferable for them not

fo make any response at
all, ind that they ought not
fo agree to closed shops.
Many employers, in their
replies to unions, are adopting a “wait and see how [he
bill works” attitude before
committing themselves.
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EMPLOYMENT
Auckland

OF MILITARY

THE

NEW

STRIKEFORCE

ZEALAND

HERALD

OUTLINED

in English

5 Jan 84 p 5

[Text]

The group's

main

pur-

Pealaad’s$ responsibilities
1
responsibilities to

The force would also be
available for deployment in
other South Pacific island
countries if necessary, Mr
Thomson said.
“It is the Army's contribution
to our doing what
we

can

to maintain

full strength and a high
state of readiness.”

“It will be equipped and

our

trained for land operations

own security
in our neighbourhood
and the world.”
Mr Thomson said the

up to as high a scale of
intensity as can be foreseen in the circumstances
of the South Pacific,” the
review says.

force — which the defence

review calls the Ready Reaction Force — would be
used if occasions arose
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NEW ZEALAND

BRIEFS
LAMB

SALES

FOR JAPAN

EYED--NZPA

sortium of meat companies

Wellington--The

Meat

Board will

to develop the Japanese market

form a con-

for lamb.

The board

said it would establish a new company, the Asian New Zealand Meat Co Ltd.
This will establish a branch office in Japan to sell mutton, lamb carcasses
and lamb prime cuts to Japan.
The decisions have resulted from a major study
and review of sheepmeat marketing in Japan over the past 20 years.
The board

considers

Japan has considerable

potential and in late 1982 declared

it to be

a development market.
Under the new arrangements, the board will sell mutton
direct to the Asian New Zealand Meat Co ltd for sale through its sole agents

in Taiwan and Hong Kong.
10 Jan 84 p 3]
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PAPUA NEW GUINEA

PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT
Port

Moresby

SYSTEM TERMED FAILURE

PAPUA NEW GUINEA

POST COURIER

in English

2 Jan 84 p 2

[Text]
The establishment of provincial governments has led to more
and less public works programs, according to the Provincial Affairs
ter, Mr Nilkare.

red tape
Minis-

Mr Nilkare said in his New Year message that there was "no noticeable
improvement" in the efficiency of the governments.
"There is an urgent need for provinces to review their establishments to
eventually provide a smaller, more viable and more efficient management
,"
he

said.

"This would allow for improved

development

of agriculture,

"The National Government

is continuing

to allocate

sufficient

funds

and untied grants to assist provincial
essential services to the people.

governments

to provide

and maintain

“Provincial
best

governments

of these

the paramount

is permitted,

said the governments
policies this year.

He said in particular,
reviewed.

these policies

"This year should
should

provincial
CSO:

look

should

the policies

providing

province or helping to provide
communication and transport?

"We

and

income-earning

responsibility
that

the grants

in tied

of ensuring that
are utilised

for

possible benefits."

Mr Nilkare
commercial

“Are

have

funds

and

and

increasing

no misuse

both employment

fisheries

manufacturing--eventually
capacity in the province.

lock

of development

sufficient
basic

closely

support

services

at their

investment

corporations

should

to the development

such as health,

and

be

of the

education,

be a year of preparation.

forward

to improving

the

governments."

4200/388
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relations
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the national

and

PAPUA NEW GUINEA

GOVERNMENT

SEX SCANDAL

DEVELOPMENTS
Somare

Port

Moresby

[Text]

PAPUA

NEW GUINEA POST

The so-called

"closed,"

according

sex scandal

said

Ministers

were "thoroughly

a police

from Wewak

on

COURIER

Closed

in English

involving

yesterday

that

two

senior

2 Jan 84 p 2
Pangu Ministers

is

Mr Somare.
the allegations

and professionally"

on Friday dismissed
report

Case

to the Prime Minister,

Mr Somare

Mr Somare

Declares

the allegations

handled

against

the

two

by police.

as "politics"

after studying

the matter.

The Morobe Health Minister, Mr Boin Merire, recently named
Minister, Mr Sali, and the Parliamentary Affairs Minister,
as the alleged offenders.
Mr Somare said the police action in seeking the endorsement
clusion by the then law department was right and proper.

"What police did is only right and proper

the Defence
Sir Pita Lus,

of their

and no one can question

con-

their

action.

"We consider the matter closed and people should not use
points scoring,” he said.
Ombudsman
Port

Moresby

[Article
[Text]
scandal

NEW GUINEA

by Asora Paul
The Ombudsman
involving two

Mr Ignatius
Mr Kilage

“even

PAPUA

Kilage,

Commission

COURIER

To

Investigate

in English

5 Jan 84 p 1

and Babani Maraga]
Commission will not investigate the so-called sex
senior Government Ministers, the Chief Ombudsman,

said

said he would

if we are asked

POST

Refuses

it for political

yesterday.
refuse

to authorise

to investigate."
128

an

inquiry

into

the

allegations

"I'm not

going to waste my time on the matter

"I know there won't
ministers
time goes

because
by.

be sufficient

normally

evidence

people

forget

to lay charges against

accurate

"It's now a long time
ministers."

since allegations were

The

health

Morobe

provincial

minister,

in question," he said.

Mr

details

first made against

Boin

Merire,

the two

of incidents

last

as

the two

month

claimed

that the Parliamentary Affairs Minister, Sir Pita Lus, and the Defence
Minister, Mr Sali, were involved in separate sexual offences several years
ago.

He said
girl

Sir Pita was

alleged

to have had carnal

in 1975 and Mr Sali allegedly

committed

knowledge of an under-aged

sodomy

in 1978.

Mr Merire, a former deputy police commissioner, said on Tuesday that as the
officer in charge of investigating the Lus case, he was afraid of losing
his job if he charged Sir Pita.
Sir

Pita

was

the

Police

Mr Kilage said he was
duty

to properly

Minister

at

the

“disappointed”

conclude

time.

in Mr Merire who has failed

in his

the case.

"I'm disappointed in Mr Merire.
I just don't understand the motives behind
the resurrection of something that happened years ago," Mr Kilage said.
The Prime Minister, Mr Somare,
studying a police report.
The Chief

Justice,

the Ombudsman

Sir

last week

Buri Kidu,

Commission

were

said

the matter

said yesterday

was

a commission

"closed"

after

of inquiry

the “only people" who could conduct

or

the

inquiry.
He said Mr Somare had
Commission of Inquiry

"It's
--It

their power
is understood

ter's

Department

Wewak

yesterday

It

believed

CSO:

is

the power
Act.

to decide
Sir

Pita,

to set up a commission

(on whether
Mr Sali

in the
Mr

Government's

Somare

had

to hold an inquiry),"

and some

including the department

Mr

4200/388
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officials

Sali

plane,
and

Sir

under

of the Prime

Kumul
Pita

the

Sir Buri said.

head, Mr Andrew Yauieb,

executive

summoned

of inquiry

Minis-

flew to

Two.
to Wewak.
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COLUMNIST
Manila
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[Commentary

[Text }

CHINESE
TODAY

by Apolonio

ASSISTANCE

in English

TO NATION

8 Jan 84 p 6

Bata'la:

"Aid

From China”™|

ALACANANG said the First

fror

Lady was expected to ask Chi

the a

lanes

Philippines in order to correct the

the 11S
time i)

cowernn
’
not suflicieni *

trade balance which
heavily in
favor ofChina. Obviously, the trade

some businesses

na to buy more guoods from the

+}

UWineg

"

«fl

“sn

freer

eo

’

‘

layofis and temporary closiues oF

protocol signed last month, which
specifies the commodities to be
traded this year, is not enough.
It was also said that the First
Lady would take up with Chinese
officials
various technica! assistance
programs ranging from the study of
azolla production
to measurement of

In any case, even if the rescuc
package shal! have been approved
by the creditors
the country will st:!!
be in economic difficulties. Therefore, the country has had to cast
about for additional help «' ewherAlready, it has obtained $100 in
credits from Taiwan
Philippine-Chinese coom cation +

soil erosion.

The announced program of activities of the First Lady
does not, of

free of political obstacles

Taiv>n

has been mentioned. But there is >:
incompatibility between P},:!ipmneChinese relations and Philionin
Taiwanese relations, because tx
latter relations have no political
implications

course, rule out the possibility that
there are others which could not yet

be divulged.
China has been of assistance to
the Philippines even before diplomatic relations were established

in 1975. About a year before that,
the Philippines was able to purchase
Shengli oi! at “friendship,” that is,
lower, prices. At that time, the
Philippines was scurrying about for
more oil suppliers.
At about the same time, nce was
also received from China. It is quite
possible that China will lend a heip-

The case of the US is different.
US-China relations are impaired
from time to time by US-Taiwan
relations because the US #e!!s ihr

ary equipment to Taiwan.

A

ments have a political meanir
China does not mind if the Pi iinpines

maintains

economic

cultural relations with Tairwer
Taiwan does not mind if the f

ing hand again this time when the
Philippines is reeling from an unprecedented economic crisis

pines has diplomatic relations «~'
with the People's Republic of Ch :.

In the sense that China extends

China shares the Asean por (o>
that Vietnam should witharew ite
troops from Kampuchen And China
is supportive of other A.car ca
It may be added that Chin-

assistance when assistance is asked.
it is @ reliable friend

The Philippine government must
have been impelled to ask for axsistance because the rescue package

succeeded im croating the »aipt

130

EEE

jon that it is not expansionist.

On one sphere there is competition between China and the Philippines and that is in the fieldof
certain low-technology manufactures. By reason of low labor costs,
among other things, Chinese exports tend to crowd out those of the
Philippines in the world markets

That competition is bound to grow.
There are observers who believe
that to avoid that bruising competition, the Philippines has to shift to
higher technology manufactures,
which is still problematical at the
moment.
The problem with the Philippines
is that while its manufactures compete with those of a giant producer,
it will be competing with the newly
industrialized countries as it shifts
to higher technology.
It will have to compete with
Taiwan, South Korea, Singapore,
and Hong Kong.
It will be difficult to wre.t from
these countries their respective
shares in the world market.
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PHILIPPINES

EXILE

SAYS

Brisbane

MARCOS

LOSING

THE COURIER

[Text]

MAIL

HONG

AFP

SUPPORT

in English

KONG

21 Dec

(AAP-AP).—

should not be directed to one man
but to all the Philippine people.
Mr Manglapus, who has been
Marcos’ days are numbered, ar.
exiled former Philippine senator in exile since 1972 on charges of
subversion, urged the United
said yesterday.
States not to interfere with the inRau! Manglapus, president of ternal affairs of his country.
the Centre for
t Poli“We are not asking the United
.&
private research group in States to en Marcos but we
are asking
to get out of the
cations the President was losing way,” he said.
the support of the army.
“The US could help accelerate
“Like church leaders, businessmen and union leaders, the army the restoration of democracy in
is beginning to live up to its origi- the Philippines by reducing or denal commitment of defending our laying the passage of its $1 billion
democratic constitution,”’ Mr package deal with Mr Marcos.”
Manglapus said.
Assessing the present situation
Ina
interview before in his country, he said the assassideparture for Washington, he said nation of —a leader Benig“brought to the
such commitment has been rein- no Aquino
forced by a pastoral letter remind- surface the real strength of the
ing the army that its loyalty following of the opposition.”

Philippine President Ferdinand

CSO:
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[Article
[Text]

by Jesus

EXEMPLIFY

NATION,

MAY

DOMINATE

ELECTION

in English 10 Jan 84 p 4

Bigornia:

"Economic

Issues

Y the time the
campaign for
seats in the Batasang
Pambansa rolls into
tion-raised issues —
the Aug. 21 assassination of opposition

Campaign"]

area faithfully supported KBL

leader Benigno
Aquino, Jr. orderly
presidentia! succession, electoral reforms, even pervasive graft and corruption — will have been sidelined.
In their place, the politics of the

candidates and causes. Now suffering from rampaging unemployment
and buffeted by soaring prices, voters are likely to turn against present leaders at the least provocation.

stomach will, almost certainly, cast
a strong shadow over the elections
with possibly disastrous effects on

For the factories and industries of
Western Leguna have either closed

the political machinery and candidates of the Kilusang Bagong Lipunan (KBL). For, it has ever been the
fate of those at the helm of government to bear the brunt of the fury of
the masses during periods of widespread unemployment and
hardship. Symptoms of an impending political explosion are beginning
to show in unexpected places that

or cut back sharply on their respective labor force. Unemployment in a

previously agricultural] area has become a reality. Canlubang Automotive Resources Corporation

(CAR-

CO) which normally employed over
2,000 skilled workers has shut
down. Nearby Le Tondeaa, distillers
of alcohol, 1s reported retrenching
At Cabuyeo,

must now be stoppered by the Marcos administration before they ex-

some

12 kilometers

closer to Manila, giant Asia Beer,
normal worker complement 2,000, is
operating at 20 per cent capacity.

plode at the polls this coming May
@

Poll

Bihan, Santa Rosa and Cabuyao,
has more than doubled over the
same period. The combined votes of
these five towns exceed the votes of
the rest of the province, not excluding San Pablo City. In past elections and referenda, voterg_of the

high gear, the opposi-

e

to Dominate

e

Neighbor

Newly-industrialized Western
Laguna may be cited as a microcosm of the Philippines’ politicoeconomic crisis. That horn of the
fertile crescent around Laguna de
Bay from San Pedro to Calamba
has, over the past-decade, become a
veritable industrial estate. As a consequence, the pop. lation of this
segment of the province, including

Filipro, food processors

(Nestlé cocoa and coffee) is keeping
its labor force employed — but on
three-days-a-week shifts.
*

»

*

The three textile manufacturers
— Filsyn at Santa Rosa, Alliance
Textile at Cabuyao, and Robina
Textile at Calamba — are in equally
desperate situation. At Robina, the

133

workers have gone on strike for
higher wages, playing into the
hands of owner John Gokongwei,
who is reported anxious to close
shop. Because of raw material shortages worsened by the country's
lack of foreign exchange, Filsyn
and Alliance have been forced to lay
off hundreds of workers and operat ing at less than half capacity.
Bihan's slipper-making industry
employing more than 3,000 wage
earners has slowed down to half
capacity, unable to buy materials
from Marikina. That town's budding jeep body-building shops have
closed. They can no longer buy
stainless steel sheets. Equally disturbing are reports that Kimberly
Clark at San Pedro, makers of
toilet paper, is on the verge of
closure.
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PHILIPPINES

MILLION

DAILY
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in English
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83 p 8

[Article by George T. Nervez]
[Text]

INTEREST

um when
expires

the existing
next January

Central

Bank Gov.

worth
being

payments will not be included

of overdue
paid.

90-day standstill
16.

in the debt repayment moratori-

agreement

with

foreign bank creditors

Jaime C. Laya said Thursday night that about $157-million
interest

on foreign

loans

affected

by the moratorium

are now

Laya said it was now possible to make interest payments because of the availability of foreign exchange.
The international reserves have reached $950
million, he added.
RECENTLY, Prime Minister Cesar Virata told newsmen that interest payments may
be included in the proposed extension of the debt moratorium because these
have bunched up together with trade related obligations.
Laya

pointed

out

that

ium on principal

interest

repayments

payments

were

starting Oct.

excluded

17, 1983 until Jan.

However,
payments

the CB requested the foreign creditors
due because of the scarcity of foreign

HE added

that initially,

paid.

This was

only interest

estimated

to be about

from the 90-day morator-

for a delay
exchange.

in arrears
$157.

as of Nov.

16, 1984.
in the interest

30, 1983 will be

million.

As soon as more funds are available, additional amounts will be made available
by the CB to keep interest payments current up to December 1983, he added.
The governor

also

denied

peso amid negotiations
standby

rumors

that

the government

for a $650-million

would

International

loan.

"As of now, we're not making any such move," he said.
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again devalue

the

Monetary Fund (IMF)

PHILIPPINES

CENTRAL
Manila

BANK

TO DISCONTINUE

BULLETIN

[Article

TODAY

by Loreto

DOLLAR

in English

SURRENDER

31 Dec

SCHEME

83 p 10

Cabanes]

[Text]

which decides on each
individual application
based on guidelines
established by the CB.
Laya

said

that as

soon as the financing
package for the Philippines is put into place,
the function of servic-

Laya hinted
eventuality

on this
Thursday

_— in @ press conferle caid thet mest of
the general terms of
the financial
with multilateral and
commercial banking
institutions

have

“more or leas” been decided upon.
Under Circular No.
970, all banks are required
to sell to CB for
pesos al] their foreign
exchange receipts from
exports and services.
The foreign exchange
thus sold had been
lumped together into a
pool from which priority

payments

are

drawn.
The allocation

of

foreign exchange

for

priority payments is

being handled by the
joint CB-Bankers
Association of the Philippines committee

ing imports and other
necessary payments
could be left entirely to
the banks which may
then retain their re-

spective foreign exreceipt.

However, it was implied that commercial
banks will have to
strictly adhere to the
allocation guidelines
contained in Circular
No. 970.
At the same time,
Laya disclosed that the
CB and the BAP are
closely working with
the BOP Task Force of
the Philippine Chamber of Commerce and
Industry

Raul
order

headed

by

Concepcion

in

to

devise

a

scheme of further improving the existing
mechanism for dollar
allocation.
He said the three
are looking for
ways of allocating the
limited foreign ex-

change
allow

which
firms

would

institutions, most interest payments that

to make

further planning.
For instance,

became due were left
unpaid because of the
lack of foreign ex-

we

want to see if we can

allow firms to import
essential producer (EP)
items up to a certain

percentage of their total imports from Janulevel.
Similar allocation
scheme may be followed for semiessential producer
(SEP) items.
Laya disclosed that

interest

foreign

payments

on

loans

to

November 30, 1983.
The other day, Laya
directed commercial
banks to service interest payments on
foreign
loans as the CB
would make available
the necessary foreign

day, from a low of $400
million when the
standstill agreement
came

Philippines intends to
keep interest payments on current basis
in the future and additional foreign exchange would be made
available to service
such payments “as the
international reserve

exchange for the purpose.
Since Oct. 14 when

the government declared « 90-day moratorium on the payment

of principa! obligations
with foreign banking

CSO:
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PHILIPPINES

ECONOMIC
Kuala

SITUATION,

Lumpur

LOAN STATUS

BUSINESS

TIMES

REPORTED

in English

7 Dec

83 p2

[Text ]

MANILA, Dec. 6

THE Phili
expect wi

ines can still

ead

plant

shutdowns until
June
even if the Internationa!

Monetary Fund (IMF)
ape
a US$§652 million standby loan for the
country in mid-January,
Business Day of nape
The cr
dail
plained

eign yay

even

modity loan to materialise before the IMF loan
“also
dim” be-

of raw seatestelt, could
arrive to restart the fac.

tories’ operations
Business Day indicated that further delay was
ible because the IMF
ecutive Board meetnext month would

still want the Philippines
to secure new loan com.
mitments for its creditor

loans can be granted only

to countries with a per
4
income of US$500

- “the Apes. nena is

*bove
this
Meanwhile,
Ferdinand
to

ident

Marcos
ves

y only what they nor™ahe
i recently
Philippby"panic
was

A [nn

fore imported shipments

CSO:

for a US$230

fnillion Japanese com.

or-

availabie
in late
it would take - least
three to four months be-

ing

banks for US$1.65 million
before it approves the
standby loan.
The
added that

loan ay ay
a major
er
Japanese overaid policies.”
"This projeced loan in.
volves of the
12th credit package from
Japan's Overseas Ecopomic
Fund
(OECF)
for project financing, into a
commodity loan.
Business Day exthat under OBCF
guidelines, commodity

4200/365
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—:
modi

" of syeate com.
Uae
normally abun-

dantly available.
The President, vacationing in Babuio City in
Northern Luzon, said:
“Panic buying results in
artificial shortages
which unscrupulous merchants could exploit to
manipulate prices.”
The President said
there were
uate supplies of consumer items.

PHILIPPINES

CENTRAL
Manila

BANK

PLACES

PHILIPPINES

[Text]
THE Central
it placed the State
conservator.

INVESTMENT
DAILY

FIRM UNDER

EXPRESS

CONSERVATOR

in English

9 Jan 84 p 8

Bank took a precedent-setting
Investment House, Inc. (SIHI)

move over the weekend
under the care of a

when

According to CB officials, the move was in response to a request of SIHI management and in line with the CB's program to protect temporarily cash-starved,
but viable, financial institutions from collection and attachment suits and
harassments.
SIHI was among several investment houses that were hit by massive pre-termination of money placements as a result of the confidence crisis plaguing the
entire financial system.
To prevent an undue impairment of its financial condition, SIHI declared last
December 12 a 90-day moratorium on its debt repayment by convincing its creditors to roll-over their placements in the investment house.
SIHI's liabilities
P2 billion.

amount

Named acting conservator
but she will be replaced
sometime this week.

to roughly

P1.2

billion,

while

its assets

stand

at

for SIHI is CB deputy governor, Carlota P. Valenzuela,
by a permanent appointee from the private sector

CB officials said, the CB placed SIHI under a conservator, instead of a liquidator, because the investment house is solvent, although temporarily liquid, and that its problem is not due to mismanagement.
CB normally
receiver to

places a troubled financial institutions under a liquidator
protect its assets for distribution to its creditors.

or

In the case of a conservatorship, assets of a financial establishment is projected to ensure its rehabilitation and resumption of normal operations.

CSO:
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PHILIPPINES

FARM

GROUPS

ADDRESS

ECONOMIC

ISSUES
Denounce

Manila
[Text]

BULLETIN

TODAY

in English

Some 7,000 farmers
and agricultural workers from Central,
Southern and Northern Luzon denounced

what they perceivedas

ture during the 4th
national congress of
the Aniban Ng Mga
Manggagawa sa Agrikultura
(AmaKatipunan) held last
Friday at Tabang,
Guiguinto, Bulacan.
Speakers led by
nationalist and former
Congressman Rogaciano Mercado and
trade unionist Vic
Bate, chairman of the
Labor Party of the Philippines

(LPP),

took

turns in explaining
“the World Bank-IMF
dictation of onerous
economic

and

agri-

cultural policies, the
impact of the double
devaluation of the peso
on the rural population, the failure of the
vernment land re-

Monopoly

8 Jan

84 p 10

hands of foreign transnational

corporations

and other agribusiness concerns as a
result of exportOriented
agroindustrialization, the
ruin of smal! farmers
and the escalating
landlessness among
the rural poor.”
They presented an
alternative agrarian
reform program based
on a nationalist and
democratic land use
policy in the context of
economic and political
independence.
The key points of the
program include:

Filipinization of the
production of farm inputs and a freeze on

the latter's prices, free
use of irrigation facilities; interest-free
amortization of lands
under reform; placement of coconut and
sugar lands under rea!
agrarian reform;

marketing of farm procuce now dorninated by
opportunist middle
men, and the release of

cooperative funds from
private rural banks;
conversion into cooperative farms of corpo-

rate farms, ranches,
fish ponds and fish.
pens; public ownership
and regulation of pasture lands, kaingin,
beaches and coastal
areas, and the forma-

tion of agro-forestry
farms and fishermen's
cooperatives

in

these

areas,
Abandonment of export-oriented industrialization in favor of
production to meet the
needs of the Filipinc
people and to provice
employment for al!
and
The institution of
democratic decision.
making processes ir.
the formulation of
agricuitural policies
ene

programs

with

creasing concentration

Strengthening of farmers and agricultural
workers’ cooperatives,

representation from
organizations of farmers
and
rural

of land resources
in the

especially

workers

fm program, the in-

in
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the

Support
Manila

BULLETIN

{Text }

TODAY

in English

Idle

Lands

9 Jan

Proposal

84 p 10

The National Congress
of Farmers Organizations (NCFO) has
expressed strong sup-

port for the proposal of

NFCO president Jere-

Agrarian
Reform
Minister Conrado F.
Estrella to utilize agncultural lands for the

mias Montemayor
said. “It is high time

that appropriate plans
be made and implemented so that the
wide tracts of uncultivated public lands as
well as idle and abandoned private lands be
put into cultivation.”
Montemayor said

generation of employment for the growing
number of unemployed,

especially

those who have been
laid off during the present economic crisis.

Estrella came up
with the proposal to
make available “rural
farmlots and limited
financing’© laid-off
urban

workers

settlements
by

the

(MAR).
Estrella

at re-

public lands.
2. Connecting the
upland areas
to centers
of population by means
of feeder roads.
3. Improving the
ng of various
agricultural products
through organized
marketing facilities.

that

the details of the project are being worked
out by a multiministerial recovery

committee formed by
him upon the instructions of President

CSO:

settlement

to actual occupants to

of

Reform
said

the

and cultivation of idle
lands could be facilitated by:
1. Accelerating the
issuance of land titles
or occupancy permits

managed

Ministry

Agrarian

that

4200/398
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TODAY

‘TEMPORARILY’
in English

RELIEVED
10 Jan 84 p 24

[Article by Jerry Lacuarta]
[Text}

SAN FERNANDO,
authorities here pulled out temporanly the entire

51-man Guague police force due to alleged loss of
confidence in them by loca! residents

Col. Teddy S. Canan, Pampanga
PC-INP commander, recommended
the temporary relief of the
police force following reports that it was involved in

the torture ofa detainee last Dec 10
PC reports
said many Guagus police were ala
engaged in extortion victimizing market vendors
and tncycles and jeepney drivers, and arbitrary
detention and maltreatment of crime suspects

Brig. Gen. Bienvenido L. Felix, 3rd PC-INP
regoonal commander, who approved the relief of the
policemen, ordered their detention, rehabilitation
training, and reorsentation for at least two weeks at

the PC headquarters here
Felix designated
Maj Angeline Simbulan, Sr,
Mexico police station commander, as acting Guagua
police station chief
The relheved policemen

were

disarmed

im-

mediately
Canan cited the case of Poe Tafteds who
alleged!y burglarized
the house of Disodado Konca!
last Dec 4 and was subsequently
arrested by
barangay tanods on Dec 10

Tahedo,

who was turned over to the Guagus

police station, was allegedly maltreated and wr.

tured to force him to admit the crime
The police filed cnminal charges against Tahe
do last Dec 22 The case is til! pending before the
Guague municipa) court

Lt. Gen

Fide) V. Ramos,
PC chief and INP

director genera), relieved yesterday Ma) Jose Mon
teclaro, newly designated commanding officer of the
136th PC company in Baler, Aurora, for alleged
brutality committed against a civilian in that town
Ramos directed Bng Gen BienvenidoL. Felix,
PC-INP regional! 3 commander, to conduct a thor
ough investigation of the incident

The relef was spurred by reports that at about

11:30 am. of Dee 26, @ certain Sonny Roger F
Concepcion, 24. was taken out of his detention cel! at
the Baler municipal building by Pat. Ross San Jose

on orders of Capt

Romeo Villareal, Baler police

station commander

CSO:
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[Article

[Text ]

RAIDED;

TODAY

by Jen

CAPTURED
in English

83 p 20

L. Jorvina]

CALAUAG, Quezon

— Philippine Army
soldiers raided a New
People’s Army (NPA)
base and captured

_—alias"KumanderLyn;”

Elvira Simanes, 23,
alias “Kumander
Elvie;”
Rose,

Amado dela
15, alias

seven commanders, in-

“Kumander

cluding three amazons

and Jaime G. Masina

barangay San Roque,

Tony,” all members of

on Christmas eve at
Guinayangan
and barangay

town
Tabu-

infantry brigade said

here yesterday.
The soldiers also

Mando”

alies ‘“‘Kumander

Samahang Yunit
Pangpropagande
trito “Minda”

of the

NPA
The two other rebels

confiscated printing
materials intended to

captured in the Taburaid were ident)-

be usedin teach-ins
for

by Lt. Col. Virgilio

“Brig. on. Antonio
rg

ntonio

C. Palafox, 3rd brigade

commanding
and

regional

genera]

unified

ommand (RUC4) deuty commander, in a

to Gen. Fabian
C. Ver, AFP chief of

staff, identified the

captured rebels
asLoli-

ta Panaligan, 20, alias
“Kumander
Edna

CSO:

31 Dec

Lolit;”

Buendia,

20,

batten commanding

battalion

officer, as Florentino

Mendoza,
25, alias

“Kumander

Tinong,”

and Antonio Tolentino
alias

““Kumander

— Hernandez when ele-

ments
of 42nd Infantry
battalion and 3rd bri-

gade headquarter: led
by 2nd Lt. Mario

Estrada

Juan

and T/Sgt.

Ramira.

sur-

prised them in their

= gleep. The Tabugon

raid was led by ist Lt
Pablo Amisola of CharRecovered

in Mrs.

Hernandez house were
one 22 caliber pistol,

one bayonet, 10 reams
of mimeographing papers,

mimeographing

ats, uubrareve doce:
and a

°

ter made in thé Peo-

pie’s Republic

China

of

|

The report
said that

Tony,’’ both of
Guinayangan town.

the operations were
planned by Maj. Ricar-

.

do A. Palad, 42nd IB

Report said that the — operations officer, and

froup of “Kumander

yn” was resting
at the

house
of a certain Mrs.
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— ist Lt. Gregorio Fajardo of 3rd brigade intelligence section
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[Article
[Text]

by Jose

ON RETIREMENT
TODAY

STATUS

in English

OF GENERALS

8 Jan

84 pp 1, 8

De Vera]

President Marcos
has deferred until after

(PMA).
Mr. Marcos said the
overstaying generals
may be retired sometime in June this year

when the government
sets its overall reorgaday that he was averse

at this stage to the total pullout of military
personnel holding
managerial positions
in civil

Explaining his decision for staying the retirement of the “extendee” flag officers, the
President said: ‘I
would rather maintain

putting in new commanders to work for

the election of majority
party candidates.
“In short,” the President pointed out, “let

in the

leadership of the military to preclude possible
opposition

that

appointment of new
ones, could provoke
opposition charges that
the administration was

government

quo

into

the retirement of these
generals now, which
will necessitate the

agencies.

a status

nization program

full gear.
He explained

us not give any reason

for anybody to suspect
that we are appointing
new generals who will
help the administration in the coming elec-

charges of

electioneering by the
administration.”
About ppm

tions.”
The President said
that, meantime,
the retirement
of the overstaying generals would
in
be undertaken

are scheduled to be retired starting this
month, stood to be benefitted by the deferment. The 20 are mostly members of Class
1955 of the Philippine
Military Academy

accordance with the
normal process of
attrition and would
be handled on a

144

case-

to-case” basis.

Actually, records at

the AFP/GHQ personnel division (J-1)
showed that there ere

33 “overstaying”’
generals, and that out
of

an

authorized

strength of 121 flag

officers in the AFP,
103 are filled up result-

ing in a vacancy of 18
more general officers.
Of the 33 “overstaying” generals, two
(one from the Air Force
and one from the
Navy) have been separated through retire-

ment three days before
tne President's
order of
deferment
was
announced.
Seven of the 33
“overstayers” have to
be retained further be-

cause they are holding
so highly sensitive
positions that ther
separation at this

stage

would

be dis-

advantageous to the
government, specially
on matters of national
security.
The seven include
Gen. Fabian C. Ver,
AFP chief of staff; his
vice chief of staff, Lt.
Gen. Fidel V. Ramos
who is concurrent Con-

CSO:
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stabulary and Integrated National Police
chief; Maj. Gen.

Josephus Q. Ramas,
Army commanding
general; Maj. Gen.
Vicente M. Piccio, Jr.,
Air Force chief; Rear
Admiral Simeon Ale-

jandro, flag

officer in

command
of the
Navy; Maj. Gen. Delfin
C. Castro, comman-

ding general of Southern Command (Southcom) in Southern Phi-

lippines; and Commodore Gil Fernandez,
commander of the
Western Command
(Wescom) based in

Puerto

Princesa

City

(Palawan).
On the total pullout

from civil government
agencies

of military

personnel

holding

managerial positions,
the President said
there should be a slow
down in their recall as
their civilian successors are not yet fully

prepared to take over.
In a nutshell, the
President said he was
more in favor of maintaining the momentum
of efficiency in civil

government
alfected.

offices

PHILIPPINES

BIGORNIA
Manila

ON EXPATRIATE

BULLETIN

[Article

TODAY

by Jesus

[Text ]

SUPPORT

FOR OPPOSITION

in English

Bigornia:

8 Jan

84 p 6

"Opposition

NTI-MARCOS
abroad has assumed a

dimension

committed

From Abroad"]

rate of P20 to the USSI, the candidate should have a comfortable P2
million kitty to fuel his election bid.
eo

@

s

Other expatriate groups are reported following suit. During the
Christmas holidays, their repre-

to opposing

sentatives were busy surveying the

the administration. Because of the
swollen numbers of Filipinos now
residing in America, it is entirely
possible expatriates can generate
enough campaign funds to parlay
anti-administration candidates bids
for seats in the Batasan.

political possibilities of prospective
proteges — and making commitments. The new development is now
sending shivers of apprehension
among the ruling Kilusany Bagong
Lipunan candidates who, la cause of
inadequate personal fortuis, uwust

The wide disparity in the pur-

depend heavily on party (inancial
support. Others are making beelines

chasing power of the US dollar
compared with that of the Philippine peso makes the effort to influence, however vicariwusly, the results of this coming May's polts

CSO:

Support

of them living on the West Coast, to
raise $100,000 for a promising local
lawyer. At the current blackmarhket

that could have an
impact on the forthcoming elections to
the Batasang Pambansa.
FilipinoAmericans are reported raising
funds in the United States with
which to support election bids of
townmates

Getting

feasible, even attractive. Cited is
the pledge made by expatriates
from an Eastern Visayan city, most

sentiment

physical

Bets

to proven “godfathers” for financial
assistance. Which should make

the

coming poll contests interest:n,; and
difficult to predict

4200/398
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PHILIPPINES

FURTHER

DETALLS

ON

MARINE

SDAY

SEIZURE

in English

> OLIVAS,
nea — Consta\» -v authorities here
1.

Sd

A

‘

n

inwvoc.

ores!
)

n iliernl

probe order to Lt. Col.

Keniemin

Feliciano,

i C-regional
'

-

@

inspector

report

to

PC

of Lt. Gen. Fidel V.
B., ¥ie

identified

‘financier of

‘iepal logging
lreate as Leon
ra of 30 Barreto
st
East Baiac-Bajac,
Olongapo City.
tarlier, marines led
bv Lt. Leonardo Recrcho intercepted
three trucks carrying
iievally cut logs and

nm counded

them

at

Maine headquarters
in Dinalupihan, Ba-

ILLEGAL

9 Jan 84

PC LOGS

p 28
Resources

taan

The trucks’ eareo, ~nortedly own!
by
Camorra,

was

Rureau

Develonment

of Forest
but

by «a

verbal permit from a
BFD official and a
high-ranking military
official from Camp
Olivas.
Camora, who perso-

nally went to Camp
Olivas, denied the
allegation of Regacho
and filed a complaint
against the marine
officer for allegedly
acting based on @ re-

port by a certain Mrs.
Nelia Cid.
Camora

told

PC

probers here that the
logs impounded by the
marines were felled
trees salvaged within

the mining area of
Dizon Copper-Silver
Mines, Inc. in San
Marcelino under special permit issued by

147

Tenders
PeSg

aot

vored by pap. 7s from
the

‘ng Operations in
sn and Zambales
i. Gen. Bienveni
de UL. Felix, regional
sander, issued the

OF

laet

Now,

Q.

2®

—_——S-_-

LUBAC, PAMPAN.
GA,
— President
Marcos,
the Ministry of
Natural Resources,

and the Constabulary
have

been

asked

to

order a stop on illegal
logging activities in
towns near the Zambales watersheds.
In resolutions sent to

the officials, barangay
residents in Dinalup)han

(Bataan),

Flor-

idablanca (Pampanga)
and Subic (Zambales)
complained that heavily armed government
men have been logging

at the watersheds.

They said the loggers are armed with a
permit issued by a government official allowing the former to retrieve felled logs at the
watersheds. (Lino Sanchez)

PHILIPPINES

CONTROVERSIAL
Manila

MARINE

BULLETIN

[Text]

RAID

TODAY

UNDER

INVESTIGATION

in English

SAN

9 Jan 84 p 28

FERNANDO,

fluence

Pampanga — A truckload

of marines

raided

re-

of liquor,
the area

on

orders of u certain person who's claiming
ownership of the area

portedly swooped down
On @ resettiement area
in the Kvoosevelt
National
Park in

and wanting
the ouster
of the 250 settlers.

baranguy Pintor, Dinalupihan, Bataan, and
destroyed 15 houses.

The

officers

said

they only learned the
incident when the settlers went to them to
seek their assistance.

The incident, which
occurred Jan. 1, was
reported by the Asseo-

The AKARO provided the area for the
settlers utter
a series of
negotiations with va-

ciation of the Regional
Assistants and Regional Officers ‘ARARO) of
Central Luzon headed
by Col. Ernesto Casin-

rious

government

agencies, including
Dinalupihan Mayor

tahan, regional director of the National Intelligence and Security
Authority (NISA).
The ARARO said it

Jose Payumo,
Jr., early

last year
Despite the ewarding of the area to the
settlers, a family in
Dinalupihan atill continued to claim the

was still looking into
reports that four persons were killed when

the soldiers reportedly
fired their guns indis-

criminately during the
incident.

Lt. Col. Cesar I.
Alvarez, Bataan PC
commander, said he

According to some
ARAKO officers, the
soldiers, who were reporiedly under the in-

CSO:

will investigate the jncident.
(Jerry
Lacuarta)
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PHILIPPINES

BRIEFS

FOREIGN
per cent
reserved
view was
that the

year,

EQUITY LIMITS--Presidential

Decree 1982 allowing foreigners

to own 100

equity in preferred areas of investments cannot apply to activities
by the Constitution to Philippine nationals and corporations.
This
expressed yesterday by a prominent corporate lawyer who explained
decree itself, issued Dec. 4, 1983, with effectivity limited to one

“qualifies

that foreign

by the Constitution

owned and controlled

investors

and existing

cannot

engage in activities

laws to Philippine

by Philippine nationals.”

nationals

reserved

and corporations

The lawyer's opinion,

circula-

ted among his clients, was obviously issued to allay fears of a possible takeover of control by foreigners as a result of the decree.
The lawyer pointed
out that while the decree suspended the 60 per cent (Filipino) requirement
provided in Art. 34 (1) of the Omnibus Investment Code, it cannot disturb the
present ratio of 60-40 in case of joint ventures which own real estate, with-

out violating

the Constitution.

ments

by the Constitution

imposed

sions of the decree.”
specify that Class "A"
may be issued, sold or
not apply either, the
8 Jan 84 p 10)

He pointed out
and existing

that “the nationality
laws prevail

over

require-

the provi-

Where the articles of incorporation of joint ventures
shares comprise 60 per cent of authorized capital and
transferred only to Philippine nationals, PD 1982 canlawyer said.
[Text] [Manila BULLETIN TODAY in English

OPLE ON HIGH MOBILITY--HAGONOY, Bulacan--Labor and Employment Minister Blas F.
Ople said yesterday high rate of social and economic mobility in the Philippines has proved a great shock absorber of unrest but political feudalism
based on unearned economic power continued to dominate large parts of the
country and hinders their development.
He said the overseas employment pro-

gram fathered

by him was helping accelerate

the country's rate of social mo-

bility because earnings of overseas workers were sending to college many
children of the poor who could not otherwise have gained this precious access
to upward mobility.
The emancipation of hundreds of thousands of tenant
families through agrarian reform and the new access to higher education on the

part of their children
[Manila BULLETIN TODAY

is also promoting mobility,
in English 8 Jan 84 p 32]

he said.

[Excerpts]

LABOR UNITY CONGRESS FORMED--FOURTEEN labor federations and 11 associations
formed yesterday the Philippine Labor Unity Congress in a move to unify the
labor sector.
The PLUC, whose labor federations are members of the Trade
Union Congress of the Philippines, hopes to settle jurisdictional disputes

149

among affiliated organizations.
The TUCP, the government-recognized labor
center, has been trying to restructure the labor movement along the one
union-one industry concept.
Some PLUC officials, who are also TUCP leaders,
said they will not leave the TUCP as the new labor organization would be the
political arm of the Lapiang Manggagawa, the first labor party accredited by
the Commission on Elections.
Other objectives of the PLUC are to promulgate a
code of ethics and to promote high standards of conduct in the labor movement
as well as endorse the political party of the workers and support candidates
who subscribe to its aims.
Elected PLUC president was Antonio Diaz of the
Philippine Social Security Labor Union and Onofre Guevara of the Philippine
Association of Free Labor Unions as chairman.
[Text] [Manila PHILIPPINES
DAILY EXPRESS in English 8 Jan 84 pp 1, 2]
THREE REBEL GROUPS ALLIED IN SOUTH--SURIGAO CITY, Jan. 8--Armed units of the
Communist Party of the Philippines, Moro National Liberation Front and the
newly-formed Pambansang Demokratikong Sosyalista ng Pilipinas have forged an
informal alliance in Northeastern Mindanao in their campaign to topple the
government.
This was revealed yesterday by Gen. Delfin Castro, Southern
Command chief, before government officials, businessmen and military officials attending a regional peace and order conference in this city.
Castro

said the CPP’s New People's Army,

the MNLF's Bangsa Moro Army and the PDSP's

Sandigan are now waging a campaign of violence and terror in the region as
allies.
The Southcom chief said these elements have already infiltrated
student groups, labor groups, farmers organizations, business groups, baran-

gays and the Church.
9 Jan 84 p 3]

[Text]

[Manila PHILIPPINES

DAILY

EXPRESS

in English

BARTER WITH EASTERN EUROPE--THE Philippines is drafting guidelines on barder
or counter-trade with East European countries as an alternative to trade deals
stalled by its financial crisis, government sources said.
A Ministry of Trade
and Industry committee was studying how goods could be exchanged without depleting precious foreign exchange, the sources said.
The idea of countertrade had been pushed for years by the state-owned Philippine International
Trading Corp. (PITC) but the absence of guidelines was an obstacle, they
added.
PITC is the government trading arm that deals with East European and
other Communist countries.
IMPORT restrictions imposed because of lack of
foreign exchange had made counter-trade more attractive, the sources said,
especially to industries not on the Central Bank's priority list for dollars.
Several countries, like Czechosolvakia and Romania, were willing to engage in
counter-trade, they said.
These countries could supply raw materials such as
chemicals and steel among others.
[Text] [Manila PHILIPPINES DAILY EXPRESS in
English 9 Jan 84 p 8]

JAPANESE FLRM OFFERS EXPORT CREDIT--PRESIDENT MARCOS seid yesterday he has received an offer from a Japanese firm for export credit facilities to help
The President said
Filipino industrialists meet raw materials requirements.
department of Tysho
product
that Naoya Tanaka, general manager of the special
to local indussell
to
Steel Corp., assured him that his company was willing
tries steel lugs on one-year credit, with the loan guaranteed by the PhilipThe President told Tanaka that the government had stopped
pine government.
giving

guarantees

including

to

assure

the purchase

of

payment

of

raw materials

loans

incurred

and equipment.
150

by the

private

However,

sector

the President

Suggested that Tanaka make formal proposal either to Central Bank Gov. Jaime
Laya or to Trade and Industry Minister Roberto Ongpin.
THE PRESIDENT said he
has also received a proposal from another Japanese business executive to set
up a village for people who want to retire in the area overlooking Caliraya
Lake in Laguna.
S. Eguchi, president of Mainichi Communications who made the
proposal, was told by the President that a joint venture with a local company
could be the best way of implementing such project because of limitations imposed by the Constitution on the development of natural resources by aliens.
Eguchi, and Tanaka were accompanied in their courtesy call by Ambassador
Manuel Nieto and Truman S. Baker and Yoshitsug Matsura, senior informationofficer and information officer, respectively, of the Asian Development Bank.
[Text] [Manila PHILIPPINES DAILY EXPRESS in English 31 Dec 83 pp 1, 3]
ESSENTIAL IMPORT LIST EXPANDED--THE CENTRAL Bank expanded yesterday the list
of essential items for domestic use which can be imported on a no-dollar
basis.
The CB move came on one representations of domestic industries which
said the additional items are essential raw materials necessary for their
continued operations.
The additional list consists of 10 items, bringing the
total number of items in the list to 103.
The list includes sublimed or precipitated sulphur which the Soap and Detergent Association of the Philippines
said is an essential raw material in the manufacture of detergent bars and
powders; chemical woodpulp, which is used by the paper industry and which is
also a raw material in the manufacture of sanitary napkins.
Other items in
the additional list are:
--Silicone resins and alloy steel strips which are
used for the manufacture of electric transformers.
--Nylon filaments and
cellulose acetates which are used for the manufacture of toothbrushes.
--Chemicals and supplies such as terephthalic acid, ethylene glycol, paper
tubes, and rubber packaging and gaskets, which are all needed in the manufacture of synthetic fibers.
The CB had previously allowed the importation of
essential items for domestic use on a no-dollar basis to enable industries to
secure their raw material requirements under present conditions.
Items that
may be imported under this scheme consist mainly of essential producer items
such as milk, chemicals, pharmaceuticals, and electrical and mechanical
equipment

parts.

83 p 1]
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[Text]

[Manila

PHILIPPINES

DAILY

EXPRESS

in English

31 Dec

SOLOMON

NO CHANGE

IN NEW ZEALAND

Honiara

SOLOMON

STAR

[Text]

New Zealand

AID

ISLANDS

FOR 1984

in English

6 Jan 84 p 4

aid to Solomon

Islands

this year would be about

the same

as last year.
This

was

Zealand

revealed

in a bilateral

government

talk

representatives

between

held

financial

year starts

During the talks, Solomon
Zealand authorities.

Solomon

in Wellington

Last year, New Zealand gave Solomon Islands
bilateral programme.
This year's aid would

Zealand's

the

Islands

late

last

had

--providing

training

representatives

--give

free medical

government
--provide

meet
medical

The New Zealand
Solomon Islands

treatment

the

it would

to health

cost

experts

of
on

its

in April.

Islands

also hinted

New

year.

about $1,125,000 under
not be known until New

met

with various

On the field of health, New Zealand Government had indicated
take two Solomon Islanders medical students on undergraduate
year.
New Zealand

and

offer

personnel

assistance

that it would
courses this

to:

in its medical

in its hospitals

New

provided

institutions;
that

Solomon

Islands

travel;
short-term

duration.

Government had also agreed to fund antimalaria
through drug administration programme.

programmes

in

On forestry, New Zealand was prepared to fund afforestation project with
underplanting of cash crops or food crops, by providing technical assistance
and equipment.
The Solomon Islands Government was also assured that New Zealand would be
willing to assist in the processing of log waste products, setting up of
Timber Marketing Board, and in the Timber Control Division of the Ministry
of Lands Energy and Natural Resources.
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On the field
the past.
It would

of education,

provide

teachers

Agent Primary Education
[t was

agreed

discuss

with

education
On

fer

the

system

agriculture,

New

might

to

V7

finance

-enerel

ew

interested

the

of
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Education

«a
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vou.)

hie

2
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continue
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4200.
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Development
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in developing
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_ 4
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with

a Plant

and

of

funds

>euts

in

1985/86.

Pecific

region

last

year

>

isan

Secretary to Ca!
Economic
Plan.‘
Investment
ii,
sion.

C50:

to visit

assist

than

interested to put more cash into
feasibility studies of any projects

sme,

Solomon

International

could

ical

The

to help more

Islands.

until 4 +55.
an! offered
to

was

to

‘oe

!

in
New

Lerd

Zealand's

amounted

and help

projec!

M®TCA

Quarantine Officer
agriculture sector
which

New Zealand

35,

)
‘yr
i.

ont
itenece,

vas

represented

contribution

equipment,

at

and

to

USP,

other

the bilateral

sur-

projects

talk

by

Foreign Affairs Officer, Mr Oti, Chief
rd, and “~ Abeysinghe, Head of Foreign

SOLOMON

FISHERIES
Honiara

AGREEMENT
SOLOMON

STAR

SIGNED

WITH

JAPANESE

in English

FIRM

6 Jan 84 p 9

[Text }
Government hed signed

Mr Tropes seid the agree-

® Japanese firm to stert

requirements
on the Japenese

operation on January

1,

retrone!

cortrols and reporting

vessels.

1984

it elso

The

Minister

of

Lends,

Energy end Neture! Resourses:
Mr Ateber Tropes signed the
eg eoment with the Federation
of Jeper Tune Fisheries Co-

operstive Associstions end the
Netions!

Offshore

Tuns

Fisheries Associstion of Japen.
The

agreement.

signed

or

payment

provides

for the

of substantia! eccess

fees to the Solomon isiends
Governmert.
In addition lerge eccess
wil! prowide
fees, the Japenese

8 range of benefits
for the
Solomon Islands Fisheries.

These benefits includes re-

search

into

unexpiloited

re-

December21, gives sccess to
Japenese jongiiners end pole

sources
m 1984 end the
provision Of goods
and services

F:

st eppronimetely

end

line

vesse's

to specific

reas of Solomon isiends fish

et

epemmen pa em
oo aan
operstion
of Japenese

the

fishing vessels in erchipelagic

weters end the 12 mile terri

torie! ses. so that fish stock
in these eress is reserved for

CSO:

for the fishing industry velved

$100,000

Mr Tropes pointed out thet
this stage, the fish the

Japanese will catch ere surplus

to loca! requirement.

ee GS

OO Guveramen

wes plessed
thet it hed been
ebie to obtain such substan.
tia! revenue and other benefits
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NGUYEN CO THACH ON KAMPUCHEA
Bangkok BANGKOK POST in English

24 Dec 83 p 4

[Article by Jacques Bekaert]
[Text]

exactly the way we would like. We
are aware of it,” a senior official told
me during
a private conversation.A
Western
was told by

|

another high-ranking
Foreign Minis-

try official that “the situation is in a
kind of deadlock. Neither nde is

making

to the enemy's attitude. But I

Talks

between

ture.”

A third official, considered
to be a
man ofgreat influence atthe Foreign

catch little fishes.”
ernment of Democratic Kampuchea.
“It is not worth using big means to
fight them.”
According to the Foreign Minister,
speaking on the record, the three
partners are getting weaker and
weaker on the battlefield. “Look at
Rouge troops ran away. Today the
coalition partners are killing each
other. They have to go to Peking to
meet...”
This is very much in tune with
Hanoi's official line that things are
getting better in
and
within the next five years the H
Samrin Government should be in fu
control of the situation.
“The military problems we may
have in
are less important than the ones faced by Thailand
with the Communist Party of Tnailand, Malaysia with the Communist
Party of Malaya and ourselves, a few
years ago, with the United Front for
the Liberation of
Races.”

This analogy |

progress.

Vietnam and ASEAN
are going nowhere. This is not good for the fu-

several times

during various meetings in Hanoi.
But it was not the oaly line
“Yes, we are facing some problems
in Kampuchea. Things are not going

Ministry, even admitted
that “very
serious mistahes” were made o few
months ago in western Kampuchea,
especially in the Siem Reap area.

“We don't deny it. But the situdtion is
ant
thy Men y
measuressoonest
people gui
"Oneca
remember the flood of
‘moD KENLFs Ampil
Amoi yon
end of May until September,
with tales
of strong Vietnamese
re-

pression against civilian members of

the local

ee

Samrin administra-

time their story is, to a great degree,
confirmed by realiable Vietnamese
sources.
While the attitude towards the
“Chinese threat” has not changed in
Hanoi, and is eae
in —_
dreds of years of blood> Arg ind
the Empire of the Mi
Kingdom,
the impression is that Vietnam is

beginning to ask itself some ques-

tions about its involvement in
Kampuchea and where to go from
here
Official support for Heng Samrin
and his
government is, of course,
very vocal. December is “solidarity

155

|

|
|

things are slowly getting
under

spected and well informed officials control inside the country, it will be

told us they
worried about the interesting
to see which force will
segue sty See carry the brunt of Vietnam's “dry
anes

(ifany) and how far
ered tothe Khmer Rouge by Chins (8 season offensive”
ee

scepticism

ee,

Hanot'strooparewillingtogoo

new

oes

ee

capable of going

eee

yen,bubalae -

described by hurried Western jourFordeath willboottheondofthe
nalists)
conceded
that the mo- road of many: Kampucheans,
Vietrale of an army spending too much namese, Thai villagers
at the bor
time without a clear victory may be

der.

again about Prince Norodom Sihanouk’s plans and intentions
for the
future.
On the record
Mr Thach
was clear cut: “Prince
is

fifth anniversary
of the People's
Republic
of Kampuchea.)
Not everybody is as convinced as
Mr Thach about the
of the
withdrawal Said one Western diplomat in Hanoi: “We don't even know
how many troops went to Kampuchea
in the first place. We don't
any
precise figures about the wi
wn
troops. But we know that most Soviet
military assistance, including replacement materiel, arrives directly
in Kam
. So we have reallyno
way to know for sure.” Probably as a
result of years underground followed
by years of open war, the Vietnamese
army has an obsession about security

The facts are that military activities are rather on the increase in
Kampuchea
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BRIEFS
JAPANESE GIFTS TO SRV CHILDREN--Recently, the Ota Food Corporation of Japan
through our embassy in Tokyo, has sent to the children of Vietnam some medicines, powdered milk, and clothing, valued at about 20 million yen.
[Hanoi

NHAN DAN in Vietnamese
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in English
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[Article by Jose Katigbak]
[Text]

HUNNED

BY

MOST of the
non-communist

foreign — correspondents given an extend-

ed three-week visa to
Vietnam I was allowed with certain ex-

business

ceptions to trav. “he
of the country
and talk to people.
But as visits to specific areas had to be

presence of an official
interpreter it was difficult to gauge the
true feeling of people,

especially

of the country’s 55
million
depend

in

the

North.
Contacts here in
Ho Chi Minh City,
formerly Saigon, who
on condition
not be identified
there was widespread dissatisfaction
in the South with the
communist
government. Eight years after the war to reunify
North and South Vietnam, ideological unity
appeared
far from
complete.

co

ducts. It was a
sion forced on him by
economic
transformation of the
South to socialism.
The aim is to achieve
the transformation in
1985.

“If you don't believe (it can be done)
come in 1985 and
see,” Le Quang Chanh,
deputy chaman of
the Governing ‘eoples
Committee of ho Chi

Minh, told Reut«rs in
an interview.

were being raised pro
gressively to force

people out of busi
ness. Supplies and
outlets for private buwere

stances.
How
used

also

cucum-

can
to

people

consumer

goods, the capitalistic
way of doing business
and the free and relatively easy life of less
than 10 years ago be
expected to repudiate
all that and conform
to a rigid society’
“By educating and
encouraging them to
think of the whole,

not

Critics said to meet
the deadline
taxes

sinesses

158

a

vestiges of capitalism

prearranged and talks

were almost alwa
carried out in t

into

the individual,”

Chanh said.
Supporters of the
former
government of
South
Vietnam said
education
and = encouragement were po-

lite words

for brain-

washing and coc, cion.

Major Nguyen Van
Tuan (not his real
name) an army doctor
in the old regime was
held at the Ham Tan
re-education
centre

200 kms (125 miles)
north of here for six

years

until

January

1981. He said he was
starved, beaten and
made to work like a
slave.

He believes
physical
unity

the
of

North and South Viet-

nam is irreversible but
says political events
abroad or an internal

leadership

_ struggle

could lead to liberalization of the type being
experienced
in

China.
“Who

knows,

we

might have own Deng
Xiaoping,” he said.
Referring to China's
current leader who
moderated the excess-

es of the past. — Reuter
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Bangkok BANGKOK POST in English
[Article by Bruno Franceschi
[Text]

in the "Eye on Indonchina" Column]

VIETNAMESE officials say they are

working hard to boost the image of
their “New Economic Zones” as they
hope to entice — not force — millions
of people back to the land.
Gone are the days when Vietnamese were “strongly encouraged”
or made to relocate from cities to the
“NEZs,” considered vital tv feeding a
population that is growing by a hefty
2 © per cent 4 year.

Inducements ranging from tax
exemptions to free medical care,
houses and private patches of cropland are seen as the key to redressing
a demographic imbalance that Hanoi
has grappled with since 1975, offichils seid

The NEZs still have a bad reputetion, more in the South than in the
North, but official sources said Vietham is counting on them to double
the land under cultivation to 10
million hectares by the year 2000

The task is seen as that much
harder in southern Vietnam where,
eight years after the country’s
“reunification”
under communist
rule, Hanoi has to deal with peuple
traumatised by decades of war
The population is also heavily
urbanised, with 60 per cent living in
cities, and includes 1.5 million military veterans and officials without
The cadres from the North —
armed with the experience of a 1961campaign

which

persuaded

more than a million people to leave
the rich Red River delta to mixed
results —

haye tried to apply

the

same policy to the South, particularly
this former capital

From May 1975 to December 1976,
between 700,000 and a million residents left the city formerly known as
Saigon (which had a population of
four million

in 1975), according w

official sources cited by Stewart
Fraser, a professor at Australian
University in Canberra
They headed for either their native
villages, “re-education camps,” the
New Economic Zones or out of the
country.
With regard to the New Economic
Zones, the authorities today acknowledge that too many errors were made
during that period, marked by undue
haste, a lack of understanding by the
people involved and a lack of infrastructure in the settiements
Most of the former city dwellers
were Lege x encouraged” to relocate near
Kampuchew ahd on the

high plateaus, most often land that
had lain fallow for many years
Many have since gone back tw the
cities, now as heavily populated as in

1975, said Mai Thien, vice director of
the Ho Chi Minh City New Economic
Zone

He said those returning brought
with them a negative picture of the
zones which had been translated into
hae pore “likening them to forced
abour camps.”
Among

resources from one day to the next.

1966

28 Dec 83 p 4

are

former

the new
inmates

settlers, he said,
of

re-education

camps. In the more remote NEZs are
‘social outcasts such as thieves,
traffickers, drug addicts and prostitutes put into what are cuphemistically called “agricultural and industrial schouls.”
The return of some of these settlers
to the cities and the existence

160

of these

schools explain in part the negative
image of the NEZs, Mr Thien said.
He added that this has changed since
1979.

The authorities no longer “strongly
encourage” people to move, but entice
them with a series of benefits: exemption from taxes for three tw five years,
free medical care for the same period,
exemption from military service and
a 120 per cent bonus during the first
years
Houses ure also granted, as well as
plots of ground from 1,000 to 2,500 sq
metres and a hectare of crops which
they can use or sell for themselves.

Moreover, the NEZs now ail have
schools, a dispensary, a nursery and a
community

hall

which

gives them

the look of a genuine village. The cost
of moving in has risen in the last four
years from 30,000 to 70,000 dongs
(70,000to 160,000 baht).
Mr Thien insisted that the establishment of the zones was a hard
decision made imperative by the need
tw boost agricultural production in
the face of the country’s high birth
rate

“Shock brigades” of young volunteers clear away the land and put up
houses to get the settlements started

before the arrival of the new residents, who are now allowed an advance look at their prospective homes
and the chance to talk with those
already installed

“Thanks to this new policy we have
managed to correct a negative image
and obtain aid from international

organisations such as UNICEF,” Mr
Thien said
Mr Fraser said that the Vietnamese Government hopes to move
10 million people to croplands — 3
million hectares in the North and 7
million hectares in the South — by
the year 2000
This should enable Vietnam to
meet the food needs of a population
estimated to reach 75 million by the
turn of the century, compared to 56
million this year, according to official
figures.
For Ho Chi Minh City, the goal is

to cut the number of residents in half
if all conditions are right for agricultural and industrial development.
While the New Economic Zones are
now agricultural cooperatives, the
long-term objective is to collectivise
them into state farms, the ultimate

CSO:
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step in the country’s “socialist trans——
say.
y and the |
of
those doales of war have
y oe
with little choice, a Western source
said. [t urgently needs to develop its
croplands if it wants to achieve quick
food self-sufficiency.
First Deputy Premier To Huu has
said that Vietnam should achieve
such self-sufficiency this year thanks
to a harvestof 17 million tons of rice,
a million tons better than last year.
The increase should allow per
capita annual consumption of 300
of food, or 1,500’calories a day, stil
well below the 2,300 daily calories
which the UN Food and Agricultural
Organisation considers the minimum.
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Katigbak]
THE showpiece of Vietnam's industrial develop
ment is the Black River hydroelectric project,
bul it is tucked out of sight 200 metres under
ground

Construction of the US$2.4 billion plant 100 kms
west of Hanoi began in 1979 with Soviet aid and
is scheduled for completion by 1990

When fully operational it will have a generating
capacity of 1,920,000 kilowatts, supplying the
energy equivalent of three million tonnes of
coal @ year

Project administration chief Tran Van Khoi told
Reuters it will be the largest power plant in
South-East Asia and one of the few under
ground hydroelectric projects in the world
“We are building it underground as a protection in

case of war,” he said in an interview
After over 30 years of battling the French and the

Americans and the ever present danger of con
flict with China, the Vietnamese have develop
ed a siege mentality. Their national! anthem is
peppered

with

rumbling

of guns

references

and

to battlefields,

admonitions

the

to “keep

ready for all sacrifices”

Khoi said the electricity

generated

would

be

enough to run most of the factories of North
Vietnam, presently operating on oil or coal

The first of the eight giant generators is sched
uled to start operating in 1947 with a capacity of
240,000 kilowatts

Economic embargo
“We are running according to schedule and ex
pect to complete the whole project in 1990 as
planned,” khoi said

From afar, a thick haze of dust blankets the 64
square km site. The dust is churned by heavy
Soviet-built lorries and tractors scurrying

about.

Rock

blasting explosions, preceded

by

flares fired in the sky, are heard regularly
Vietnamese workers with the assistance of their
Soviet advisers have already bored a series of
tunnels totalling 16-km through a hill where the
Black River water will be diverted to power the

generators

A dam 125 metres high and 649 metres long will be
constructed across the river

Experts said that apart from reducing Vietnam's
oil imports from the Soviet Union, estimated at
1.7 million tonnes annually, the hydroelectric
project would also help divert more coal for

exports to hard currency countries, particular.
ly Japan
Because of an economic embargo against Viet.
nam following its invasion of neighbouring
Kampuchea in 1979, the Hanoi government is
strapped for cash and unable to repay its hard
currency foreign debt of about US$1.5 billion.
Erratic power supply has in the past been a major
constraint on the expansion of Vietnam's industrial output But the Black River project should
significantly increase the electricity supply, estimated

by the

International

Monetary Fund at 3.9 million kilowatts in 1941
The project site lies on the edge of the provincial
capital of Hoa Binh, a sparsely populated hilly
area. According to Khoi, only about 10,000 peo
ple living in the vicinity had to be resettied else.
where.

Close cooperation
A small city, aptly named Hoa Binh Hydroelec
tric City, has sprung up to house the 30,000 Viet.
namese workers and 500 Soviet experts work.
ing on the project.
The hydroelectric plant has brought a measure of
relative prosperity to the surrounding area, although residents said most of the food for the
workers is brought in from other parts of the
country.

Ha Thi Van, 34, a government employee at Hoa
Binh opened a hole in-the wall cafe in her home
two years ago to tap some of the money
of the
workers. Her menu is limited to tea, small
pieces of dried biscuits, peanuts and a few
sweets

She takes in about 200 dong a day and reckons her
profits are 40 dong (US$4) a day, not much at
the official rate and even less at the black mar
ket rate of about 140 dong to the dollar. But
considering that her monthly government sala.

ry is only just over 200 dong, her sideline is
quite profitable.
“The extra income helps support my five children,” she said.
Van said the Soviet advisers from the project site
often visited the town for purchases of minor
items and were friendly and heipful
In response to queries, Khoi said he was aware
that the Black River dam was billed in the West
as Asia's Aswan dam, a reference to 4 similar
ject which was started by the Soviets in
pt before they were expelled from that
country.
“The same thing won't happen to the Soviets in
Vietnam,” he stressed. “We are both socialist
countries and we have close cooperation in all
fields.”
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[article by special coyrespondent,
North-South Contrast!"/

[fext/

Saigon--It

is difficult

Alain

Jacob:

to escape

this

"“Uripping

obsession

of con-

trast, not to say antagonism between the North and the South.
Listing the points in common never leads very far.
The markets
in Hanoi are well supplied today, but those in Saigon and Cholon
are

much

larger

and

are

alive

until

evening

with

a more

ener-

getic bustle.
The same somewhat exciting smell of all the herbs
and spices mixed together prevails in both, but the little eating houses where you can gulp down a bowl of soup, a few fritters
or a plate of fried vegetables are twice as numerous in the
South as in the North.
In Hanoi as well as in Ho-Chi-Minh City* small business seems to
do very well,
But here, it is located more or less in the areas
reserved for it--beginning at the former
kue de la Soie--while
there it overflows and overruns the entire city, converting the
sidewalks into endless markets, where you can buy everything and
engage

services--including

all

dresser

and

simultaneously

those

of a hair-

a pedicurist,.

Differences

In the North, at least as much as in the South, the beauty and
charm of the Vietnamese women match their reputation,
But tradition is not enough to quite explain the relative austerity of
*Ho-Chi-Munh City is not the new name of Saigon, but that of an
administrative unit which includes Saigon, Cholon and Gia Dinh
Province, which is mainly rural, with the responsibility of supplying the city dwellers and whose boundaries extend several
tens of kilometers beyond the center of the urban district,
strictly

speaking.

fashion
colored

in the capital, in marked contrast with
and tightly fitting styles of the young

the highly
women, wearing

gloves and black goggles, who
atinat Street in Saigon,with

continue to streak along the former
their scooter motors roaring.

The

price

same

disturbingly

complex

out the country and allows
the Same article according
dized--in the state stores
these

two

extremes,

the

system

is in force

through-

ranges of 1 to 10, sometimes more, for
to who sells it--rationed but subsior by private businessmen.
Between

authorities

themselves

observe

two

other

rates outside rationing, more or less designed to prevent the
violent rises in the black market.
Finally the peasants sel!
their products directly at lower prices than in free trade,
Consequently, there are, in all, five different prices, and not
only for food products, but also for a number of consumer products, clothes, household utensils, furniture, etc,
It

is

enough,

a developed

we

assume,

taste

to cause

for "black

all

market"

kinds

of speculation

or “subsidiary”

and

businesses,

without which, it would be practically impossible for families
to make ends meet.
With an average official salary of about
200 dongs per month, who could afford poultry at 110 to 170
dongs a kilogram, a pair of sandals at 100 dongs or a man's

shirt

at some

200 dongs?*

But

in Ho-Chi-Munh

ent

scope

to

the

because

outside

City "black
of the

world,

market”

opening--at

both

through

operations
least

have

relative--of

involvement

in

trade

a differthe

city

with

foreign countries, as well as through the regular contribution
of merchandise coming from Vietnamese scattered throughout the
world,
And an inflexible legalism is necessary to avoid the
innumerable

deals

which

are

offered

you,

even

in

the

most

re-

spectable places, to profit from your dollars and your francs at
rates which are much more advantageous than the official exThe mayor of Ho-Chi-Minh-City, Mai Chi Tho, chairchange rate.
man of the People's City Committee, moreover, does not conceal

that

at all
cerns

This
this

him

"problem

most

of distribution"

the

major

official

immensely

one

which

con-

the
the

extent precisely where
South is one of this

concerns.

rate

according

is the

today.

is obviously not the only one, to
difference between the North and

government's

*At

the

the

10 dongs
to

the

1 dollar;

=

money
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changer.

the

rate

varies

im-

In

his

delicate

functions,

Mai

Chi

Tho--himself

a northerner

originally, but in the South for 18 years--emphasizes that the
climate, the natural conditions and regional peculiarities without any special political significance are the cause of the most

obvious
even

disparities.

reproaches

But he regrets

foreign

by “artificially

observers

comparing"

South

for

any

idea

wanting

to North.

of “division”
to “weaken”

and

Vietnam

At lesser levels, it is admitted more willingly that the recent
past has left marks which will only be erased very gradually and
that, meanwhile, it is necessary to live with this dual heritage.
The insistance with which the theme of national unity, inseparable from that of independence,is constantly emphasized--in
speeches, literature and particularly in theatrical works--indi-

cates

clearly

that

“national

integration”

remains

an objective

to be achieved.
It assumes that the support of all the people
will be gained not only for the idea of national unity--which
does not seem to be seriously disputed--but also for a definite
plan of economic, political and social development, in the final
analysis, for a certain almost identical way of life for the
entire country.
There appears here another division of a sociologica)
tween the generations and whose consequences which it
to in
the not very distant future are envisaged, when
that 42 percent of the Vietnamese now are less than 15
The

Scars

of

nature becan lead
we learn
years old.

War

Kight years after the end of the Vietnamese War, neither Hanoi
or Saigon give the impression of prosperous and restored cities,
New buildings are rare there and while the streets are maintained
and swept on the whole, while you sense around the Little Lake
in Hanoi the somewhat old-fashioned charm of the promenades of
colonial times, decay is everywhere, the facades are deteriorating, the pretty balconies with intricate shapes are consumed by
rust, hardly camouflaged in the South by the mauve and rose cascades

of

encroaching

bougainvilleas,.

Is there poverty?
Certainly and who would hide it?
The small]
begvars, the barefooted urchins with their exposed bottoms, the
sleepers who set themselves up for the night on the sidewalks-much more numerous in the South than in the North--are there to
show that, while no one, obviously, starves to death in Vietnam,
there are those for whom survival remains a daily and uncertain
In this context, any attempt at urban esthetics would
struggle.
appear as a sumptuous luxury.
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But there is more and which indeed seems to be a deliberate
intention to let the scars of war remain.
At the entrance to
the capital, the beams of the venerable Paul Doumer Bridge
twisted by American bombs still rise toward the sky, mute testimony of a heroic period, above the close rows of bicycles broken
by a few trucks or buses coughing laboriously at the same speed,
which move by on its two narrow lanes.
In Saigon,
today--are

April
says

the gates
just like

1975
Mai

left

Chi

tunnels

action

and

which

them.

Tho,

of the

of the former Presidential Palace--deserted
the northern tanks which forced them in

"We want

of the

“iron

resistance

he himself

the

“iron

things

they also

triangle”

against

was

to leave

that

adds

who

the

which

Americans

man.”

of educating the new generations,
Spirit of resistance and national
tory possible not long ago.

as

they are,"
part

preserving

are

was

the

north

base

of

It is a way,

for

the

the

city

of

he explains,

of maintaining among them the
mobilization, which made vic-

The question is to find out what response this message can
really find in a youth which hardly knew the war or not at all
and which, that seems fairly clear, thinks of everything else.

Walk around

in Saigon

in the evening

and you will

hear

there

disco music broadcast at full volume in little streets whose
good natured police control somehow or other crowds of girls in
flowered pants and boys with long hair, among whom the interest
in amusement--even

obviously

exceeds

if

it

is

a great

of

deal

a decadent

the

and

bourgeois

willingness

for

type--

sacrifice.

Things are somewhat different, less conspicuous if you wish in
Hanoi, but the attitudes seem to be similar, judging by the
ravenous appetite for refreshments which is expressed, despite
all obstacles, in the youth whom you see wandering in the parks
in the evenings seeking all other activities, it seems, except
the study of the latest party documents.
The practice of corruption
poses habitually--does not

between
young

the

rulers

spokesman

the National

the

and

explains

Assembly

are

and privileges--which
do anything to reduce

You feel

ruled.

to you

that

reserved

“for

it very

sports

the

the

the
the

press exdifference

well

when

bigwigs.”

a

near

facilities

But among

the socialist countries and those of the Third World, Vietnam is
At
far from having exclusive rights to this type of spectacle.
than
shocking
less
little
a
even
seem
the most, the latter would
elsewhere to the extent where resourcefulness, the ) system and
are part of the recognized facts--consider
black market channels
the price system--of
is widespread,

life.

Necessity
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has

no

law

as

long

as

want

More

characteristic

is

the

mobilize forces remains
outside world, somewhat
Stage

in

a

struggle

fact

that

the

language

which

continues

today

in

other

What has been the most unexpected thing for you
"Domestically, things have not been easier than

answers Mai Chi Tho.
“But it is natural
culties,
What has surprised me the most

of

the Pol

Pot

designed

to

that of a stubborn struggle against the
as if the victory of 1975 was only a

supporters

and China."

forms,

after 1975”
we thought,"

that we have
has been the

After

that--with

met diffiattitude

the

be-

havior of the Americans remaining basically hostile--the tasks
of economic construction are converted into a struggle for
national independence, in a new war of resistance of some kind,
where the main front, one explains to you, is not either the
border with China--a hereditary enemy--or even Cambodia, but
altogether inside the country, where the Vietnamese must conWhile one
tinue to show their capacity to overcome adversity.
hardly refers, in passing, to definite projects like the assisMoreover, the essential is in the heart of
tance from the USSR,
a nation whose unity must be consolidated more in the defense
of its integrity,than in the quest for a still distant prosperity.

The

Spirit

Millions
Support

of Resistance

of Vietnamese
this

program,

a bicycle in working
much more), to house
rage

for

electric

whose
but

patriotism

their

immediate

is not

in question

dream

would

be

do
to

have

order (1,500 dongs minimum and generally
themselves, to amuse themselves (oh! this

guitars!)

a

little

bit

better.

For the inclination for austerity, if it is part of the spirit
of resistance, is very unequally distributed in Vietnam,
Let us
not speak about these restaurants--which are part of the national
the

heritage--where

you

to appreciate

turtle,

most

the

obliging

hospitality

dishes

through

the

many

original

and

succulent

of

your

hosts

of snake,
refinements

Gastronomic discoveries are a usual
cuisine.
tors to Southeast Asia, even if they have not

allows

snails
of

and

Vietnamese

privilege of visialways been suc-

cessful.

But the memory
continue which

of the French colonial period has let a taste
is much more popular and unexpected in this part

At the first light of day when
of the world,
set out for work in the streets of Saigon and

the common
have their

people
break-

fast on their way at a spot on the sidewalk, it 18, a& often as
soup or a bowl of rice, a good sandwich cut up in a roll of
French bread, worthy of the best Parisian bakeries, which they
luxury
A rare
choose for their first meal of the day.
the mere preservation of flour
where
Asia of monsoons,
within the reach of everyone,
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